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Abbe, Mark (Wiener Travel Grant recipient): on roman sculpture in Corinth F10-24 (F)
Academy of Athens: admits H. Thompson F80-1 (F); gold medal to ASCSA S87-4 (F)
Acrocorinth: annual meeting report (R. Stroud) S88-5; sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone S88-5 (F). See also Corinth
Acropolis (Athens): anniversary (300th) of bombardment observed F87-12; conservation measures, Erechtheion and Parthenon F84-1 (F), F88-7 (F), F91-5 (F); exploration work of J.C. Wright S79-14 (F); Propylaia study, publication of S92-3 (F); reconstruction efforts, Parthenon (K.A. Schwab) S93-5 (F); restoration photos displayed at Fairfield University S04-4 (F); Temple of Athena Nike S99-5 (F)
Adkins, Evelyn (Jameson Fellow): on school experience F11-13
Adossides, Alexander: tribute to S84-13
Aegean Fellows program (ARIT-ASCSA) S02-12 (F)
Aesop's Fables postcards: F87-15
After-Tea-Talks: description and '79 schedule F79-5; '80-'81 report (P. Russell) F81-16; history of S84-11; winter '87-'88 S87-9
Agora (Athens): anniversary celebrated F06-16 (F); Ivan Biliarsky honored for work on Stoa S01-13; conservation of artifacts (S. Koob) F82-1, (A. Paterakis report) F90-10 (F); Coulson, W.D.E. (on excavations '96) S97-3, (on summer '96) S9-3 (F); excavations (J. McK. Camp) F95-1 (F), W99-8 (F), S00-13 (F), W01-7 (F), W99-8 (F), W01-7 (F), W03-4 (F), W04-3 (F), W-S05-6 (F), W-S06-5 (F), 2007-5 (F), S08-18, S10-3 (F) F10-5 (F), F11-5 (F); (fiftieth anniversary) F81-1, (of mint) F78-2, (Mauzy twenty-fifth anniversary) W-S06-7 (F), (seventieth anniversary) 02-5 (F); (staff photo) S00-10 (F), (T.L. Shear, Jr. reports) F80-2 (F), S87-8 (F), (TLS on resumption) F88-1, S89-6, (TLS; Stoa and Altar of Aphrodite) S91-3, (TLS)
F92-3 (F), F95-1, (State Prison of Athens) F77-5 (F), (J. M. Camp on, 2008) 2009-14 (F), 2009 season S10-1 (F); Guide to, 3d ed., F78-7; laboratory (2008 activities) 2009-13 (F); landscaping (H. Thompson) F82-7 (F); law court remnants study (A. Boegheold et al.) F80-9 (F); photography (C. Mauzy) S83-12 (F); pottery studied 2009-14; seventy-fifth anniversary, excavations W-S06-2, F06-5 (F); supportive grants (NEH challenge) F78-7, (NEH, Mellon, Packard) S79-1; postcards (photos by C. Mauzy) F86-7; Shear, T. Leslie Jr., director F87-3, S89-6; silver coin hoard S08-5 (F), slide sets from picture books F86-7, S87-15; staff S84-13 (F), W84-8 (F), (enumerated) F87-3; stelai (anti-tyranny) F87-11 (F), (tax) S87-8; Stoa Poikile (discovered; T.L. Shear, Jr.) F81-1 (F), S83-13, S91-3; volunteers S83-13 (F), F95-9; visited by ASCSA staff S10-12 (F). See also Excavations, Agora; Picture Books
Ahrweiler, Helene (Rector of European University): delivers Walton Lecture S96-6
Ajootian, Aileen: photo in Athens S04-12 (F); speaks at DAI conference on portraiture W03-13 (F); summer session lecturer at Souion W03-7 (F)
Alcibiades (Plato): Capps Fellow D.M. Johnson studies F95-5
Alcock, Susan (faculty, U. Michigan): husband lectures Trustees S03-12 (F)
ALEPH (Blegen book ordering and catalogue) W-S05-25
Aleshire, Sara E. B.: obituary F97-5; tribute S98-18
Alexakis, Yiannis (former ASCSA employee): honored at retirement S00-11 (F)
Alexander the Great, coinage (Nancy Moore): S81-14 (F)
Allison, June: on epigraphy colloquium in Athens W04-8 (F); on school, Agora annihilaries F06-12 (F)
Alsop, Joseph (trustee): book on FDR S82-5; “tablet” created for 20 years’ service F85-5 (F); obituary F89-15
Alumni/ae Association (ASCSA): Alumni Centennial Fund Drive S81-1; coordinators chosen S79-12, S82-13; election (of new officers) S80-2, S88-12; fund appeals S81-1, 15; questionnaire results F77-5; volunteers sought F78-15, S79-12, S80-7; F87-15
Amasis Painter, exhibition and postcard (C. Mauzy): F85-14 (F)
AMBROSIA: accessible from Main Reading Room of Gennadeion W-S05-G2; union ASCSA libraries catalogue launched S04-16 (F); used by Blegen and Gennadeion libraries F06-12, G2
American Academy at Rome, Broneer Fellowship sponsored with ASCSA: S86-15
American Institute of Archaeology (AIA): ASCSA gives scroll for 100th anniversary S80-2; Olivia James Fellow W02-4
American Journal of Archaeology (AJA): Publications Office typesets S86-5; Vitelli, Karen, new book review editor S81-7
American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT): resumes exchange program with ASCSA W01-6 (F), W-S05-11
Ammerman, Albert J.: (Wiener fellow) on neolithic in Aegean Thrace W-S06-19 (F); (ASCSA senior associate member) photo W-S05-16
Amphora Project: “ancient” dinners benefit S88-3 (F), 12, S89-9, F89-9
amphoras: Roman, sought in India (E.L. Will) S92-13; transport, and economic history (M.L. Lawall), S93-5
Amyx, Darrell A.: Ancient Corinth Symposium (and book) honors: S87-7 (F); (with Patricia Lawrence) Hesperia Supplement 28: ...Archaic Vase Painting S97-13
Anastassiades, Amandina: Agora conservator W-S06-23 (F), S08-5 (F); presents paper in Los Angeles 2009-32
Anderson, Robert O. (Trustee): elected Trustee S79-3 (F); honored by National Council on Philanthropy, S80-2
Anderson, Susan: donates photos of former women’s dormitory (ASCSA) to Archives S00-4 (F)
Andrade, Nathaniel (Jamieson Fellow): report on present and future research 2009-12
Andreason, Niels H.: Wiener Lab Report on lithic raw material and Chert artifacts 2009-26 (F)
Andrews, Kevin: years at School 2007-17 (F)
Andrianou, Dimitra: receives book award S11-20
Andriomenou, Angeliki: lectures on Greek tombs and stelai, November 2001 S02-13 (F)
Andritsaki-Photiaides, D.: on Mavris donation to Gennadeion W84-10
Angel, J. Lawrence: first J.L. Angel Fellow (S. Smith) F92-1; obituary S87-14 (F); reminiscences by wife S85-2 (F)
Angelopoulou, Drosoula: attends event honoring Stratis Myrivilis S10-G3 (F)
anniversary celebrations: Agora (Athens) excavations 75th W-S06-2, F06-5; ASCSA 125th W-S06-2, F06-5; -- 130th F10-4, F11-17 (F); Gennadeion 75th W02-G2; Gennadeion 80th W-S06-2; Stoa of Attalos 50th W-S06-2; Wiener Laboratory 10th W03-16; Wiener Laboratory 15th S08-10
antiquities collection of ASCSA: housed, cataloged by D. Pullen W84-4 (F)
Antonaccio, Carla M. (ASCSA 1984-85): named Dean of Arts and Humanities at Wesleyan S01-16; NEH; retires from Managing Committee 2007-18 (F); Humanities Center Fellow 1999-2000 S99-20; organizes colloquium on Morgantina W-S05-28
Aphrodite: of Aphrodisias, cult (L.R. Brody) F96-5
Apollo, Temple of (Bassai): F81-16 (F)
appointments at ASCSA. See fellowships
aqueducts: of Hadrian (S. Leigh) S96-10 (F)
Aravantinos, Vassileios L.: on ancient agriculture S12-13 (F)
Arberoires, Menes (excavation foreman): obituary S11-18 (F)
Arbilias, Iannis: honored by Europa Nostra for work on Stoa of Attalos S01-13
Archaeological Institute of America (AIA): AIA Gold Medal recipients
(Caskey, John H.) S81-4 (F), (Grace, Virginia) S90-1 (F), (Harrison, Evelyn B.) S93-2, (Meritt, Lucy Shoe) S81-11 (F), (Ridgway, Brunilde S.) S89-4, (Von Blanckenhagen, Peter H.) S83-5, (Weinberg, Gladys and Saul) S86-11 (F), (Williams, Charles K. II) S94-2 (F); call for annual meeting volunteers F82-17, F85-14, S86-11, F86-5; workshop in book production F94-10
archives of ASCSA (at Gennadeion): “American Archaeology in Greece”
workshop hosted F10-23 (F); Blegen archives exhibition S87-1 (F); booklet on
F95-3; correspondence of Charles H. Morgan and Ward M. Canaday excerpted
S85-2; Demos Foundation grant S80-14, F80-15, S81-13, S82-11; Gennadeion
Archive Center (established) F86-8, (inventoried, S. Stone) S79-12 (F);
housed, organized by D. Pullen W84-4 (F); photos of former women’s
dormitory donated by S. Anderson S00-4 (F); of photographs F77-1, (of
centennial celebration) F81-10 (F), (consultant G. Romer) F88-10 (F), (by
Alison Frantz) S84-12 (F), (montage) S79-8 (F), (D.B.Thompson gift) S90-8;
photos of former women’s dormitory donated by S. Anderson S00-4 (F);
preservation and conservation of F86-15 (F)
Archives at ASCSA: gift of album from 1950s donated S10-15 (F);
preservation projects S11-7
archivists, ASCSA. See Vogeikoff, Natalia; Zerner, Carol
Argive Heraion: recent work (C. Pfaff) F92-2 (F)
Argolid exploration: Stanford University Project S83-10 (F)
ARGOS Project: accessibility increases at Blegen S01-6; delays S99-16; Getty
grant covers second phase S98-7; library computerization funded by European
Union F94-4; update S96-6, S97-4, F97-5, S00-9, W01-10, W02-8
Argyropoulos, Vasilike: book on emergency procedures (with N. Winter) S98-6
Aristophanes: reception by Greeks in 19th and 20th centuries (G. Van Steen)
F93-5
Aristotle: research on fish in Lesvos (J. Tipton) W02-14
Arnush, Michael F.: receives preservation and access grant from NEH S01-16
Andrews, Kevin: Castles of the Morea reprinted W-S06-G4 (F)
Artemis: Temple of (Falaika) F91-14 (F)
ASCSA Cooperating Institutions F06-4
ASCSA class of 2006: dissertations listed W-S06-17-18
Asirvatham, Sulochana R. (NEH Fellow): on Alexander’s legacy to Roman Empire
S02-9; attends welcome party W02-13 (F)
Association of American Publishers: gives award for ASCSA publication W-S05-4
(F)
Asvesta, Aliki: assembled Gennadeion exhibition F10-G4 (F)
Athanasiiades, Ted: attends Gennadeion Trustee’s Meetings W02-13 (F);
elected trustee of Gennadeion F95-2 (F); Hellenic-American Chamber of
Commerce Man of the Year F96-6; photographed with wife at “Clean Monday,”
S01-insert, 2 (F)
Athens: “Athens, Cultural Capital of Europe” exhibition F85-1 (F); ATHENIANS
Project (J. Traill) S91-19; December 2001 snowstorm photographed S02-12
(F); Long Walls, rediscovering (D. Conwell) S95-12 (F); roads of (L. Costaki)
S01-8 (F); A Sourcebook for the Topography of Athens (Judith Binder) F79-5.
See also individual sites
Athribis: excavations (K. Mysliwiec) S95-2 (F)
Augustin, J.J. obituary: S84-10 (F)
Ayia Irini, Kea: excavations (cult statues report by J.L. Caskey) F78-12 (F),
S81-5 (F)
Babbitt, Frank Cole (1867-1935): profile F87-8 (F); takes children to Greece F006-24
Babbit, Katherine: bequest 2007-10; on life in Athens at age 16 F2006
Bacon, Helen: obituary S08-22 (F)
Bacopoulos, Nicholas G.: new Gennadeion trustee W-S06-G1
Bakodima, Demetra (accountant): photo W-S05-16
Bakoyannis, Dora (mayor of Athens): presents award to school W-S05-17 (F)
Balta, Ambassador Aghi: attends Clean Monday event in New York S11-G4 (F)
Bankoff, H. Arthur: heads Idalion (Cyprus) excavations F92-11 (F)
Baring, Sue: visits Pylos on trustee's trip F10-13 (F)
Barletta, Barbara A. (NEH Fellow): on Greek temples in southern Italy and Sicily S03-7
Barresi, Bethann: Kress Foundation intern (conservation) S00-13 (F)
Barthen, Judith M. (NEH fellow): on architectural sculpture S08-12
Bartusis, Mark (NEH Fellow): research on pronoa at Gennadeion S03-G1
Bashir, Marie: in Athens for celebration W-S06-14 (F)
Basil, Frank: gift of Gennadeion exhibition room F86-1 (F); obituary F88-13
Bass, George: donates photos of travels S08-14 (F); surveys shipwrecks off Turkish coast W02-20
Bassai: Temple of Apollo (research by ASCSA) F81-16 (F)
Bastea, Eleni: Cotson lecturer 2009-G2
Baudoin, Elizabeth: on summer session 2009 S10-19 (F)
Belis, Alexis: photographed at Thasos S08-17 (F)
Bellinger, Alfred Raymond: obituary S78-11
Benaki Museum: Piet de Jong exhibition F06-2 (F); Temple of Zeus at Nemea exhibit S83-1 (F)
Bennett, Emmet L.: honored F88-13; lectures at Blegen Exhibition S87-3 (F); obituary S12-18
Benson, Lisa: on Hermonax in context S95-7 (F)
Berlin, Andrea: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F)
Bernard, Seth G. (Regular Member, Fulbright Fellow) photo W-S05-16
Betancourt, P.P.: directs excavations at Chryso[kamino S97-12 (F), F97-11 (F); -- at Pseira S88-10; on East Crete Research Center F94-1 (F); honorary degree from University of Athens W01-12 (F)
Beye, Charles: Special Research Fellow S79-5
Bibliophiles: Association Internationale de Bibliophilie S78-6; Hellenic Society 10th International Congress in Athens S78-6
Biers, William R.: on early ASCSA excavations at Ikarion F81-15 (F)
Biggs, John H.: new trustee S01-4 (F)
Bikaki, Aliki: obituary S11-19
Bikakis, Harry (ASCSA lawyer): fellowship honors S97-5; obituary S97-14
Biliarsky, Ivan: On Orthodox monastery of St. John, Patmos S01-13 (F)
Bingham, Joan: attends Philhellenic awards ceremony F11-17 (F)
Binder, Judith: donates for resurrection of Vanderpool archive at Blegen Library S04-18; gift to
Blegen Library *Sourcebook for the Topography of Athens* announced F79-5 (F)
Bittner, Wes: photographed at Gla reconnaissance (F)
Blackmer, Henry M.: house/museum S78-6; collection (books and bibelots) F86-5; obituary F88-13
Blanchenhagen, Peter H. von: S79-11(F); AIA Gold Medal S83-5 (F); obituary S90-14
Blegen, Carl W.: archives exhibited at Gennadeion S87-1 (F) ; bust at Archaeological Museum of Hora commemorates S96-8 (F) ; CWB His Letters Home (D.C. Spitzer) S96 -16; recollections (Cedric Boulter) W84-12, (Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan) F97-12
Blegen House: revisited F11-21 (F)
Blegen Library: W04-13; Ad Hoc committee 1999-2000 S00-9; acquisitions 2007-22; ALEPH system installed W-S05-25; AMBROSIA, union ASCSA libraries catalogue) S04-16 (F), W-S06-11, F06-12, F11-14; ARGOS project progresses S01-6; authors asked for copies of own books/dissertations F80-5, S86-3; Karen Bohrer new librarian 2009-5 (F); books given in A. Parsons’s memory S82-7; books (new) list S93-4, S94-4, F97-4, S99-16, S02-17; building repairs S01-6; collaboration with Gennadeion S12-5; committee meets S86-2 (F); coordinated service model project F06 -12; earthquake repairs (C. Mackay) S03-15, (D. Photiades) W04-14 (F); electronic resources W-S06-10, F06-12; Getty Trust support S88-12; Huxley archives added to S08-7 (F); new copying facility F10-10; new wing (design) F88-10 (F), (ground broken; W. Coulson, W. Loomis) S89-1 (F), (Kresge Foundation grant) S90-2, (nears completion) S91-15 (F) , (operational) F91 -2 (F) , (plans) S88 -5; inventory conducted WS06-10; Charles E. Jones becomes head librarian W-S05-2; --, new head librarian W-S06-4 (F); -- steps down as head of library 2007-22 (F); librarians (see Graham, Phyllis; Furuya, Yuki; Jones, Charles E.; MacKay, Camilla; Millis, Benjamin; Millis, Gretchen Maxeiner; Ott, Jeremy F11-16 (F); Philippides, M.Z.; Photiades, D.; Sourligka, Eleni S11-5; Tourina, Maria; Winter, N.A.); moves part of collection to basement S12-5; NEH challenge grant S10-4; news S95-6; F96-4, S01-6, W02-8, W04-14, F06-12, 2007-22, F11-14 (F); online resources 2007-22, F11-14; participates in American Overseas Digital Library (AODL) W01-10; renovation W84-3 (F); repair efforts F11-14 (F); Rubright memorial gifts S85 -5; Smithsonian Estate legacy S94-4; space concerns W-S06-11; staff photograph W03-19 (F); *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum* now online F11-14; Homer Thompson papers (L. Papageorgiou on) S02-16 (F); tribute to Nancy Winter (M. Photiadi, L. Gignoli) W01-10 (F); Vanderpool archive resurrected through donation S04-18; volunteers F93-2, S99-16; of Whitehead archaeological books donated S95-15; Working Fellows (D. Merrillees, G. Millis) S98-6 (F)
Blickman, Daniel: on ancient Greek concept of plague F89-3
Blitzer, H.: on archival gift to ASCSA S90-8; NEH fellow (2009) S10-8
Boardman, John S92-10 (F)
Bodnar, Edward: obituary S12-18
Boegelohan, Alan: 1990-91 activities in Athens F91-3; on body talk in Greece S00-10; book published S00-20; budgetary priorities report F77-1; chair, Managing Committee F90-1 (F); chair, Priority Committee F77-1; director,
summer session F79-7; Distinguished Visiting Professor at Amherts W02-20; on epigraphy F82-14 (F); Gennadeion pipeline named after S04-insert, 3; leads “Sea Cloud” tour F97-9; receives Aristeia award F11-17 (F); retires from Brown University (honored) S04-20; retires from chairing Managing Committee S98-4 (F), W99-2 (F); speaks to honor Nancy Winter S01-6; studies Athenian law courts (Agora) F80-9 (F); symposium on publication of Agora XXVIII: The Lawcourts at Athens, S96-8; speaks at Gennadeion exhibit S89-8; travels to Crete W-S05-20 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Boeotia: M. Bunker travels (ca. 1900) S83-16 (F); Ohio State University expedition S82-12 (F); Stanford to Attic-Boero, Dina: at Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F)
Boiotian frontier S91-3 (F)
Bohrer, Karen: new Blegen librarian 2009-5 (F)
Bolmarcich, Sarah (ASCSA associate member) photo W-S05-15
Bombieri, Susan: new development assistant for Gennadeion at Princeton office W02-G2
Bookidis, Nancy: Kress Foundation fellow S04-9; profiled by James D. Muhly S00-2 (F); on recovery of artifacts by Corinth Archaeological Museum S00-3 (F), S01-1 (F); Publication Fellow (Kress) W-S05-9 (F); presents Philhellenic award F11-17 (F); retirement party honors W04-13 (F); retires as assistant director of Corinth excavations S03-6 (F); rewarded for recovery of artifacts S02-12; Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore (R. Stroud, co-author) S96-6, S98-10 (F); secretary, Corinth Excavations S78-1; stars in documentary W-S06-24 (F)
Bordewich, Jean Parvin (Democracy 2500 collaborator): runs for U.S. Congress S98-14 (F)
Borza, Eugene: endows ASCSA summer session S97-5; on F.W. Mitchel S86-12 (F); visiting professor, ASCSA F86-5 (F)
Borza, Rea Silvia: endowment honors S97-5
Bouchard, Jacques: lectures at Gennadeion as part of Cotsen series F10-G3 (F)
Boulter, Cedric: obituary S90-14; recollections of C. Blegen W84-12 (F)
Boulter, Patricia N.: on Midea (Argolid) excavations S92-15 (F)
Bounia, Alexander: gives seminar at Gennadeion 2009-G3
Bourbou, Chryssi (Angel Fellow): on early Byzantine population at Eleutherna S01-15
Bourloyannis, Yiannis, Ambassador: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F); attends Gennadeion Philoi bookfair F10-G4 (F); visits Gennadeion archives with Philoi S11-G4 (F)
Bouzaki, Stella: Corinth conservator S78-1 (F); retires S04-18 (F)
Bowersock, Glen W.: honored at retirement by seminar W-S06-24
Boyd, Harriet (Hawes): first to excavate Kavousi (E. Crete) S82-14 (F); S85-1 (F); profiled by James D. Muhly S00-2 (F)
Boyd, Thomas: on excavations at Halieis S80-6 (F)
Brademas, John (Rep.-Indiana): honorary degree, Colgate F78-1 (F)
Brecoulaki, Hariclia (Wiener Fellow): on ancient Macedonian paintings S00-16 (F); appointed to National Hellenic Research Foundation 2009-32; on color in
ancient Greek painting F06-25 (F); receives award for book S08-24; Wiener Visiting Research Professor 2005-6 W-S05-25, S08-24
Bridges, Andrew: attends Philhellene awards reception F11-17 (F); endows ASCSA fellowship S01-7; helps organize 15th annual Raubitschek Lecture at AIA, Stanford S02-20; new trustee F06-4 (F)
Bridges, Robert (ASCSA secretary): leads trip to Crete S10-12 (F); photo S03-12 (F); photo at Summer Session I 2009-18 (F)
British School of Archeology at Athens: centennial S86-15
Brody, Lisa R.: on Aphrodite of Aphrodisias F96-5; director, summer session II W03-10 (F)
Brogan, Tom: attends Thessaloniki conference S01-5 (F); on commemoration of war in Hellenistic period F96-8 (F); lectures to Philoi on Wm. D.E. Coulter S02-G4; photo on Mochlos W04-8 (F); at Papadiokampos S-08-16 (F); on Thessaloniki archaeological conference S02-15 (F); speaker/reader at Coulson memorial 9/01 W02-13, 19 (F); on Thessaloniki Symposium (1999) S99-4 (F); travels to Crete W-S05-20 (F)
Broneer, Oscar: (et al.) Bronze Age: conference (on pottery trade) F89-3; (F); at Isthmia S81-16; (et al.) on Isthmia Museum opening S79-2 (F); lectures honor F87-3 (F); profile S92-17 (F); Replogle Foundation fellowship (established) S86-15; (first Fellow, J. Walsh) F86-5, (Betsey A. Robinson, 2001–2 Broneer Fellow) W03-11; textile production (B. Burke) F96-5 (F); vessels (rhyta?) S81-15 (F)
Bronze Age: conference (on pottery trade) F89-3 (F); textile production (B. Burke) F96-5 (F); vessels (rhyta) S81-15 (F)
Broome-Raines, Heidi: 2009–10 Frantz fellow S10-G2; lauds academic program S08-4
Broumas, Olga: Cotsen lecturer 2009-G2
Brown, Amelia R (Capps fellow): on Corinth, Albania, and Romans in China F06-9
Brown, Byron: receives K. Keene Scholarship S03-19
Brown, Deborah: on sacerdotal houses in Greece S01-3 (F)
Brown, John Nicholas (Trustee): obituary S80-15 (F)
Brown, Peter: honored by Gennadeion trustees 2007-G2 (F)
Brownlee, Ann Blair: obituary on Keith Devries
Bruce, Will: at Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F)
Brybaert, Ann (Wiener Laboratory associate): on Bronze Age painted plaster W03-15
Bubelis, William (regular member): Kress Fellow, on geometric burial discovery at Corinth S03-4; supervises epigraphy student W03-13 (F)
Buczynski, Edmund M: on ‘82 summer session F82-4 (F)
budget of ASCSA: committee to study F77-1
Bugh, Glenn R.: directs ASCSA Summer Session I W01-14; guiding tours to Greece S85-5 (F); honored with 2011 CLAHS award S11-20; Whitehead Professor leads seminar W-S05-2. G2
Buikstra, Jane: honored by Paleopathology Association S11-20 (F); Wiener lecturer W02-12 (F); wins Pomerance Award from AIA W-S05-28
building methods: (E. Gebhard on) Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia S80-4 (F)
Buitron-Oliver, Diana (archaeologist, curator): obituary S02-18 (F)
Bunker, Minnie: travels in Boeotia ca.1900 S83-16 (F)
Burhham, Constance Holden Curry: obituary W99-19 (F)
Burke, Brendan: new assistant professor, ASCSA W01-8 (F), W02-3 (F); on textile production in the Bronze and Iron Ages F96-5 (F)
Burkert, Walter: Annual Trustee Lecturer S01-10 (F)
Burden, Jeffrey: on Athenian architecture in the age of Augustus S96-7 (F)
Burke, Brendan: on textile production in the Bronze and Iron Ages F96-5 (F)
Burns, Bryan: attends light show at new Acropolis Museum 2009-18 (F)
Burns, Krishni: attends summer session wrap-up party F10-13 (F)
Butterfield, M.A.: on staff of Mayer House S91-11 (F)
Bynum, Rebecca: on tracing ancient roads in the Corinthia S94-5 (F)
Byzantine: Archangel Michael at Chonae (G. Peers on) S93-7 (F); Church of the Dormition “of Skripou” (A.
Cabolis, Christos: gives seminar at Gennadeion on Eastern Orthodox indulgences 2009-G3
Cassens on) S92-5 (F); lecture on cities by Angeliki Laiou S80-12 (F); studies, events F91-9
Cahill, Nicholas: on Olynthus, AIA panel S90-6
Çakmak, Lisa: attends publications display W-S06-14 (F); visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Calder, W.N.: on setting up bequests to ASCSA S86-14
Camp, John McK. II: addresses attendees, 75th anniversary of Agora excavations F06-5 (F); on Agora (Athens) excavations F77-5, W99-8 (F), S00-13 (F), W01-7 (F), W04-3 (F), 2007-5 (F), 2009-14 (F), S10-3 (F), F11-5 (F); (seventieth anniversary ) W02-5 (F), W03-4 (F); The Athenian Agora S86-5; attends Athens-Sparta exhibition 2007-18 (F); -- award ceremony F11-16 (F); on 4th Congress on S. Attica, Kalyvia, honoring E. Vanderpool S90-10; honored by Hellenic Public Radio F10-27; honored at Leadership 100 conference S11-17 (F); lauds exchange between AAR and ASCSA S94-4; leads Ionia-Caria trip 2009-8 (F); lecture on Athens Agora W99-20; -- 2007-32; Mellon Professor F85-1 (F); obituary on Homer Thompson W01-2 (F); photo S00-10 (F); photo at anniversary celebration F06-16 (F); speaks at Greek embassy F10-12 (F); on Sulla’s trophy S91-13 (F); tour of Asia Minor S04-6 (F); tribute to E. Vanderpool; writes introductory essay to R. McCabe book W-S05-27
Canaday, Ward Murphey: Canaday Education and Charitable Trust F81-3 (F); Canaday House dedicated S83-1 (F); correspondence with Charles Hill Morgan (excerpts) S85-2; profile F81-3 (F)
CAORC (Council of American Overseas Research Centers): announces new grants S99-17; funds scholarly exchange between ASCSA and ARIT W-S05-11; meets in Amman F94-9; meets in Athens F91-13 (F); and Mellon Central European Research Fellows program, F92-4; 2003-4 Fellows S03-19
Capps family: fellowship recipient S93-10; fund-raising efforts for ASCSA S86-13; visit Capps Belvedere F11-9 (F)
Capital Campaign: continues efforts F10-4; launched by Trustees S08-2
Capps, Edward: memorial to (belvedere) F11-9 (F)
Caraher, William: student report on exploration W03-6
Carpenter, Rhys and Eleanor: obituary of R. S80-15; portraits (Corinth memorabilia) F86-2 (F); reminiscence (L.S. Meritt) S79-10 (F)
Carraher, William (Spitzer Fellow): photo S03-12 (F)
Carroll, Harry J.: obituary W84-8 (F)
Carroll, Olive (librarian): obituary S02-18
Carter, Alicia (Regular Member): photo W-S05-16 (F); photo at Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F)
Carter, President James Earl: tribute to John J. McCloy S78-1
Carter, Jane: retires from Managing Committee 2007-18 (F); survey of Leukas (with S. Morris) F92-1 (F); vicechair of Managing Committee W03-5
Caskey, Elizabeth G.: endows B.H. Hill Fellowship S95-5; obituary F94-11
Caskey, John L.: on excavations at Ayia Irini (Kea) F78-12 (F), S81-5 (F); honored by Royal Irish Academy and American Academy of Arts and Sciences F80-5 (F); on Lerna publications S81-5 (F); memorial publications fund S82-15; obituary S82-15 (F); receives AIA gold medal S81-4 (F)
Cassens, Amy: on Church of the Dormition “of Skripou” S92-5 (F)
Casson, Lionel: wins AIA Gold Medal Award W-S05-28
Cederstrom, Eleanor Ross: obituary S89-15
Centennial of ASCSA (1981): Chicago celebrations (E. Gebhard) S81-13, (M. Lang) F80-1; committee F77-2, S78-5, S80-1; cruise to benefit ASCSA S80-3; fund to benefit S78-5, S80-1, S81-1, F82-2, F86-2, (completed) 6, (donors) F78-7 and F86-6 (insert), foundation gifts (Atlantic Richfield) S83-5, (Canady Education and Charitable Trust) F81-3, (Mellon Foundation matching grant) F81-5; photographic archives established F77-1; poster S82-3; summer 1981 celebrations F81-1, 2 (convocation by N. Yalouris) (F); symposium S80-1; trips marking S80-3, F81-8 (F), 17, 18 (F)
Chankowski, Andrzej S. (Mellon Fellow) S97-11
Charles, Prince of Wales: visits Lear collection at Gennadeion W99-18 (F)
Charlesworth, James (Princeton Theological Seminary): publishes article in Anchor Bible Reference Library (forthcoming): S02-20
Chatzidakis, Manolis: Walton Lecturer on Theophanes of Crete S83-7 (F)
Chatzitoulousis, Stamatis: Wiener Lab (Student Associate) report on Neolithic tree species W-S05-23
Chemello, Claudia: Agora conservator W-S06-23 (F)
Chen, Musheng: wins Mitropoulos Competition S10-G3 (F)
Cherry, John (faculty, U. Michigan): lectures Trustees S03-12 (F)
Chriissidis, Nikolaos: work on Eastern Orthodox indulgences and rare books studies at Gennadeion 2009-G3
Christidou, Rozalia (Faunal Fellow): gives Tea Talk on bone tools in Greek and Anatolian prehistory S03-13, 15 (F); on Neolithic and Bronze Age tools S10-26 (F)
Chrysokamino excavations, S97-12 (F); F97-11 (F)
city planning (ancient): Athenian Architecture in the Age of Augustus (J. Burden) S96-7 (F); seminar (D.G. Romano) S95-1 (F)
City University of N.Y.: course on ancient Greek S90-13
Ciugudean, Horia Ion (director of Muzeul National, Alba Iulia, Romania): Mellon Research Fellow, fall 2002 W03-12 (F)
“Class of ‘04”: W04-17
Clay, Diskin: Karaghiozis figures donated to Gennadeion F97-5; memories of ASCSA,1963–64 S10-22
Clay, Jenny Strauss: Whitehead lecture S00-15 (F)
Clay, Lucius D. (General, ASCSA trustee ‘71–‘73) obituary F78-15
Clement, Paul Augustus: birthday S86-1 (F); obituary (T. Dinsmoor) F86-17 (F); on UCLA Isthmia excavations F77-3 (F)
Cline, Eric: AIA award for excellence in teaching W-S05-28
Clinton, Hilary Rodham: helps reinaugurate ARIT W01-6
Clinton, Kevin: on Eleusis ritual F89-5 (F); lectures in Sofia, Bulgaria F06-28; photographic images of Eleusis in digital collection W-S06-24
Clogg, R.: Politics and the Academy F87-12
Cloke, Christian (H. and D. Thompson Fellow): ASCSA student associate S11-12 (F); on Nemea Valley landscape F11-10 (F)
Closterman, Wendy E.: family burial plots in 4th century B.C. Attica F96-8
Cofer, Clay M.: report on vegetal imagery and Neo-Attic art F06-5
Cogan, Frances Capps (niece, ASCSA founder): obituary S02-19
Cohen, Edward E.: attends Philhellene awards reception F11-17 (F); elected trustee S82-3 (F); endows new ASCSA fellowships S01 -7; lecture (on Athenian banking) at Mayer House S91-12; photo F86-4 (F); -- (in Washington, DC) S12-8 (F); remarks on unveiling Blegen Library cornerstone F90-9; wins book award S98-18
Coleman, John E.: directs 1996 excavations at Halai S97-12; on new excavations at Halai (Cornell U.) F91-6 (F); Whitehead Professor 2001–2 S02-7 (F)
Coles, Amy: visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Colloquia of ASCSA: informal history of (D. Pullen) W84-11; on international archaeological survey S81-6. See also Gennadius/Gennadeion: colloquia committees: budgetary priorities F77-1; centennial year F77-2, S78-5, S80-1
Conant, Joseph M.: summer session director ‘77 F77-2
Conferences/symposia: “55 Years of Excavation . . . at Corinth” S08-24; on The Aegean and the Orient S97-16; AIAC (Boston/Cambridge, 23–26 August, 2003) S02-5; on ancient shipbuilding (Messenia 8/99) S00-4; on Arcadia/Laconia sculpture S92-10 (F), F92-12; on archaic Greek terracottas (Blegen Library) F91-15; on archeological work in Macedonia (14th Annual) S01-5 (F); -- and Thrace S03-9 (F); -- (17th annual) S04-5 (F); on archeology, New York (Krikos Association, sponsor) S88-5; --, Boston and Cambridge S01-9; Athenian Potters and Painters S98-11 (F); --, II F06-7; on Athenian pottery 2007-16 (F); “Big Digs Go Digital” S10-10; Bronze Age conference (on pottery trade) F89-3 (F); Bronze Age forum W-S06-13; on bronze, at Harvard F95-8; on Byzantine icons (Gennadeion) S98-6; “Corinth in
Contrast” F10-18; Early Hellenistic Portraiture S03-3 (F); East and West (to honor Bowersock) W-S06-24; Engendering Aphrodite (held in Nicosia) S98-18; 50th anniversary Isthmus excavations F06-7; on Frankish period in Greece S86-7; Greek relations with Venice W-S05-2; Half a Century on the Isthmus 2007-18 (F); on Mediterranean conservation (Getty Trust, sponsor) F95-10; on Mycenae wall-painting S11-5 (F); of Kenchreai mosaics S80-5 (F); KERDOS F97-16; on Panathenaia games, W04-10; The protection of the Past S99-6; Rigas and His World (at Delphi) W99-6; on terracottas (Ist International Conference) F88-11 (F), S89-12; on war damage, Falaika F91-14 (F); wine conference, Ikaria S08-11 (F). See also Democracy 2500
Connelly, Joan B.: attends conference on war damage in Kuwait F91-14 (F); speaking at Toledo Museum of Art W84-17 (F)
Connor, W. Robert: chairs ASCSA Visiting Committee W01-12; elected Trustee of Princeton’s Institute of Advanced Study W03-20; president and director of National Humanities Center S01-16; visiting ASCSA professor, report F78-5 conservation: of Athenian Agora artifacts F82-1, W99-14 (F); conferences on S80-5 (F), F95-8, F97-6 (F), 16
Conwell, David H.: report on Long Walls (Athens) S95-12 (F)
cooperating institutions: F78-15, F89-15; fund established for excavations F79-7
Cook, Joel: on summer session 2009 S10-19 (F)
Cooper, Frederick A.: addresses ASCSA S85-1 (F); on Bassai Temple F81-16 (F); director, summer session F77-2, S79-3; elected Mellon Professor S82-3 (F); exhibition and catalogue on Peloponnesos S02-G3 (F); leads Summer Session II 2009 6 (F); obituary F11-22 (F); profile F85-12 (F); The Temple of Apollo Bassitas, I The Architecture S97-13
Corinth: aerial photography of F93-11; balloon photography and study season S80-4 (F); centennial (international conference) S97-3 (F), S97-8 (F), (E. Langridge on Ancient Corinth exhibition) S96-4 (F), (symposia) F96-10; (trustees spring meeting) S96-8, computerized survey project (D. Romano on) S91-4; economy and society in the Frankish Corinthia (F.A. Schultz) S95-7; excavations (Forum) 2007-7 (F), (Peirene) W02-6 (F), (H.S. Robinson) F77-5, S79-14 (F), S113- (F); (D. R. Sanders [Panayia]) W03-5 (F), W-S05-4; (Temple Hill) F77-5, (C.K. Williams II) S78-1 (F), S79-14 (F), S97-3, 12, (Sarah James) W-S05-4, (C.K. Williams II on F11-4 [F]); exhibition of architecture W-S06-9 (F); Frankish complex (C.K. Williams II) S94-1 (F), (Temple E [CKW 30th anniversary, F]) S96-1; fresco and cult vessel discovered (CKW) S85-14; geometric burial uncovered S03-4 (F); history (CKW) S81-8 (F); memories of, 1934 (R. H. Howland) S04-17 (F); museum (golden anniversary) S84-5 (F), (robbery) F90-3 (F); off-season work described (CKW II) S82-1 (F); Panayia Field excavation W-S05-4; pottery (D.B. Kazazis) F79-6 (F); pottery seminar 2007-17 (F); proposed modifications to excavation entrance S04-3 (F); publications on S79-5 (F) report at annual meeting F86-16 (F); Roman wall painting at W03-6(F); Sanders, G.D.R. (new excavations director) S97-12, (progress reports) W99-3 (F), W01-1 (F), S02-11, S10-5 (F), S11-3(F); staff (Bouzaki, Stella,
conservator) S78-1 (F), (Fisher, Joan, numismatist) S78-1; stolen objects recovered by Archaeological Museum (N. Bookidis) S00-3 (F), S01-1 (F); symposium, University of Missouri-Columbia S87-7 (F); tracing ancient roads in the Corinthia (R. Bynum) S94-5 (F); training sessions (N. Norman) F78-4 (F), F79-3 (F); updated guide in progress W04-4 (F); “Well-watered Corinth” (M.E. Landon) F93-8. See also Williams, C.K. II Costaki, Leda: compiles Myrivilis papers W-S05-G4 (F); Cotsen lecturer 2009-G2; on poet Yorgis Paulopoulos 2009-G3 (F)

Cosmopoulos, Michael: appointed to Greek Studies Chair at University of Missouri-St. Louis W02-20; honored with teaching award from AIA W04-20 (F) Cotsen, Lloyd E.: F86-4 (F) ; appointed to President’s Committee on Arts and Humanities F82-9; attends Gennadeion Trustees’ meetings 6/01 W02-13 (F); benefit honors W-S05-G3 (F); and new Cotsen Hall at Gennadeion S04-7 (F), W-S05-8, 17 (F); donates Latin incunabulum W01-insert, 3 (F); donates to lecture series W05-8, F06-G3(F); donates Parisian Greek school texts to Gennadeion S98-7; elected trustee S78-11 (F); endows ASCSA fellowship S01-7; fellowship honors W-S05-8; gift of rare children’s book to Gennadeion (S. Papageorgiou) F82-15; honorary doctorate, Princeton University F97-8 (F); honored by Greek ambassador S00-10 (F); named Chairman, Board of Trustees S91-16 (F) ; named President, Board of Trustees F96 -2, S97-2; photo with Edmund “Mike” Keeley S03-G4 (F); photo with wife at meetings S04-13 (F); pledges challenge grant (Gennadeion) 2007-G1; receives Creative Patronage award S03-20; -- Philhellene award F11-17 (F); retires from Gennadeion board F10-G1 (F); UCLA school of archaeology named for S00-20 Cotsen, Margit: attends benefit honoring Lloyd Cotsen W-S05-G3 (F); travels to Crete W-S05-21 (F);

Cotter, Rev. Eugene J.: obituary W-S05-27 Coulson, M.L.: on ASCSA garden F94-7; obituary of D. Mouriki S92-18 Coulson, William D.E.: attends archaeology conference F95-10 (F); attends CAORC F94-9; breaks ground at Blegen Library extension S89-1 (F); Corinth reports S94-1 (F), S95-3 (F), S96-14 (F); director of ASCSA S87-5 (F); edits Wiener monograph W01-12; endows children's library at Princeton University, Firestone, W03-20; on Kavousi (lecture) S87-5 (F), S91-10, (reports) F85-14 (F), F90-6; leads ASCSA trip to Cyprus S92-14 (F); on Mani exhibition at Gennadeion F93-4; memorial (O. Palagia) W02-18 (F); memorial set for W02 issue of newsletter S01-13; Philoi honor with donation of Winckelmann volume to Gennadeion W02-G1 (F); -- with lecture S02-G4; programming of Olympics symposium S88-13; retires as ASCSA director S97-2 (F); sculpture conference organizer F92-12; summer 1989, ASCSA site surveys S90-1 (F); symposium commemorates 2007-32; visits Russian Academy of Sciences F94-2 (F)

Co, Eric: at Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F)

Cox, Kathleen A.: new Editor-in-Chief, ASCSA publications F97-11; new Managing Editor, ASCSA Publications F95-10; (now Kathleen Sullivan) resigns effective June 40, 2003 S03-6
Crawford, Frederick C.: ASCSA reminiscences S81-17 (F); birthday celebration S86-3; Citizen of the Year S80-2; elected to Business Hall of Fame F80-4 (F); health S85-13; obituary S95-13; profile S93-9; Saloni named for F90-8 (F) Crete: Crete 2000 conference and trip (James D. Muhly) W01-3 (F); excavations at Azoria W03-3, 14 (F), W-S05-5 (F); --, at Chrysokamino S97-12 (F); --, at Halasmenos (E. Crete) S97-12; July celebration of Crete 2000 S00-6; Kamares Cave (L. Tyree) S01-7 (F); Lasithi Plain exhibition opens S04-19(F); *poleis* of ancient S97-1
Cross, Toni (director, ARIT): obituary S02-19
Cullen, Tracey: acting editor-in-chief, publications office W04-9; *Hesperia* editor W-S06-8; receives grants S11-6 (F); returns from sabbatical W-S05-12; -- six-month leave S01-10
cults: Aphrodite of Aphrodisias (L.R. Brody) F96-5; Dionysiac (G. Ham) F95-5; statues, Ayia Irini S81-5. *See also* religion
Cundy, Jody: visits Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F); --Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Čurčić, Slobodan: lectures at Gennadeion 2 007-G3
Cutler, Anthony (former member of Gennadius committee): gives Gennadeion lecture S08-G4; named Evan Pugh Professor at Penn State S04-20
Cycladic Museum of Art: ASCSA loans “Stargazer” to F06-6 (F)
Cyprus: excavations F87-9 (F); Phlamoudhi exhibition at Columbia University S04-11
Daedalus Project: (S. Morris) F87-4 (F)
Daleziou, Eleutheria (historian): on Konstantinos Karavidas 2009-16 (F); on Stephanos Skouloudis W-S05-G1 (F)
Daly, Kevin F.: attends Athens-Sparta exhibition 2007-18 (F); on soldiers’ legislative acts S98-9 (F)
Daly, Leo A.: attends Gennadeion benefit in Washington, D.C. S01-insert, 2 (F)
Daly, Lloyd W.: obituary S89-15
Damanaki, Ioanna: joins ASCSA staff S11-12 (F)
Damer, Erika Zimmerman: photo during Summer Session I F06-17 (F)
Damiata, Brian: Wiener Lab report on Greek islands shorelines S04-14 (F);
Dane, John, Jr.: obituary S87-14 (F)
Darbyshire, Gareth: obituary on Keith DeVries
D’Arms, John: member of ASCSA Visiting Committee W01-12
Davaras, Costis: director of Pseira excavations S88-10; excavations of Skoteino Cave W-S06-13 (F)
Davidson, Gladys: 1934 photo F93-9 (F), S04-17 (F)
Davis, Arthur Vining (and Foundations): profile F79-2 (F), S81-11
Davis, Henry P.: elected to Board of Trustees W03-7 (F)
Davis, Jack L.: appointed school director F06-3 (F); archaeological work in Albania profiled in news S02-20; at Open Meeting on the Work of the School S11-13 (F); attends lecture on Eurasian archaeology 2009-19 (F); -- School open meeting 2009-19 (F); celebrates 60th birthday F10-12 (F); honors retiring employees S11-2 (F); lectures at Athens Center S10-13 (F); -- at Greek consulate in New York F11-16 (F); -- at Mount Lykaion 20007-19 (F); --
at Papadiokampos S-08-16 (F); participates in “Creating Bridges, Pylos; receives award from vice president of Greece S12-8 (F); -- NEH grant for archaeology at Apollonia, Albania W01-20; -- top teaching award at Wabash College F10-27; revises and expands Blegen and Rawson, Guide to the Palace of Nestor S01-16; on spring trip to Albania (1st ever) F06-10 (F); steps down S12-2 (F); on surface survey of Nemea F88-5 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)

Davis, Nathaniel V.: obituary W-S05-27

Davis, Sarah: photo’ed knitting 2007-19 (F)

Day, Joseph: outstanding college teacher for 2009 (Indiana Classical Conference) 2009-32; senior research fellow, NEH (epigraphy) S01-12 (F)

Day, Leslie P. (visiting Whitehead professor): on changing burial practices in Crete F06-15 (F)

Day, L. Preston (et al.): on Kavousi (excavations) S88-1 (F), (Symposium) F85-11 (F)

DeForest, Dallas: ASCSA student associate S11-12 (F)

DeForest, Elizabeth: on twentieth anniversary of Wiener Labs S12-3 (F)

De Jong, Piet: Rachel Hood writes book on W99-9 (F)

Delivorrias, Angelos: first Walton lecturer S82-1 (F); lecture, Benaki Museum’s Nemea exhibit S83-3

Della Dora, Veronica (Frantz Fellow): receives Getty Fellowship W-S05-G2

Demeter and Persephone, Acrocorinth sanctuary: S88-5 (F); book on (Stroud and Bookidis) S96-6

Demetracopoulou, Eurydice (Gennadeion librarian): memorial fund F81-7

Demetrios, patron saint of Thessalonika: representation in Gennadeion F87-10 (F)

Democracy 2500: Athens conference set S92-12, S93-1; Edinburgh S94-7; NEH grant to support exhibition and conference F91-1,7; Washington conference S93-1

Demos Foundation: grants to Gennadeion S80-14, F80-15, S81-13, S82-11

Despinis, Georgos: ASCSA lecturer 2001-2002 S01-11 (F); lectures on Theater of Dionysos at ASCSA S02-12 (F)

DeVries, Keith: ancient ferrets S87-9 (F); bequest benefits school F06-27; obituary F06-27 (F)

digital resources: first phase completed S08-3 (F)

Dilworth, J. Richardson: elected trustee F80-5 (F); obituary S98-18

Dimitrova, Nora: Lucy Shoe Meritt Fellow S00-10 (F)

Dinsmoor, Dorothy: attends lecture in New York G11-12 (F)

Dinsmoor, T.: donates late husband’s books to Blegen Library S98-6; obituary of P. Clement F86-17; on Propylaia publication S92-3 (F); accepts AAP award, on behalf of husband and father-in-law, for ASCSA publication W-S05-4 (F)

Dinsmoor, William B.: papers, donations to conserve S10-6; photograph of S11-7 (F); posthumously receives AAP award, with son, for ASCSA publication W-S05-4 (F); visits Perachoran Heraion 2007-25 (F)

Dinsmoor, William B., Jr.: Agora (Athens) Picture Book W84-14; Corinth drawing S96-1 (F); on Gennadeion S98-17; monograph F79-5; obituary F88-14 (F)
Propylaia publication S92-3 (F); posthumously receives AAP award, with father, for ASCSA publication W-S05-4 (F); school architect S78-5 (F)

Directors of ASCSA. See under individual listings: Carpenter, Rhys; Coulson, W.D.E.; Davis, Jack L.; Goodwin, William Watson; Heermance, Theodore Woolsey; Immerwahr, Henry R.; McCredie, James R.; Miller, Stephen G.; Muhly, James D.; Richardson, Rufus B.

Displio: neolithic village visited by school 2007-19 (F)

Dixon, Michael D. (Capps Fellow): on ancient Greek border dispute W99-1 (F)

Donati, Jamieson C. (Vanderpool Fellow): report on urban Peloponnese 2009-11

Donovan, William P.: summer session 1980 F79

Dontas, Donna (member of Gennadeion Philoi) F10-G4 (F)

Dörpfeld, Wilhelm: ASCSA school trips modeled on S81-1 (F)

Doumas, Christos: attends School open meeting 2009-19 (F)

Dow, Sterling: 80th Birthday S84-1 (F); obituary S95-13

Downey, Glanville: obituary S92-19

Downey, Sarah Atherton: obituary S85-14 (F)

Doxiades, Apostolos: attends Gennadeion Trustee’s Meetings 6/01 W02-13 (F), 2007-G2 (F)

Dragoumis family: archives in Gennadeion S80-14, W99-5 (F)

Driva, Ioanna: retires as ASCSA Controller S00-11 (F)

Dufkova, M.: on terracotta production in northern Greece F96-3

Dukakis, Michael S.: academic chair endowed S00-20; honors in Greece W99-20

Dumbarton Oaks. See Gennadius Library/Gennadeion: fellowships

Dunn, R. K.: research on Marathon Plain F97-7 (F)

Durrell, Lawrence: display at Gennadeion (Ml Voltera) W01-insert, 2(F)

Dyson, Robert (president, AIA): ASCSA gives scroll for 100th anniversary S80-2

Eaby, Melissa: on Iron Age Cretan burials 2007-9 (F)

East Crete Research Center: construction slated (P.P. Betancourt) F94-1 (F); ground broken F95-8

Edmonson, Colin: lectures at Chicago Art Institute (E. Gebhard) S81-13; Mellon Professor F77-5 (F), (M. Munn) S78-2 (F); memorial fund F89-11; obituary (W.W. Wyatt, Jr.) S89-14 (F)

Edwards, Charles M.: obituary S94-11 (F)


Egan, Emily (I.M. Shear Fellow): ASCSA student associate S11-12 (F); on Nestor’s megaron F11-6 (F)

Egon, Matti: attends ASCSA 130th anniversary celebration F11-17 (F)

Einhorn, Nina Travlos: obituary F92-15

Elefanti, Paraskevi: assistant professor at Wiener Lab S11-16 (F); Wiener Lab report on Paleolithic environmental resources W-S05-23 (F)

Elemam, Tarek: attends reception for M. Georgopoulou W-S05-16 (F); (Information Systems Manager, ASCSA): on expanded networking capabilities W03-19 (F); on information technology in academe S01-2

Eleusis: fertility festival (Clinton, K.) F89-5 (F)

Eliot, C.W.J.: Campaign of the Falieri... published F92-14; Kress Professorship F81-14; obituary S08-22; profile of B.H. Hill S81-9 (F)
Elytis, Odysseus (Greek poet): archive donation (J.E. Rexine; Gennadeion) S80-11 (F); Nobel Prize S80-11
Emerson, Mary: named executive director of Princeton office S12-4 (F)
Enos, Richard Leo: named 2009 Piper Professor for State of Texas 2009-32; recalls ASCSA, summer 1974 S04-11
Ephebeia, in Asia Minor and Aegean islands: S97-11
Epidaurus: American and Greek students in (L. Ike) W84-16 (F)
epigraphy: discussion groups, Athens (D. Jordan) F80-13; new study center, Ohio State S90-15; Professor Joseph Day on S01-12 (F)
Erechtheion: Augustan architects and (J. Burden) S96-7 (F); conservation of (F. Walton Lecture) F84-1 (F). See also Acropolis (Athens)
Erickson, Brice (Hill Fellow): attends Trustee Lecture W04-12 (F); on classical Crete W99-1 (F)
Erim, K.: obituary S91-19
Euboea, southern: survey (D. Keller) S80-10 (F)
Europa Nostra: honors Yiannis Arbilias for work on Stoa of Attalos S01-13
Evans, Helen: Walton lecturer on Byzantium W-S05-G4
Evans, J.A.S.: book translated into Estonian W-S05-27; donations to Gennadeion F97-5; gives public lectures in Canada W04-20; on summer session II F91-12; publishes The Empress Theodora, Partner of Justinian W02-20
Evenson, Freya R. (Kress Fellow): on Bronze Age Aegean hunting S03-11; photo S03-12 (F)
Excavations of the ASCSA: Agios Petros S08-8 (F); Agora [Athens] Conservation Library 2007-23 (F); 75th anniversary of W-S06-2; (J. McK. Camp II) F77-5 (F), W03-4 (F) W-S06-1, W-S06-5 (F), 2007-5 (F), F11-5 (F); (conservation year-round) W-S06-6, (T. Leslie Shear, Jr.) F78-2 (F), (TLS, Jr.) S79 -1 (F), (TLS, Jr.) F80 -2 (F), (TLS, Jr.) F81 -1 (F), (TLS, Jr.) S87 -8 (F), (J. McK. Camp (W99 -8 (F), W01-7 (F), W02-5(F), W-S05-6 (F), silver coin hoard S08-5 (F); Athribis (K. Mysliwiec) S95-2; Ayia Irini (J.L. Caskey, Kea) F78-12 (F), (J.L. Caskey) S81-5 (F); Azoria (D. C. Haggis) S03-8, (D.C. Haggis and M. S. Mook) W03-3, 14 (F), W-S05-5 (F), 28; Chrysokamino (P. Betancourt and J. Muhly) S97-12 (F), F97-11 (F); Corinth (H.S. Robinson) F77-5, (Guy D. R. Sanders) W03-5 (F), (C.K. Williams II) S78-1 (F), (C.K. Williams II) S79 -14 (F), (H.S. Robinson) S79-14 (F), (CKW II) S80 -4 (F), (CKW II) S81 -8, (CKW II) S82-1 (F), (G.D.R. Sanders) W99 -3, W01-1 (F), S03-8, S04-3 (F), 2007-7 (F), S11-3 (F); (Sarah James) W-S05-4; (D. Boero, J. Cundy, and A. Carter, 2009-19 (F); Franchthi Cave S78-13 (F); Gordion (K. Sams) F89-3; Gournia S11-7 (F); Hagios Charalambos (P. Betancourt) S03-8; Halai (J. Coleman) F91-6 (F); Halieis (T. Boyd) S80-6 (F), (Brad Ault) S03-8; highlights of the seasons S93-12, (W.D.E. Coulson) S94-1 (F), (WDEC) S95 -3 (F), (WDEC) S96 -14 (F), (J. Muhly) S98 -5 (F); Idalion (Cyprus) F92-11 (F); Ikarion (W.R. Biers) F81-15 (F), W01-4 (F); Isthmia (P. Clement) F77-3 (F), (E. Gebhard) S80-4 (F), (E. Gebhard) S81-16 (F); Kandia (C. Runnels) S03-8; Kavousi (G.C. Gesell et al.) S82-14 (F), (L.P. Day et al.) S88-1, (W.D.E. Coulson) S91-10; Kea/Keos (See Ayia Irini); Kenchreai S80-5, 2007-13 (F); Kommos (J.W. Shaw) F77-4 (F),
excavation permits: S86-10, S87-6
exhibitions by ASCSA: 130th anniversary F11-11 (F); of Corinth temple architecture W-S06-9 (F); to honor 130th anniversary S11-4 (F); at Megaron Mousikis, Athens W-S06-7
Falaika (Kuwait): conference on war damage F91-14 (F)
Farmer, Gary: ASCSA developmental administrator F80-8
Farnsworth, Marie: archaeological chemistry S86-10 (F); obituary F91-15
Faro, Elissa: new member ASCSA S00-10 (F)
Farrand, William R.: lectures on Franchthi Cave S97-9 (F)
Faunal Fellowship: F92-13 (F), F93-1, S02-10, S04-16, F10-25 (F)
Fellowships of ASCSA, W-S06-12 (F), S10-2; Angel S93-1 (F) S93-1 (F), F93-1, F94-5, S97-6 (F), S01-14, W01-12 (F), F10-25 (F); announced F77-2, F78-15, F79-7, F81-14, F87-6, S89-4 (chart), F89-11 (chart), F96-9 (chart), W02-17, S02-14 (chart); anonymous gift F95-1; FIRST YEAR: Virginia Grace S00-6, Katherine Keene Scholarship S03-19, F06-6; Philip Lockhart 2007-9, S-2, F11-13; Schliemann S78-2, S02-5; Wheeler S96-13, White F93-2;
ADVANCED: Antiquity Fellow F10-15 (F), Capps Fellow S90-11, S93-10, F95-5, F97-7, W99-1, W02-4 (F), F10-16 (F), F11-6; Hill W99-1, W01-12 (F), F06-9; Fulbright Fellow S04-6 (F), S04-10; Bert Hodge Hill Fellow W-S05-13; Hirsch Fellow F78-5, F92-6, S98-9 (F), S98-18, W01-12 (F), W03-6; Michael Jameson Fellow 2009-12, F11-13; NEH Fellow S95-5, S96-12, S04-insert, 2; new funding, first recipients S01-7; M. Ostwald Fellow 2009-11; J. and M. Ottoway Fellow 2009-12; Henry S. Robinson [new] S10-4, F11-15; Seymour Fellow S02-6; Solow Fellow W99-4, S03-10 (F), W04-11, W-S05-21, W-S06-16 (F), F06-20 (F), S08-6 (F), S08-13, S10-20 (F), F10-21 (F); D. C. Spitzer Fellow S96-10, W03-6, W-S05-19, S10-10 (F) F10-17, F10-25 (F); Stevens Fellow S92-7, W02-4, S02-6, 13, S04-6 (F), W-S06-9, 14 (F), F11-12; H. and D. Thompson S86-11, S97-10, S00-6, S02-4, W03-6, W-S06-10 (F), F06-7, 2007-13 F10-17, F11-10; OTHER: Broneer Fellow W01-11, W02-6 (F), F06-22 (F) 2009-16; Frantz Fellow S98-9 (F), W02-4 (F), W-S05-G2, W-S06-G2 (F), 2007-G4, F10-G2, F11-10; Jerusalem Fellow W04-3; Kress Fellow S92-4, S00-7 (F), W01-8, 9, 17, F06-5, 19, 2007-12 (F), S08-4, 2009-10, 2009-23, F11-8, (Agora, Corinth), S10-20; I. M. Shear Fellow 2009-12, F10-16, F11-8 (F); E. T. Vermeule 2009-10, (Agora Publications), S03-4, 11, W04-3, 5, 7,
S04-9 (publications), W-S05-9 (F), S08-18; John Williams White F10-11 (regular member account). See also Oscar Broneer (Replogle) Fellow; Faunal Fellowship; J. Paul Getty Fellow; G. Kachross Fellow; Mellon Foundation; National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); Packard Foundation; Packard Humanities Institute; E. Vanderpool Fellow; Wiener Laboratories

Felton, Anne: photographed at Thasos S08-17 (F)

Fentress, Elizabeth: lectures on the Forum of Cosa S98-11 (F)

Fermor, Patrick Leigh: honored by Gennadeion trustees S04-insert, 4 (F); obituary F11-22; Walton Lecturer (on travels) S97-9

ferrets: depicted in antiquity (K. deVries) S87-9 (F)

Figueira, Sarah George: production manager of Hesperia F11-7

Finkielstien, Gerald: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F)

Filiotis, Elizabeth K.: report on conservation of Sanctuary of Dionysos at Ikaria W01-4 (F)

Fine, John V.A.: obituary S87-15 (F)

Fitzgerald, M. A.: produces ASCSA book W-S06-8

Flaata, Amanda: visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)

Flory, Stewart: Committee on Admissions and Fellowships chair F97-2; Whitehead Professor F91-13

Forrest, Larry W.: awarded Gennadeion Fellowship F86-9 (F); obituary 2009-31

Fortenberry, Diane: on U. Minnesota Pylos explorations F91-11 (F)

Fox, Sherry (director, Wiener Labs; Angel fellow): attends international conference F10-25 (F);

elected association secretary S08-24; photo of W-S06-14 (F); photo in Athens S04-12 (F); photo at Fitch Lab F10-24 (F); on Wiener Laboratory tenth anniversary and other news W03-16 (F); Wiener Lab news S04-15, W-S06-21, 2007-22, S08-10, S11-15

Franchthi Cave (Halieis): excavations (T.W. Jacobsen) F78-13 (F); lecture on (W. Farrand) S97-9 (F); population analysis (A. Papathanasiou) W02-9 (F); publication F87-10

Franck, Sara: participates in school trip to Egypt S12-9 (F)

Frankish period in Greece: conference S86-7; Crusade in Corinth S96-1; Economy and society in the Frankish Corinthia (F.A. Schultz) S95-7

Frantz, M. Alison: database catalog of photographs S97-13; obituary S95-14 (F); photograph exhibit S84-12 (F)

Freeman, Meghan: gives report in Olympia F11-16 (F)

Freeman, Sarah Elizabeth: obituary S86-12

Frey, John M.: on site of Apollo Ptoon W-S06-14 (F); on spolia of Late Roman Greece W-S06-9 (F)

Friar, Kimon: addresses Friends of Gennadius F86-9 (F)

Friedland, Paul D.: joins Board of Trustees 2007-4 (F)

Friends of ASCSA Program: created F87-12; donates Archive Center S87-2

Friends of Gennadius Library (Philoi): activities and lecture season S01-insert, 4, S03-G3, 2009-G4, S10-G4 (F); S11-G4 (F), S12-G4 (F); activities under new leadership W02-G4; announce new publications S01-insert, 2; in Bay Area S84-9 (F), hold benefit F85-6 (F), Kimon Friar addresses F86-9 (F)
elect new council W84-10 (F); exhibit at Princeton F88-7, S89-8 (F); gift of Archives Center F86-8 (F); Winckelmann volume W02 -G1 (F); Greek group (Philoi) (annual meeting report) F85-8, (benefit concert) S85-9; (donate printer) S92-11, (events sponsored) F87-12, S93-4, S98-6, W99-7 (F), (fall-winter activities 2000-2001 [I. Phocas]) W01-insert, 4, (founded) S83-6 (F), (honor numismatic museum) F88-6 (F), (Panagopoulos lecture on U.S. Constitution) S83-7 (F), (pay tribute to Wm. D.E. Coulson) S02-G4, (sponsor Byzantine summer session) S10-G3 (F), (spring 2000 activities [I. Phocas]) W01-insert, 4 (F), (temporary move) W99-7, (third annual bookfair) F10-G4 (F), (tribute to Linos Politis) S83-6 (F), (visit Cappadocia) F85-6 (F), (visit Chios) S86-7 (F), (visit provincial libraries) F84-5, S85-9 (F), (visit Russia) F88-13; Parisian Friends meet in Paris S85-10 (F); volunteer at Gennadeion 75th anniversary celebration W02-G4 (F);

Fullbright Foundation in Greece: celebrates fiftieth anniversary W99-11 (F) Fullerton, Mark: director, summer session I W02-7 (F) funding: annual appeal S81-15, 2007-6, S09-3, F10-11, S11-4; ASCSA Summer Sessions Scholarship S98-12; Broneer Fellowship established S86-15; capital campaigns 2007-6, S11-4; CAORC grant 2009-G1 (F); Capps (family efforts) S86-13, (fellowship recipients) S93-10, F95-5, (key donors) S09-2 (F); Caskey Memorial Fund S82-15 (F); challenge grant to Gennadeion from L. Cotsen 2007-G1, S11-4; Colburn Fellowship S90-7, S02-4; corporate sponsors S84-3; Culpeper Foundation grant S82-11 (F), S83-5; Davis, Arthur Vining (and Foundation) gifts F79-2 (F), S81-11; Delmas Foundation grant F10-11; Demos Foundation grants to Gennadeion S80-14, F80-15, S81-13, S82-11, S88-12; Department of Education 2007-6; du Pont, Jessie Ball, Fellowship F80-12; for fellowships etc. W-S05-8; EEA grant F10-11; Fulbright Fellow F79-5, S94-5, W02-14; fundraising “fable” F85-15; Getty Grant Program S88-12, S98-7; Gorham Phillips Stevens Fellow F93-8; grants ASCSA $150,000 in research funding S03-7; grants 2008-9 S09-4; INSTAP (Institute for Aegean Prehistory) (3-year grant to Gennadeion W02-G2) (F), (postdoctoral fellowship 2001) W02-11 (F), grant for Lasithi Plain exhibition S04-19, (Schleiermahn papers) S11-19; I. M. Shear 2009-10, Kresge Foundation grant to Blegen Library S90-2; Kress Foundation (Fellowship) S84-3, (grant) S88-12, (grant to Gennadeion) S78-6, F78-1, (Professorship) S78-6, (conservation) W99-14 (F), (grant) 2007-10 (F) (grant to advance Corinthian coin digitization) F10-15 (F) (See also under individual headings: Eliot, C.W.J.; Gregory, Timothy E.; Griggs, Candace; Laiou, Angeliki; Nesbitt, John; Walton, Marc), (support for Wiener Lab) S96-13; L.A.W. Fund (for Agora Study Center) S83-5; Laron, W. A. trust S09-3; lecture series F10-11; Lewis, Hunter Fellowship S98-12; Meritt, L. S. S09-3, F11-13; Packard Foundation (support Agora [Athens] excavations) S79-1, S88-12, W-S05-6 (F); Parsons Fellowship (Pullen, Daniel) W84-4 (F), (Stone, Shelly) S79-12 (F); Pooled Income Fund S81-11; Reploge Foundation, Broneer Fellowship S86-15; report on grants S87-6, S88-12 (See also Centennial of ASCSA); Smith, G., legacy to ASCSA summer
session F86-11; Solow Research Fellowship S98-12; Whitehead Memorial Fund S84-3 (See also Whitehead Professors). See also fellowships of ASCSA; Fulbright Foundation; Mellon Foundation; National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); individual names

Furuya, Yuki: new Collection Development librarian, Blegen F10-10 (F)
Gadbury, Laura: 1st Kress Fellow S84-3
Gagos, Trianos: lectures at Gennadeion 2007-G3
Gajendragadkar, Shrita: on summer session II W04-6 (F)
Gallimore, Scott (Capps Fellow): on Ierapetra and Crete F10-16 (F)
Gangeni, Emily: visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Garden of ASCSA: improvements (M.L. Coulson) F94-7
Gates, Charles: directs Turkey trip for 2004 Summer Program W-S05-7
Gavenda, Mary Jane: receives PROSE award S12-6 (F)
Gawinski, Laura: E. Vanderpool fellow at Andania W-S05-13, 16
Gebhard, Elizabeth: attends Corinth symposium and exhibition 2007-18 (F);-- Gennadeion Trustees’ meetings 6/01 W02-13 (F); on ASCSA centennial S81-13; on C. Edmonson art lectures S81-13; elected trustee S79-3; on excavations at Isthmia S80-4 (F), S81-16 (F), S90-3; on Isthmia Olympics 2004 S03-5 (F); co-organizes symposium S08-24; photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F)
Geagan, Daniel Joseph: obituary 2009-31
Gemini, Giovanni: wins Mitropoulos International Competition for Composition W-S06-G2 (F)

Gennadius Library/Gennadeion:

80th anniversary of W-S06-2
activities S87-10 (F), S95-6, S01-insert, 1-4, (30th annual Walton lecture) S11-G3 (F), (Basil Gallery dedication) F86-1 (F), birthday (75th) celebration S01-insert, 1, (book presentations [Kalligas, Keeley] W04-G2, (Carnegie Hall benefit performance) F97-5, S98-8, (celebrations of Cavafy) S08-G3 (F), (Clean Monday celebration) S96-6, S98-6, W99-6, S01-insert, 2 (F), W01-insert, 4, S02-G4 (F), W03-G2, W-S05-G2, W-S06-G3 (F); 2007-6, S08-G3 (F), 2008-9 S09-4, 2010 S10-G4 (F), W11-G4 (F) S12-G4;-- benefit for Elytis exhibition F11-G3 (F), -- cookbook S03-G3 (F); (collaboration with Blegen Library S12-5, (Cotsen series lectures) 2009-G2, (Cotsen Hall activities, 5th year) S10-G3 (F), (Greece and the Romantics, benefit performance) W01-insert, 3, W02-G3, (colloquia [T.H. Gregory]) S80-12, (finding-aid revised) F11-G2, (Greece and the Romantics, benefit performance) W01-insert, 3, (Greek Embassy, Washington, D.C., benefit performance) W99-15, (holiday concert S08-17 (F), (honor Sir P. L. Fermor) S04-insert, 4 (F), (hosts bibliophile congress) S78-1, (inauguration of Cotsen Hall [W05] S04-7 [F]), (invited to host international bookbinding association events) S02-G4, (Kythera colloquium) F87-16, S88-8 (F); (lectures and conferences) S08-G4 (F), (lecture series 2007-G3 [F], F11-G4), (lecture series donated by Cotsen) F06-G3 (F), F10-G3 (F), S12-G3 (F), (medieval Greek summer session) F11-G1 (F), (memorial concert) W03-G3, (Mitropoulos 100th birthday concert and conductor’s medal awarded)
F96-4, (Mitropoulos competition) S01-insert, 4 (F), (NEH summer seminar [T.E. Gregory]) F80-14 (F), (Philoí Book Fair fundraiser) S08-G4 (Rare Book Room dedicated) W-S05-G2 (F), (reception for new U.S. ambassador to Greece and wife) S02-G4, (reception for South American ambassadors) F06-G4, (renovations fund raiser) F10-G1, (seminars) S12-G3, (seventieth birthday) F96-4, (symposium on modern Greek conflicts) F06-G4, (symposium on Pausanias F06-G1), (M. Voltera) W04-G3; (Trustees’ annual dinner) 2007-G2 (F); (trustees visit Turkey) 2007-G4 (F); (VIP visitors) S10-G4

archives: (75th anniversary celebrated) W02-G2 (F); (Archives Center) F86-8, (Blegen Archives [C. Zerner]) S97-1 (F), (blueprints of Blegen Library) W99 -5, (booklet published) F95-3, (Christmas concert) W-S06-G3, (Dallas Public Library exhibition) S85-10, (Demos Foundation archive grants) S80-14, S81-13, (Dagoumis Family archives) S80-14, W99-5 (F), 2007-G4, (Kapetanakis archives) S04-insert, 2, (lectures 2005-6) W-S06-G3, (N. C. Mavris papers) W99-5 (F); (Mitropoulos archives) S01-insert, 3, 2009-17 (F), (MSS on pronunciation of Greek) F06-G1 (F), (Myrivilis papers) W-S05-G4 (F), -- (photos added) F06-G4 (F), (papers donated) F11-G1, (Yorgis Pauloupolos[donated papers]) 2009-G3 (F), (Petropoulos archives) W-S06-G3, F06-G1 (F), (Schliemann papers) S98-14 (F), W02-G2 (F) S10-6, S11-15 (F); (Sophia Schliemann papers) W-S06-G3, (Seferis papers) W99-5, (Skouloudis papers) W-S05-G1 (F), (Angelos Terzakis papers) W-S06-G2 (F), (Theodoros Vavayiannis papers) W01-insert, 2

Board of Trustees and officers (Athanassiades, Ted, elected) F95-2 (F), S00-1, (Baco, N.) W-S06-G1, (Board formed) S95-8, (Lloyd Cotsen steps down from) F10-G1 (F); (Doxiadis, Apostolos Th., elected) F97-3, (Leventis, Constantine, memorial) W03-G3, (Likirdopoulos, A. G.) W-S06-G1, (Maridakis-Karatzas, O.) W-S06-G1, (Mazower, Mark) F11-G2, (Michas, Nassos elected) F96-2, (Irene Moschalaides elected) S08-G3, (Sabatcakis, P. K.) W-S06-G1, (Sarbanes, Christine D. elected) F95-2, (Sedgwick, Theodore elected) W03-G1 (F), (Filip) donates tree W-S05-8; (Soterakis, George) F11-G2, (Stournaras, Y.) W-S06-G1, (Sutton, Susan) F11-G2, (Theocarakis, N. elected) S08-G3; annual dinner inaugurated S03-4 (F); fund-raising activities 2007-G1; travel to Crete W-S05-20 (F)
catalogue F78-8, S80-12; AMBROSIA, union ASCSA libraries catalogue launched S04-16 (F)
exhibitions: (Aldine editions) S95-6, (art exhibition honoring Gennadius) F10-G1 (F), (Athens “Cultural Capital”/catalogue) F85-1 (F), (Blegen Archives)
fellowships/grants (variously designated Dumbarton Oaks-Gennadius Fellowship, Gennadeion Fellowship, Gennadeion Research Fellow, etc.) F87-6, (Cassens, Amy) S92-5, (Clucas, Lowell) F77-2, (Forrest, Larry W.) F86-9 (F), (Kennedy, William) F86-8, (Frantz fellow) F10-G2, (Stavros Niarchos Foundation to libraries) S10-G1, S12-G1 (F), (Noonan, F. Thomas) F77-2, (Peers, Glenn) S93-7, (Rodriguez, James) S12-G3, (Schultz, Frederick A.) S95-7, (Trifonova, Alexandrina) S12-G3, (Trombley, Frank R. [C.W.J. Eliot on]) F80-14 (F), S83-14 (F); (Cotsen Traveling) W-S06-G3 [first], F10-G2

Friends (See Friends of Gennadius Library) funding (see contributions; fellowships/grants; and see also under funding [general heading] and cross-references there)
gardens: restoration planned W03-G1 (F)

Gennadius, George (honored, portrait) F87-12 (F)

Gennadius, John (art exhibition honors) F10-G1 (F), (birthday in Athens) S94-4, (fiftieth death anniversary of S82-10, (original collection [S. Papageorgiou]) S86-6 (F), (portrait donated) S94-7 (F), (scrapbook digitization complete) S08-G1, (Venetian collection expanded) W03-G2 (F)

Guide (The Gennadius Library) F81-9, S82-11

librarians (Demetracopoulou, Eurydice, memorial fund) F81-7 (F), (See also Papageorgiou, Sophie; Solomonidi, Irini; Vogiekoff, Natalia; Volterea, Maria; Zerner, Carol)

map cataloguing project S03-G1 (F)

monograph (K. Andrews, Castles of the Morea) W-S06- G4 (F), (C.W.J. Eliot, Campaign of the Falieri... ) F92-14

The New Griffon S91-9, S97-4, W01-insert, 2, F06-G2, S08-G1, 2009-G2, 2009-22 (F), F10-G2 (F), F11-G3 (F)

new summer program on medieval Greek: S04 insert, 1

Niarchos, Stavros S. Foundation S10-G1, S12-G1 (F); awards grant to Gennadeion for library software and catalogue S03-G4; two-year grant directed toward electronic cataloguing F10-G2

Philoi (See major heading Friends of Gennadius Library)

publications: Alfavitario W-S06-G4 (F); K. Andrews, Castles of the Morea W-S06-G4 (F)
reader counts 1996 S97-4
renovations: S98-1 (F), S00-7 (F), W01-insert, 1 (F); Boegehold pipeline S04-insert, 3; expansion (Phase II) W02-G1 (F); (East Wing) S02-G1 (F), S03-12, W04-G4 (F)
research (Byzantine) F86-8, (R. Clogg, Greek history) F87-12
shelf for rare books acquired 2007-G2
scrapbook digitization complete S08-G1
television (1985 coverage) (S. Miller) S86-6
visitors S80-11, F96-4, (Prince Charles and Constantine Stephanopoulos) W99-18 (F)
volunteer (Mavrikiou, Fotine) F94-4
West Stacks expansion S89-6 (F)

Gentekou, Maria: produces documentary W-S05-G2
Georgopoulou, Maria: attends benefit honoring L. Cotsen W-S05-G3 (F); -- Clean Monday fest in New York City S11-G4 (F); -- Walton lecture S10-G2 (F); directs new Gennadeion summer program: S04-insert, 1; completes first year W-S05-G1, G3; hosts reception for Latin American ambassadors F06-G4; lectures in New York: S11-12 (F); new director of Gennadeion S04-insert, 3; obituary of Angeliki Laiou 2009-G4; photo at Cotsen lecture 2009-G3 (F), presents research in New York F11-G4; reception held for photo W-S05-16 (F); on research leave F10-G2
geoarchaeology: at Wiener Laboratory (S. Vaughan) S95-3 (F)
Georgiadou, Sofia: speaks to Gennadeion summer session F11-G1 (F)
Georgopoulou, Maria: visits Pylos on trustees’ trip F10-13 (F)
Gesell, Gerry: celebrates birthdeay in E. Crete 2007-19 (F); on Kavousi excavations S82-14 (F)
Getty, J. Paul: Fellow F85-10 (F), W-S-05-G2; Trust’s support of Blegen Library S88-12
Giamatti, A.B.: elected Trustee S88-4 (F); obituary F89-14
Giannari, Denise: new bursar for School: 2009-18 (F)
Gieske, Christina (Ottaway Fellow): report on cult and regional identity 2009-12 gift planning: fund-raising “fable” F85-15; pooled income fund initiated S81-11; on setting up bequests to ASCSA (W.N. Calder) S86-14
Gilbert, John Wesley (first Afro-American at ASCSA, 1891) W02-15 (F)
Gill, David: poem on the 9/11 destruction W02-2 (S)
Giraud, Demosthenes: excavates at Kenchreai S08-16 (F)
Gitin, Seymour: edits Wiener Laboratory Monograph III S01-10
Glidden, Hope: relates Herodotus to Rabelais F85-9
Glover, Stephen C.: obituary S12-18
Glowacki, Kevin: honored for teaching (FACET) W02-20; lectures at Sanctuary of Aphrodite W-S06-15 (F); Mellon Professor 2002– S02-7; photo at book launching S04-12 (F); receives AIA Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching Award S01-16
Godwin, Elaine: on “Lyric Visions ‘96” tour F96-11 (F); “On -Site” Sicily/Malta tour F97-12
Goette, Hans (DAI, Athens): photographed at 3/01 Open Meeting W02-12 (F)
Gold, Melissa: writes poem about Summer Session II F06-18
Goldman, Hetty: excerpts from letters S87-12 (F)
Goodwin, William Watson: first ASCSA director S86-2 (F)
Google: print project to scan all ASCSA books W-S05-12 (F)
Gordian (Crete): excavations F89-3
Gougouris, Stathis (NEH Fellow): research on Demetrios Kapetanakis S03-G1
Gounti, Aliki: visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Gounti, Calypso: attends ASCSA 130th anniversary celebration F11-17 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Gournia (Crete): excavations at S11-7 (F); survey F93-1; (J.S. Soles) survey expedition S81-14 (F)
Grabar, Oleg: Gennadeion lecturer S08-G4
Grace, Virginia R.: AIA medal (Koehler, Mattheson) S90-1 (F); birthday (90th) S91-12 (F); grant support to S88-12; Hesperia issue dedicated to F80-4 (F), S82-15, S83-11 (F); memorial service (D. Spitzer) F94-2 (F); obituary F94-11; salute to S86-1 (F); tribute to W-S05-19;
Grafton, Anthony: photo before lecture on Renaissance Rome S04-12, (F); Seeger Scholar S80-14
Graham, Annie C. (Hare): obituary S96-15
Graham, James Walter: birthday F86-11; obituary (H. Thompson) F91-15
Graham, Phyllis: appointed head, acquisitions, at University of California F06-28; excellent work recognized S00-9; new assistant at Blegen Library S98-6, W99-6 (F); resigns W-S05-25; returns to Blegen Library after a year’s leave of absence W01-10
Grandjouan, Clai’reve: obituary (M. Moore) F82-18 (F)
Graninger, C. Denver: departs Athens for Bulgaria F10-27; receives trustees and Gennadeion overseers and friends F11-17 (F)
Grant, Lyn: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F);
Gray, Celina (Cress/Broneer Fellow): report on funerary reliefs, Roman Attica W01-8
Greek Manpower Employment Organization (OAED) S01-12
“Greek Towns and Cities” (ASCSA centennial symposium) S80-1
Greenewalt, Crawford H., Jr.: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); lectures on “Sardis and the Lydians,” March 2002: S02-13 (F)
Gregory, Timothy: attends Corinth symposium and exhibition 2007-18 (F); -- conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32; in Byzantine dress for talk S85-13 (F); co-organizes symposium G08-24; on Gennadeion colloquia S80-12; gives Gennadeion lecture G08-G4; Kress Professor F79-8 (F), S80-12, F80-14 (F); report on activities as NEH Fellow 2007-8 2009-20, on NEH-sponsored research 2009-20; on NEH Summer Institute (Isthmia) F91-7; on NEH Summer Seminar F80-14 (F), S95-11; on Ohio State Boeotian expedition S82-12 (F)
Griffon S78-6, F93-4; The New Griffon S91-9; S92-11
Griggs, Candace: Kress Foundation conservation intern W99-14 (F)
Grigoriou-Theocarakis, Catherine: obituary S008-9-G4
Griswold, Ralph E.: landscaping the Athenian Agora (H. Thompson) F82-7 (F)
Grose, David (professor, University of Massachusetts): creates fund to honor Gladys Davidson Weinberg W03-18
Grossman, Janet Burnett (Kress fellow): on Agora funerary monuments S10-20
Grossman, Heather (Stevens Fellow, James Fellow) on medieval Morea W02-4 (F)
Gutas, Dimitiri: Cotsen lecturer 2009-G2
Güven, Sun Naziyet: uses ARIT research grant W01-6 (F)
Hadjisavvas, S.: lectures on Alassa S00-15 (F)
Haggis, Donald: on Azoria W03-3, 14 (F), 20, W-S05-5 (F), 28, S10-11 (F); lectures on Crete excavations S11-20; on Kavousi survey S90-5 (F); receives AIA Best Practices award S12-20
Halai (East Locris): new excavations (J. Coleman; Cornell U.) F91-6 (F)
Halieis: excavations of 1970s (T. Boyd) S80-6 (F)
Hall, Edith (Dohan): first to excavate Kavousi with Harriet Boyd (Hawes) S82-14 (F)
Halvorsen, Karin: report on ASCSA Summer Session 2000 W01-14
Ham, Greta: male initiation in Dionysiac cult F95-5; (NEH Fellow) study on male maturation W02-15
Hamilakis, Yannis: on zooarchaeology: fauna from Panakton S94-8 (F)
Hammond, Mark D. (Thompson Fellow): on Roman ceramics from Corinth F10-17
Hanson, Christine: hands Paleopathology Association award to J. Buikstra S11-20 (F)
Hardiman, Craig (Kress Fellow): on “Early Hellenistic Portraiture” colloquium S03-3 (F)
Hardy, G.C.: obituary of E. Whitehead W84-1 (F)
Harris-Cline, Diane: director, summer session II '97 F97-15 (F)
Harrison, Evelyn B.: attends tribute to James McCredie W03-13 (F); awarded AIA Gold Medal (D. Spitzer) S93-2; celebrates birthday W01-13 (F); honorary degree, University of Athens/ list of publications F95-6 (F); Whitehead Professor F91-13, S92-11 (F)
Harrison, George W. M. (ASCSA Member 1979-80, 1980-81): gives paper on cult of Asklepios in Crete W02-20; visiting professor in China and journal editor S00-20
Hartigan, Karelisha: director, summer session I ’97 F97-1 (F)
Harvati, Katerina: lectures on Eurasian archaeology 2009-19 (F); recognized as top scientist by Time magazine S08-24
Hasaki, Eleni: photo at Summer Session I 2009-18 (F); on technology of ancient Greek kilns S00-1(F)
Haskell, Halford W.: on being Secretary of ASCSA 79-12 (F); NEH Senior Fellow (on Cretan stirrup jars) S95-5 (F)
Hatzopoulos, Miltiades: speaks at epigraphy colloquium W04-8 (F)
Hauptmann, Harald: lecturer on Upper Mesopotamia in Neolithic Age S01-11 (F)
Hayes, John: speaker, international symposium 2007-32
Hayward, Chris: leads Fitch-Wiener seminar S10-13
Hedreen, Guy M.: National Humanities Center fellowship, 2001–2002 S01-16; NEH Senior Fellowship S98-15 (F)
Hedrick Charles: co-director “Democracy 2500” F91-1; director, Summer Institute F91-7
Heermance, Theodore Woolsey: director, on ASCSA trips/letters S81-1 (F)
Held, Dirk: obituary S12-19
Hellenic Studies: Princeton University, Seeger Scholars S80-14
Hellenistic pottery: (N. Vogeikoff) F92-6 (F)
Herbst, Sharon: Tel Anafa (Israel) F89-1 (F)
Herbet, James (architect, Corinth excavations): attends Gennadeion exhibition on the Morea W03-12 (F); attends school welcome party W04-12 (F); new baby S10-13 (F); receives AIA Best Poster Award S01-16, W-S05-28; reviews Corinth data system W-S06-24 (F); at spring 2007 staff party 2007-18 (F)
Heronax (potter) in context (L. Benson on): S95-7 (F)
Hershenson, Carol (ASCSA Member 1982-83, 1984-87): visiting professor in China S00-20
Herscher, Ellen: on UPenn excavations in Cyprus 2007-21 (F)
Herz, Norman: Pomerance Award (AIA) S96-9; Wiener Laboratory Lecturer W04-13 (F)
Hesperia: G. Bugh publication in S78-4; covers Plakias Survey F10-9 (F); effort to increase submissions S88-9; -- succeeds S03-6, F06-8; issue dedicated to V. Grace, D.B. Thompson F80-4 (F), S82-15; new format, broader range S00-18; new subscription benefits W-S05-12; record number of submissions S10-9; supplements to honor H. Thompson, E. Vanderpool F81-6. See also publications, ASCSA
Hess, Kristine: researching at Gennadeion S10-G2; gives presentation of research at Gennadeion S10-G2
Heuser, Jennifer Ledig (Broner fellow) photo on Spring 2006 Turkey trip F06-22 (F)
Hill, Bert Hodge: fellowship named for S95-5; notes on Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (N. Norman) S81-10 (F); photo at Kourion, Cyprus 2007-21 (F); profile (C.W.J. Eliot) S81-9 (F)
Hill, Dorothy Kent: obituary (L.S. Merritt) S86-12 (F)
Hill, Priscilla Capps: obituary S86-13 (F)
History of ASCSA (L.S. Merritt): S81-11 (F), F82-12 (F), S84-2; D. Spitzer on S84-2
Hitsiou, Elissavet (Wiener visiting professor): on amphora production in Classical Period 2007-26 (F)
Hollinshead, Mary Berg: on Theran fresco discovered S88-4 (F)
Hood, Rachel: book on Piet de Jong W99-9 (F)
Hopkins, Clark: in memoriam F77-5
Houghton, Arthur A. III: elected Trustee S83-19 (F)
Howland, Richard H.: F86-4 (F); bequest 2007-10; on gift of C. W. Mayer House F78-3 (F); honored by U.S. Secretary of the Interior S80-2; 1934 memories of Corinth S04-17 (F)
Hudson, Nick (Jerusalem/ Kress Fellow): attends school welcome party W04-12 (F); on Late Roman/Early Byzantine ceramics W04-5
Hunt, Patrick: revival of classical tradition 2009-7 (F)
Hutton, Bill: on ancient travelers S08-12 (F); new faculty, William and Mary W02-20
Huxley, George L.: activities at Gennadeion S87-10 (F) ; 12 (F); American lecture tour, S87 -13, S89-8; and Davina (papers) S08-7 (F); director of Gennadeion, F85-8 (F); tribute F89 -2 (F), 8 (F); Vice President, Royal Irish Academy S98-18
Huzar, Eleanor G.: obituary of L.I. Pearson S89-14
Ibycus Typesetting System, ASCSA Publications Office: (N. Moore) F82-9 (F), F86-6
iconography: cult of Aphrodite of Aphrodisias (L.R. Brody) F96-5; Early Athenian Myths (A.H. Shapiro) S93-3 (F); Knot of Herakles (A.M. Nicgorski) S94-8 (F); Satyrs in the public eye (A-M. Knoblauch) F95-8 (F)
Idalion (Cyprus): excavations F92-11 (F)
Iezzi, Carina A. (Angel Fellow): on LBA skeletal remains from Locris S01-14
Ikarion (near Athens): (W.R. Biers) early ASCSA excavation F81-15 (F); Sanctuary of Dionysos (E.K. Filiotis) W01-4 (F)
Ilion, Philippos: gives 21st annual Walton Lecture, March 2002 S02-13 (F)
Immerwahr, Henry R.: director of ASCSA F77-2 (F); on mission of ASCSA S81-1; report on Associate Members S78-3 (F); retires as director S82-1 (F)
Immerwahr, Sara A.: on Aegean painting S82-4 (F); honored with Festschrift S04-8 (F); obituary S08-23, 2009-29 (F); on rescue of Seager tomb in Heraklion F79-4 (F) (correction F81-2)
information technology (IT): grants received for 2007-8, G2; meeting with staff and experts to develop strategies W04-15; progress in S10-7; throughout ASCSA (T. Eleman) S01-2
Institute for Aegean Prehistory (INSTAP): fete F97-8 (F), grant for Schliemann papers S10-6
International Congress of Classical Archaeology: in Athens W84-14 (F)
Internet. See information technology
Iron Age: textile production (B. Burke) F96-5 (F)
Isaakidou, Valasia (Wiener Fellow 2001–2): on Bronze Age faunal remains from Knossos S02-10 (F)
Isthmia: excavations (UCLA; P. Clement) F77-3 (F), (U. Illinois, Chicago; E. Gebhard) S80-4 (F), (E. Gebhard; Palaimonion) S81-16 (F), (U. Chicago; E. Gebhard) S90-3 (F); museum opens (O. Broneer et al.) S79-2 (F); NEH Summer Seminar S95-11; prepares for 2004 Olympics S03-5 (F). See also Gebhard, E. Jacobsen, Thomas W.: du Pont Fellow F80-12 (F); Franchthi Cave excavations F78-13 (F)
James, Sarah: first Robinson Fellow F11-15; heads part of Corinth excavation W-S05-4
Jameson, Michael A.: vice-chairman of Managing Committee S06-2 (F)
Janse, Mark: Gennadeion lecturer S08-G4
Jawando, Audrey, wife of ASCSA member Donald Connolly: S00-10 (F)
Jewelry: earrings as “window into the ancient world” (A.Q. Castor) S96-7 (F)
Jewish Diaspora in Greece (Yavan) (E. Lapp) S97-10

See also
Johnson, David M.: new light on Plato’s *Alcibiades* F95-5
Jones, Charles E: on grants for ASCSA “digital initiatives” F06-2; Head Librarian of Blegen Library W-S05-2, WS06-4 (F); on library news F06-12; retires as Blegen head 2007-22 (F)
Jones, Frances F.: obituary of Margaret Thompson S92-18
Jones, George Shane: Regular Member, Bert Hodge Hill Fellow W-S05-13
Jones, Janet (CAORC Fellow): to study at ASCSA 2003-4 S03-19
Jordan, D.: acting Gennadeion director S92-12; on epigraphy discussion groups F80-13; Gennadeion director F92-9 (F); on Gennadius birthday S94-4; at Rare Book School (VA) F94-1 (F)
Jordan, Jan (EEA Project): photo S12-7 (F)
Judaism: late antique, in Greece and Cyprus (E. Lapp) S00-7 (F)
G. Kachros Fellow S78-4
Kalavrezou, Ioli: gives sixteenth annual Walton Lecture S98-6 (F)
Kallet, Lisa: Whitehead Professor, on arch in Athens
Kalligas, Alexander: photo S04-insert, 3 (F), photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F);
Kalligas, Haris: attends Gennadeion 75th anniversary celebration W02-G2 (F); book presentation at Gennadeion W04-G2; hosts Trustees’ tour of Monemvasia S96-8; keynote speaker in Treviso, Italy S03-G2 (F); lectures in Monemvasia W04-12 (F); moves on S04-insert, 3 (F); new director of Gennadeion F95-3 (F); organizes Clean Monday celebration S96-6; -- conference, gives lecture W99-6; -- conference on Cyprus and Venice W01-insert, 2; on phase II Gennadeion plans S02-G2 (F); photo S00-7 (F) photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F); -- with S. Runciman F97-8 (F); presents Mitropoulos medal S01-insert, 3 (F)
Kalligas, Petros: photo W01-13 (F)
Kalyvia: 4th Congress on South Attica honors E. Vanderpool (J. McK. Camp) S90-10
Kanta, Athanasia: fetes Gerry Gesell in E. Crete 2007-19 (F)
Kapetanakis, Demetrios: archives donated to Gennadeion S04-insert, 2
Karamanlis, President Constantine: visits Athenian Agora S84-13 (F)
Karavidas, Konstantinos: papers at Gennadeion 2009-16 (F)
Karmiri, Leftferis: attends *Triumph over Time* 2007-18 (F)
Karoglu, Kyriaki: on Attic votive plaques S02-4 (F)
Karpov, Sergei: Gives Walton Lecture on Pontic Hellenism S03-13 (F)
Katsimbalis, George: Avi Sharon on S98-9 (F)
Kastriotis, George (artist): papers of at Gennadeion (Maria Voltera) W03-G3 (F)
Kataleifos, Dimitris: reads from Myrivilis’s work at Gennadeion event honoring Stratis Myrivilis S10-G3 (F)
Katzev, Michael L.: obituary W02-19, S02-18 (F); on shipwreck at Kyrenia S84-14 (F)
Kavousi (E. Crete): ASCSA open meeting discusses S87-5; final season (W.D.E. Coulson) F90-6; Late Bronze–Early Iron Age settlement revealed (WDEC et al.) S85-1 (F); new excavations (L. Preston Day et al.) S88-1 (F); re-examining
previous work S82-14 (F); survey (M. Mook, D. Haggis; U. Minnesota) S90-5 (F); Symposium in Crete (L.P. Day et al.) F85-11 (F)
Kazazis, D.B.: on Corinthian pottery F79-6 (F)
Kea: Ayia Irini excavations (J. Caskey) F78-12 (F), S81-5 (F)
Keeley, Edmund (“Mike”) (Gennadeion Trustee): attends benefit dinner S00-10 (F); -- benefit honoring Cotsen WS05-G3 (F); book presentation at Gennadeion W02-13 (F); honored for contributions to post-ancient Greece S03-G4 (F); honored for work and contributions F10-27; (Charles Gates) inducted into Academy of Athens S02-20; publishes memoirs W-S05-27; receives book award W01-20; writes introductory essay to McCabe book W-S05-27
Keene, Katherine: adds to endowment for high school teachers F06-6; gives Summer Session scholarship S85-4 (F)
Keesling, Catherine: speaks at DAI conference on portraiture W03-13 (F)
Keller, Donald: on International Survey Colloquium S81-6, F82-3; survey of Southern Euboea S80-10
Kenchreai: conference on mosaics, conservation (R. Scranton) S80-5 (F)
Kennell, Stefanie A.H.: on databasing Schliemann letters S02-5 (F), 2007-24 (F)
Kilinski, Karl, II (professor): obituary S11-19
Kilker, Laurie: new baby (F)
kilns: in Geometric through Classical periods in Greece (Hasaki report) S00-1 (F)
Kinnee, Lauren M. (Solow fellow): on Roman trophies F10-18 (F)
Kiriatzi, Vangelio (director, Fitch Lab): photo at Fitch Lab F10-24 (F)
Kitsiki-Panagopoulou, Beata: Kress Professor F82-15 (F)
Klein, Nancy L.: on NEH excavations on Acropolis F06-13 (F)
Kleonai (site of ancient Greece) S01-3 (F)
Klinger, Sonia (Solow fellow): work on sanctuary of Demeter at Corinth F06-20 (F)
Klippel, Walter: work at Wiener Lab F92-13 (F)
Knoblauch, Ann-Marie: on Satyrs in the public eye F95-8 (F)
Kochilas Diane: authors Greek cuisine “Clean Monday” cookbook S03-G3
Koehl, Robert B.: on Bronze Age ritual vessels S81-15 (F)
Koehler, Carolyn: obituary of Malcolm Wallace 2009-30 (F); profile of Virginia Grace S90-1 (F)
Kohler, Ellen Lucile: obituary 2009-31
Kokkinou, Angeliki (Kress fellow): on Poseidon in Attica 2009-10
Kommos: campaign resumed (J.W. Shaw) F91-1 (F); excavations (See excavations: Kommos); Kommos: An Excavation on the S. Coast of Crete, vol.1 (ed. J.W.and M.C. Shaw) S96-16
Koob, Stephen P.: on conservation of Athenian Agora artifacts F82-1 (F)
Kopestonsky, Theo: attends book display W-S06-14 (F); first Robinson fellow at Corinth F11-15
Kopestonsky, Theodora: on nymphs at Kokkinovrysi 2007-13
Korfmann, Manfred: finds statue at Troy S94-7 (F)
Korka, Elena: excavating at Kenchreai S08-16 (F)
Lambrinoudakis, Vasilis: lectures ASCSA on ancient Naxian sanctuaries W03-12 (F)
Lambropoulos, Vassilis: gives Gennadeion lecture S08-G4
Landon, Mark E.: interim editor of *Hesperia* F11-7; “Well-watered Corinth” F93-8
Lane, Mary Ellen: attends Athens CAORC meeting F91-13
Lane, Michael: on archaeology at Gla (agricultural remains) S11-11 (F), S12-13 (F)
Lang, Mabel L.: *Corinth Notes 1: Cure and Cult in Ancient Corinth* F77-2; honorary degree from Colgate F78-1 (F); on leaving chairmanship F80-1 (F); obituary F10-26 (F); report of Managing Committee (A.L. Boegehold) F77-1, S78-5, F78-3, S79-4, F79-7, S80-2; tribute to R. Carpenter S80-15; tribute to H. Thompson F81-6 (F)
Langdon, Merle: leads trip to Orchomenos W01-2 (F); photographed at 3/01 meeting W02-12 (F); on VIIth International Symposium on Ship Construction in Antiquity (August 1999) S00-4
Langridge, Elizabeth: on Eucharides Painter (Athens) F92-5 (F)
Lapp, Eric C. (Kress Fellow 1996-97) S97-10 (F); on late antique Judaism in Greece and Cyprus S00-7 (F)
Lariviere, Richard: member of ASCSA Visiting Committee W01-12
Lawall, Mark L.: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); NEH senior research fellow W03-17 (F); on transport amphoras and economic history S93-5
LAW Fund: Agora Study Center S83-5
Law, ancient Athenian practice: law courts of Athenian Agora (A. Boegehold) F80-9 (F), (A. Boegehold) F91-3 (F); lawgivers in 4th-century Athens (M.B. Richardson) S96-10 (F)
Lawton, Carol: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); Kress Fellow, on Agora votive reliefs W04-7 (F); NEH Fellow F95-6 (F); Solow Fellow, on Agora votive reliefs W99-4; on votive reliefs S96-12; as Whitehead Professor, on Argive Heraion sculpture W01-1 (F)
Lear, Edward: exhibition at Goulandris Museum S98-3 (F); Gennadius Library drawings F78-8, S80-14, F85-6; watercolor exhibit S86-7, F97-4
Lebadeia: recent rediscoveries (L.E. Turner) F94-5 (F); Sanctuary of Zeus Basileus S92-7 (F)
lectures: on Acrocorinth (Stroud) S88-5; on archaeology as conquest at Corinth (Williams) S97-9 (F); on Athenian banking (Cohen) S91-12 (F); Broneer lectures honor F87-3 (F); on Byzantine cities (Laiou) S80-12 (F); on classics and U.S. Constitution (Panagopoulos) S83-7 (F); on Cypriot wall-painting (Mouriki) F85-7 (F); on dendrochronology (Kuniholm) S00-15 (F); on Franchthi
Cave (Farrand) S97-9 (F); Gennadeion Inaugural (Nicol) F89-2; on gifts for the gods (Mitten) F89-9; on Gladstone and Greece (Sir M. Llewellyn) S00-11 (F); on Greek Drama on the Modern Stage (McDonald) S92-2 (F); on Kavousi (Coulson) S87-5 (F); on Mycenae (Palaima) F88-7; on Nemea exhibit (Delivorrias) S83-3; on oxen (Palaima) F88-7; on sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron (Camp) S88-7 (F); sculptors named Scopas (Palagia) S95-4 (F); series 1999-2000 S00-15 (F); series 2000-2001 W01-15; series 2001-2002 W02-14. on Theophanes of Crete (Chatzidakis) S83-7 (F); on trade and legend (Muhl) S97-9 (F); on trireme reconstruction (Lipke) S88-15 (F), F89-12 (F); on vase-painting (seminar) S81-13; on wall-paintings S85-8 (F); on the Western way of seeing (Alsop) S79-11 (F). series 1997-98 F97-8 (F); series 1998-99 W99-10
See also After-Tea-Talks; colloquia of ASCSA; conferences/symposia; seminars; Walton, Francis R.: honorary lectures
Lee, John W.: leads spring Ionia-Caria trip 2009-8 (F)
Lee, Minna: new to ASCSA S08-17 (F)
Lefkowitz, Mary R.: joins Board of Trustees W-S06-3; receives award from President Bush F06-28 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Legaki, Kalliopi: directs film W-S05-G2
Lehmann, Clayton: director, summer session II W02-7 (F)
Lehmann, Karl: new edition of Samothrace published W99-20; posthumous plaque and medal (Samothrace) F81-7 (F)
Lehmann, Phyllis Williams: obituary W-S05-26; succeeds husband as editor of Samothrace publications F81-7 (F)
Leigh, Shawna: on Aqueduct of Hadrian S96-10 (F); Solow Fellow W04-11
Lembesi, Kiki: attends ASCSA lecture by George Despinis S02-12 (F)
Leonard, Sherry Fox: new director of Wiener Lab S00-16
Lepinski, Sarah: student report on Roman wall painting in Corinth W03-6(F)
Lerna: Caskey Memorial Fund aids excavation publications S82-15; guidebook S81-5, S82-15; NEH support to publications S83-15; publications on (J. Caskey) S81-4 (F); M. Wiencke edits series S82-15
Lesk, Alexandra (Associate Member) attends welcome party 9/01 W02-13 (F)
Leukas: survey (J. Carter and S. Morris) F92-1 (F)
Leventis, Constantine: (Gennadeion Trustee): speaks at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, new Cypriot Art gallery W01-20; memorial concert W03-G3, S03-G3 (F); obituary W03-18
Levine, Daniel B.: on Summer Session I F06-9 (F)
Levy, Harry Louis: Centennial Committee reports F77-2, S78-5; Chairman, Centennial Committee S78-5; obituary (W.H. Willis) S81-19 (F)
Lewis, Hunter: A Question of Values reviewed (D. Spitzer) S91-16; on ASCSA funding (editorial) F86-2; elected President, Board of Trustees S89-1;
Treasurer, Board of Trustees S00-1; Trustee S81-19 (F); retires as President of Trustees S97-2; tribute to F.C. Crawford F90-8
Liappa, Irini: photo S03-12 (F)
libraries. See bibliophiles; Blegen Library; Gennadius Library
Lieberman, Leigh: participates in school trip to Egypt S12-9 (F)
Liebhart, Richard: obituary/tribute to Sandra Anderson Immerwahr 2009-29 (F) -- Spyro Spyropoulos W84-6 (F)
Linnér, Carl Sture: honored for book S98-7 (F)
Lion of Amphipolis: 75th birthday F11-1, 21 (F)
Lipke, Paul: lecture on trireme reconstruction S88-15 (F), F89-12 (F)
Liston, Maria: first Wiener Visiting Research Professor W-S05-21 (F)
Lloyd-Jones, Sir Hugh: obituary S10-28; photo with Marine Zagoreos S04-13 (F)
Lockhart, Philip N. (professor), obituary S11-19
Loeb, James: profile (Z. Stewart) S82-10 (F)
Lolos, Yannos: on “Euripides’ Cave” in Salamis W01-insert, 4 (F); (Hirsch Fellow) photo S03-12 (F)
Longfellow, Brenda (Kress fellow): on imperial patronage and Roman Nymphaea W04-3 (F); photo at book launching S04-12 (F)
Long Walls (Athens; D. Conwell) S95-12 (F)
Longhis, Tilemachos: attends Walton lecture S10-G2 (F)
Lonsdale, Stephen Hancock: obituary S96-15
Loomis, William T. (Secretary, Board of Trustees): on ASCSA/AAR trip to Sicily S90-11 (F); breaks ground for Blegen Library extension S89-1 (F); donates ancient sculptor’s tools S91-10 (F)
Lord, Louis E.: reminiscences by daughter (P. Lord) F78-6 (F)
Lorenzo, Kristian (Spitzer fellow): on Greek and Roman naval monuments F10-17; lauds academic program S08-4 (F)
Loring Hall: “facelift” planned S10-6 (F), 17 (F); new regulations concerning W99-20; Passover celebration (M. Margolies) F79-3
Lovén, Karen: on Agora Conservation Library 2007-23 (F), on Agora silver coin hoard S08-5 (F); presents paper in Los Angeles 2009-32; report on Agora laboratory 2008 2009-13 (F)
Lu, Katherine: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F)
Lucas, Herbert L.: F93-7 (F); elected Trustee S86-3 (F)
Lucore, Sandra (Broner Fellow): on Hellenistic baths, Magna Graecia 2009-16
Lungu, Vasilika (Mellon East-Central European Visiting Scholar): on Ancient Hero Cult S03-11
Lupack, Susan (Capps Fellow): on religion/Mycenaean economics S97-7
Lykiardopoulos, Anthony G.: new Gennadeion trustee W-S06-G1
Lynch, Kathleen: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); lectures on pottery imagery F11-24; publishes alumni cookbook S11-13 (F); report on Agora, Corinth material F06-19; -- S. Rotroff’s work on Agora coarse ware F97-9 (F); Solow Fellow W04-11; tribute to Mary Sturgeon S12-4
MacAllister, Marian: editor, ASCSA Publications S89-9, S90-11; retires F97-3 (F); publishes book W-S06-.7. See also Publications (ASCSA)
MacIsaac, John D. (Solow Fellow): on Corinthian coins W99-4; obituary F11-22
Macedonia: social history of (Yosmao lu) W02-4 (F)
MacKay, Camilla: on Blegen Library news W03-19, S03-15; farewell party W04-14; new head librarian at Blegen S01-6 (F), W02-8 (F)
MacKay, Pierre (Whitehead Professor 2001–2): visits ancient Negropont S02-8
MacKay, Theodora Stillwell: obituary S98-18
Macrakis, Lily: on Eleftherios Venizelos S81-12 (F)
Magdalino, Paul: photo at Cotsen lecture 2009-G3 (F)
Magness, Jodi (NEH, Skirball Fellow): on Qumran excavations W01-16 (F); presents paper on Israel excavations W-S05-28; research fellowship from NEH S00-20
Maguire, J. Robert: joins Board of Trustees W-S06-3
Magouti, Panagiota: joins Blegen Library staff F06-12
Makriyannis, General: manuscript donated to Gennadeion (S. Papageorgiou) F78-9 (F)
Mallen, Lisa: visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Malliaris, Alexis (Gennadeion archivist): on expanding Venetian collection W03-G2 (F)
ManCom: annual report S78-5, F78-3, S79-4, F79-7, S80-2, S88-4, S03-2, 2007-10, S10-5, F10-3, S11-5 (F); Boeghoid elected Chairman F90-1; Jane B. Carter elected vice-chair W03-5; confirms new staff S08-3; elections S92-12, F97-8 (F); new members F90-12, 13, W-S06-4, S07-4, S08-3, 2009-5, S12-4; -- and new directors W04-15; new rules for WS06-4; slate of appointments W-S05-2, S11-3, F11-3 (F)
Mandel, Alyssa M.: on summer session II F97-14 (F)
Mandilas, Lana: attends dedication of Rare Book Reading Room W-S05-G2 (F); attends tribute to Sir Patrick Fermor S04-insert, 4 (F); elected to board of Greek Telecommunications Organization S03-20; new Gennadeion Trustee S00-1, 2; photo with mother S03-G4 (F)
Mandilas, Theodoti-Artemis: photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F)
Mango Cyril: gives Gennadeion lecture S08-G4 (F)
Manias, Nikola: joins ASCSA as Information Technology Assistant W02-16 (F)
Manousakas, Manousos l.: conference honors W-S05-G3
Mantis, Alexandros: lectures on reconstruction of lost Parthenon sculptures W04-13 (F)
Mantzavinou, Irini: new to ASCSA S08-17 (F)
manuscripts: technical illustrations in ancient Greek treatises (S. Tegtmeyer) S94-5 (F)
Marantanou, Eleni: new secretary at Blegen Library W01-10
Marathon Plain: R. K. Dunn researches F97-6 (F)
marble quarries: Mount Pentelikon marble quarries (S. Pike) S96-7
Marchand, Jeanette: on ancient Kleonai S01-3 (F); work on Dorati Survey Project W-S06-16 (F)
Margaritis, Evi (Wiener research associate): on Agora’s Byzantine contexts F06-26 (F); attends international conference F10-25 (F)
Margolies, Mary: on Loring Hall Passover celebration F79-3
Maridakis-Karatzas, Olga: new Gennadeion trustee W-S06-G1
Marinopolos, Dimitris: attends tribute to Sir Patrick Fermor S04-insert, 4 (F)
Martin (-McAuliffe), Samantha: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); on Lion of Amphipolis F11-1, 21 (F); on stoa in ancient Athens S04-10
Mason, R.S.: leads Sicily and Malta tour F96-12; leads Tunisia tour F97-8; named outstanding teacher of the year W-S05-27
Matheson, Mark: Katherine Keene Summer Session scholarship winner F85-5
Mattusch, Carol C.: in Discovery Channel film S01-16; oversees publication of Bronze Congress Acta (part of JRA) W01-20; presents book to J. W. Shaw W-S06-8; receives Morey Book Award W-S06-24 (F); -- Wiseman Book Award S98-2 (F); research on bronze statues at Herculaneum W01-9 (F)
Mauzy, Craig: F86-4 (F); 25th year at Agora excavations W-S06-7 (F); Agora postcards slide sets F86-7 (F), S87-15; Amasis Vase postcard F85-14 (F); Athenian Agora photography S83-12 (F); photo S00-10 (F); repairs burst valve S98-11 (F) ; at spring 2007 staff party 2007-18 (F)
Mauzy, Marie: Library Fellow at Princeton University S01-10
Mavrommatis, Socratis: works on exhibition of Acropolis photos S04-5 (F)
Mayer, Clara Woolie: Mayer House gift (R.H. Howland) F78-3 (F); obituary F88-15 (F)
Mayer House (NYC): gift to ASCSA F78-3 (F); flooding S88-14 (F); reports S84-15, W84-5, S86-3, S88-4; staff (Butterfield, M-A.) S91-11 (F), Schwartzenberg, L., Manager of Administration and Development S82-11 (F); sold S98-4 (F); wisteria and bees (D. Spitzer) F93-6 (F)
Mayor, Adrienne: publishes The First Fossil Hunters W01-20
Mazarakis-Ainian, Alexandros: speaks to Gennadeion Philoi on Oropos excavations S01-insert, 4 (F)
McCabe, Robert A.: donates document to Gennadeion S86-7; -- Kerameikos excavation photos S08-13; hosts Trustees’ dinner in Athens S96-8; obituary of J. Whitehead S92-17; photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F); picture book published W-S05-27
Mazower, Mark: lectures at Gennadeion 2007-G3 (F)
McCabe, Ann: lectures at Gennadeion S08-G4 (F)
McCabe, Dina: attends ASCSA 130th anniversary celebration F11-17 (F)
McCabe, Robert, S10-13 (F); attends ASCSA 130th anniversary celebration F11-17 (F); 2008-9 photography exhibition in Paris 2009-32; honorary cochair of event honoring John McK. Camp II F10-27; new president, board of trustees F10-3 (F); presents Philhellenic award F11-17 (F)
McCann, Anna Marguerite: publishes book W-S05-28
McCarty, Marybeth: attends Clean Monday fund raiser W-S06-G3 (F)
McClellan, Murray C.: archives of Vari Cave excavations S82-6 (F); history of ASCSA trips S81-1 (F); work at Cyprus excavations F87-9 (F)
McClellan, Pamela Russell: work at Cyprus excavations F87-9 (F)
McCloy, John J.: birthday S85-13; given Jean Monnet Award S82-5; obituary S89-15; profile (H. Thompson) F80-10 (F); Statesman-Humanist Award S78-1 (F)
McCoy, Floyd W. (Senior Research Associate, Wiener Lab, 1999-2000)): attends Wiener tenth anniversary open house W03-16 (F); on lab activities S00-16 (F); on Late Bronze Age eruption in Thera S00-6 (F); on recalculating magnitude of Thera eruption W04-10 (F); Wiener Visiting Research Professor S08-18 (F)
McCredie, James R.: attends awards dinner 2009-22 (F); attends Gennadeion Trustees’ meetings 3/01 W02-13 (F); awarded medal at Samothrace F81-7; Chairman, Managing Committee S80-2 (F), S88-4; Director, ASCSA F77-2; Director, NYU Institute of Fine Arts S83-11; --, Samothrace excavations S81-7, F86-13 (F); fellowship, Institute of Advanced Study S78-4 (F); honored upon retirement from board of trustees F10-13 (F); --- NYU Institute of Fine Arts W03-13 (F); president, ASCSA board, S01-1 (F); publishes new edition of Lehmann’s Samothrace W99-20; receives Aristeia award, F11-2 (F), S12-20; retires from board of trustees presidency F10-3 (F); tribute F90-2 (F); receives honorary degree from University of Athens S04-20 (F)
McDonald, Joe: attends summer session wrap-up party F10-13 (F)
McDonald, Marianne: Greek drama on modern stage W01-20; (new book) S92-2 (F); honorary degree S98-18; honored, translations performed W01-20; recent activities F90-8 (F), S94-6 (F); elected Trustee S86-3 (F)
McDonald, William A.: honored by symposium F80-12; publication of Nichoria excavations F79-6
MacEnroe, John: (NEH and ASCSA fellow) on Minoan architecture F06-13 (F); at Pseira excavations S88-10 (F)
McFadden, George: bequest to ASCSA honors S86-11
McGregor, Malcolm F.: obituary S90-15
Mackay, Pierre: presents records from Agios Petros excavations to ASCSA S-08-8 (F)
MacKinnon, Michael: on animals in the Agora S12-7; selected as AIA national lecturer S12-20
McLeod, Bet: Cotsen lecturer 2009-G2
McMurtry, William John: grandson visits school and site at Sikyon F10-12 (F)
McPhee, Ian: Byüktepe Hoyuk (Turkey; with E. Pemberton) S93-1 (F)
McPherson, Mary Patterson elected Trustee F96-2
Mechem, Leslie: on Thanksgiving trip to Nemea W84-18
Megaloudi, Fragkiska (Wiener fellow): n plants and people in prehistoric Greece W-S06-20 (F)
Megarian bowls: Agora Picture Book #22 (S. Rotroff) [ADD]; discovered at Agora (Athens; S. Rotroff) F80-8 (F)
Mellink, Machteld: given Drexel Medal F94-12
Mellon Foundation: Agora (Athens) excavations supported S79-1; Centennial matching grant F81-5; fellowships (Central European research) F92-4, S04-3, F06-21; (Avram, Alexandru) W01-12, (Biliarsky, Ivan) S01-13 (F), (Ciugudean, Horia Ion) W03-12 (F), (Dimitrov, Peter A.) S08-11; (Domaradzka, Lidia) S04-3; (Domzalski, Krzysztof Cezary) 2009-21, (Dufkov, Marie) F96-3, (Gatsov, Ivan) S04-3, (Konstantinova, Yuri) 2009-21, (Lungu, Vasilika) S03-11, (Maleon, Bogdan-Petru) 2009-23, (Markiewicz, Tomasz) S08-11; (Mihaylova, Zdravka) W03-11, (Mysliwiec, Karol) S95-2 (F), (Nowicki, Krzysztof) S04-3; (Pavlikianov,
Kyrill) 2007-G4, S08-11. (Ptaszek, Ireneusz) W03-11, (Rusu-Bolindet, Veronica) S04-3; (Smolarikove, Kveta) W01-12, (Syzmanska, Hanna) W99-17, (Theodossiev, Nikola) W02-8, (Tzochev, Chavdar) S10-13 (F); (Voutova, Nina) S02-11; Gennadeion Directorship grant F97-4; grant to develop information management W04-15, 2007-8; Professorship (Camp, John Mck. II) F85-2 (F), (Cooper, Frederick) S82-3 (F), S85-1 (F), (Edmonson, Colin) F77-5 (F), (Fentress, Elizabeth) S98-11 (F); (Langdon, M.) S00-4, W02-12 (F); (Miles, M. M.) S09-2, 8 (F), (M. Munn) S78-3 (F); (Oakley, John) W-S06-8 (F), F06-24, S08-17 (F), (Sickinger, J.) W03-2, (Stroud, Ronald S.) S96-6

Menadier, Blanche: on Perachora, Temple of Hera Akraia F93-8 (F)
Mercouri, Melina: attends Benaki Museum exhibition S83-1 (F); attends exhibition “Athens, Cultural Capital of Europe” F85-1 (F)
Merrill, James Ingram: memorial, bequest (D. Spitzer) S95-13
Merrillees, Dolla: intern at Blegen Archives S98-6 (F)
Meritt, Benjamin D.: obituary (A.E. Raubitscheck) F89-14 (F)
Meritt, Lucy Shoe: ASCSA history S81-11, F82-12, (D. Spitzer) S84-2; author, honored F77-1; bequest to ASCSA publications W-S05-8; birthday (90th) F96-1 (F); death notice S03-19; given AIA Gold Medal S81-11 (F); honored by AAUW F80-5; honored at Bryn Mawr reception W01-12 (F); University of Texis, Austin W01-20; obituary W04-19 (F); obituary of C.H. Morgan S84-4 (F); R. Stillwell F82-18 (F); photo S79-10 (F), F11-11 (F); tribute to R. Carpenter S79-10 (F); tribute to D. Hill S86-12 (F)
Metzker, Bruce: obituary S08-23
Michalakis, Silas: team member, Thrace excavation W-S06-19 (F)
Michalopoulos, Niamh: new manager of Loring Hall 2009-18
Michas, April: visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Midea in the Argolid: (U. Cincinnatti; P.N. Boulter) S92-15 (F)
Mihaylova, Zdravka (Mellon East-Central European visiting scholar) W03-11
Mikalson, Jon D. (Whitehead Professor): attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); on Hellenistic religion S96-13; speaks at Greek embassy F10-12 (F)
Mikalson, Mary: attends Greek embassy lectures F10-12 (F)
Milbank, Thomas L. (Stevens Fellow): on restoration of Athenian Agora S97-7 (F)
Milled, Solenne: intern at Agora Excavations: 2009-19 (F)
Miles, George C.: excavations at Agios Petros S08-8 (F)
Miles, Margaret M. (Mellon Professor): leads trip to Sicily S10-12 (F); new Mellon Professor 2009-9 (F); on school trip to Egypt S12-9 (F); -- Sounion S12-10 (F); reflections on 2008-9 S09-2
milestones: anniversaries galore W-S06-2, W-S06-7 (F)
Miller-Collett, Stella: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F); [as S. Miller-Collett] leads “Northern Greece ‘89” tour F88-4 (F), F89-7 (F); revisits Troy F90-1 (F)
Miller, Stephen G.: attends Benaki Museum exhibition S83-1 (F); elected Director, ASCSA S82-1 (F), on goals of ASCSA F82-1; leads ASCSA Open Meeting S87-5 (F); on Nemea (See excavations: Nemea); report, ASCSA excavation activities S83-15; retires as Gennadeion director S87-2; speaker at
Nemea S00-20; on television for Gennadeion S86-6; tribute to L. Politis S83-6 (F)
Miller, Thomas: new U.S. ambassador to Greece, feted by ASCSA with wife S02-G4
Millis, Benjamin (Blegen Library): assistant librarian at Blegen W-S05-25; attends conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32; farewell party for S10-12 (F); preparing new guide to Corinth excavations W04-3 (F);
Millis, Gretchen M.: leaves Blegen Library to resume studies W01-10; works at Blegen Library S98-6
Milonas, E. Leo: elected president of New York Bar Association S03-20; new Gennadeion Trustee S00-1, 2
Milonas, Helen: attends Clean Monday fest in New York City S11-G4 (F)
Minoan Crete: archaeological sites (See individual locations); conical cups S86-4 (F); studies/R.B. Seager tomb F79-4 (F); visits Turkey with trustees 2007-G4 (F)
Minos, Nikos: excavation at Kenchreai S08-16 (F)
Mitchel, Fordyce W.: Director, Summer Session F77-2; obituary S86-12 (F); remembered by former student S04-11
Mitropoulos, Dimitri: Gennadeion promoting compositional work F10-G4; photo donated to Gennadeion 2009-17 (F)
Mitrou (East Lokris): excavations begun W-S05-3 (F)
Mitsou-Gignoli, Elisavet: retirement of S11-2 (F)
Mitsou, Anna Orphanou: obituary F87-14 (F)
Mitten, David: lecture ("Gifts for the Gods") F89-9; on Whitehead Professorship S91-1 (F)
Moni Petrakos (monastery): monks conduct Gennadeion ground-breaking service S02-G2 (F)
Monroe, John Hill: in memoriam F77-5
monuments: family burial plots in 4th century B.C. Attica (W. E. Closterman) F96-8
Mook, Margaret: addresses summer session I students (Azoria) W04-6 (F); on Azoria excavations W03-3 (F); WS05-5 (F), 28, S10-11(F); delivers Coulson memorial lecture 2007-32; on Kavousi survey S90-5 (F); Master Teacher at Iowa State University, 2002-3 W03-20; receives AIA Best Practices award S12-20; -- NEH summer stipend W01-20; report on activities as NEH Fellow 2007-8 2009-20; on research as NEH Fellow 2009-21
Moore, Barbara: on Brooklyn students and ASCSA donations F97-13 (F)
Moore, Mary B.: Agora XXX: Athenian Red-Figured and White-Ground Pottery S97-13
Moore, Melissa G. (Thompson Fellow 1996-97) S97-10
Moore, Nancy: AIA meeting workshop on book production F94-10; on Alexander the Great coinage (Princeton thesis) S81-15 (F); on Ibycus system, ASCSA Publications Office F82-9 (F)
Morea: reassessment of medieval (Grossman) W02-4 (F)
Morgan, Charles Hill: correspondence with Ward M. Canaday S85-2; golden wedding anniversary F78-15; obituary (L.S.Meritt) S84-4 (F)
Morris, Sarah: on Daedalus Project F87-4 (F); lectures summer students on Lacedaemonians S11-17 (F); member of ASCSA Visiting Committee W01-12; survey of Leukas with J. Carter F92-1 (F); mosaics: Isthmia (Roman floor; P. Clement) F77-4 (F); Kenchreai (glass; Scranton) S80-5 (F)
Moschahlaidis, Irini: at Open Meeting on the Work of the School S11-13 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Mouriki, Doula: obituary S92-18; on wall-painting in 13th-century Cyprus (lecture synopsis) F85-7 (F); Walton Lecturer S85-13
Muhly, James D.: awarded honorary doctorate by Cyprus University S10-28 (F); breaks ground for Gennadeion East Wing S02-G2 (F); completes term as school director S02-2 (F); Director of ASCSA F96-1 (F), W02-3; directs Chrysokamino excavations S97-12, (F), F97-11 (F); honors retiring employee S00-11 (F); hosts brunch for first-year students S01-10 (F); lecture on trade and legend, ASCSA S97-9 (F); lectures at Kultepe W-S06-15 (F); report on 1997 ASCSA excavations S98-5 (F); report on 1998 ASCSA fieldword W99-12 (F) conference and trip highlighting Crete 2000 celebration W01-3 (F); speaker at Nemea S00-20; international Aegean Conference, Yale S02-12; tribute to Harriet Boyd S00-2 (F)
Munn, Mark: Fall ASCSA trip S78-2 (F); Panakton (fortress) and Attic-Boiotian frontier S91-3 (F)
Murex: research on Cretan (D. Ruscillo) W02-11 (F)
Murray, Priscilla: on Argolid exploration project S83-10 (F)
Murray, William M.: elected Chair, Department of History, University of South Florida (Tampa) W02-20; investigations in Greek naval history S96-12; Whitehead Professor S96-12
Mycenae: lecture on (T.G. Palaima) F88-7
Myers, J. Wilson and Eleanor: aerial photography of Corinth F93-11 (F)
Mylonas, George E.: obituary S88-14
Mylonas, Paul: designer of Isthmia Museum S79-2 (F); Walton Lecturer S87-12 (F)
Myrivili, Kaiti: attends event honoring Stratis Myrivili S10-G3 (F)
Myrivili, Stratis: archives compiled at Gennadeion W-S05-G4 (F)
Mysliwiec, Karol: on Greek links to Athribis excavations finds S95-2 (F)
Mytilene: ancient rituals still practiced (G.P. Schaus) S88-6 (F)
Nadali, Anna (Gennadeion librarian): on donation of Levinge book W03-G2; on leave from Gennadeion W99-6
Nagy, Greg: attends Triumph over Time 2007-18 (F)
Nankov, Emil: on fortifications of east Lokris W-S06-12 (F); receives trustees and Gennadeion overseers and friends F11-17 (F)
Nashville, TN: Athena statue (B. Tsakirgis) S90-7 (F)
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH): fellows report on architectural and historiographical influences S03-7; -- on research 2007-8 2009-20 (F); -- on spring 09 Ionia-Caria trip 2009-8 (F); grants to Agora (Athens) excavations S79-1; -- Acropolis excavations F006-13 (F); -- Athens research (2008–9) S10-8; -- Azoria (Crete) excavations W-S05-5 (F); challenge grant
F78-7, F79-1, S81-15, (for Gennadeion) F96-5, S97-4, 9, W99-19, S00-7, S11-4; and Democracy 2500 F91-1.7; funds posts for scholars 2007-10; Gennadeion Summer Seminar F80-14; grant for $30,000 to ASCSA to recover from 1999 earthquake S00-5; Wm. Dinsmoor monograph F79-5; ASCSA members 2000-2001 S00-20, S01-16, W01-16, 20; on legacy of Alexander S02-9; Lerna publications (M.H. Wiencke) S83-15 (F); research by two 2003 Fellows at Gennadeion S03-G1; renews research fellowship 2006-7 WS05-8; challenge grant for libraries S10-4; Rome seminar S95-11; seminar on polis (S. Nimis) F90-13; Senior Fellowship (Barringer, J. M.) S08-15, (Day, Joseph) W01-17, S01-12 (F), W01-17, (Gregory, Timothy E.) 2009-21, (Ham, Greta) W01-17, W02-15, (Haskell, Halford W.) S95-5 (F), (Hedreen, Guy M.) S98-15 (F), S95-5 (F), (Hutton, W.) S08-12 (F), (Kellogg, Danielle) F-11 18, (Lawall, Mark) W03-17 (F); (Lawton, Carol) F95-6 (F), S96-12 (F), (Mook, Margaret S.) 2009-21, (Perlman, Paula) S97-1, (Rhodes, Robin) W01-14 (F), (Slane, Kathleen) F11-18, (Soles, J. S.) S08-23, (D. G. Wright) 2009-G2; Summer Institute (UC Santa Cruz) F91-7, (Isthmia [T. Gregory]) S95-11, (Rome [J. L. Roccos]) S95-11; summer stipends, 2000 W01-20 naval archaeology: investigations in Greek naval history (W.M. Murray) S96-12; Kyrenia Shipwreck (M. L. Katsev) S84-14 (F)

Neer, Richard: speaks at Langford Seminar W-S06-24

Nehamas, Alexander: lectures on Parmenides and Heraclitus S00-15 (F)

Neils, Jenifer: on 75th birthday of Lion of Amphipolis F11-1, 21 (F); attends ASCSA open house S03-13 (F); curates exhibit on Greek children in antiquity S03-20; new chair of Managing Committee S12-5 (F); Panathenaia exhibit at Dartmouth (guest curator) S92-8 (F); publishes The Parthenon Frieze W02-20; report on spring 09 09 “Anabasis” 2009-8 (F); research as 2008-9 NEH fellow S10-8 (F); Whitehead Professor S92-8 (F)

Nelson, Michael C: appointed Assistant Professor of Classical Studies S04-5 (F); photo W-S05-16

Nemea: activities of 1980s (J.C. Wright) F91-4 (F); ancient games (S.G. Miller editorial) S80-1 (F), (Opheltes legend and) F86-18, F96-10; Benaki Museum exhibit S83-1 (F); excavations (See excavations: Nemea); museum opened S84-12 (F); sculpture discovered (S.G. Miller quoted) S87-8; surface survey (J.L. Davis) F88-5 (F); Temple of Zeus (Bert Hodge Hill’s notes; N. Norman) S81-10; , (reconstruction) S00-20; Thanksgiving trip to (L.C. Mechem) W84-18; Tsoungiza excavations W84-18, (Valley Project) F87-5 (F); work by Greek students (K. Kritikakou, A. Pappi) W84-15 (F)

Nelson, Robert: lectures at Gennadeion 2007-G3

Nemitz-Carlson, Lincoln (Kress Fellow): on fifth-century Athenian monumental art F11-8

Nesbitt, John: 3rd Kress Professor (C.W.J. Eliot) F81-14

Newburgh, André: attends dinner F86-5 (F); new Gennadeion trustee S00-1, 2; photo with Sir John Thompson S04-13 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)

Newhard, James: 1999-2000 Wiener (and Fulbright) Fellow S00-16 (F)

Newman, Jeremy: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F)
newsletter (ASCSA): 10 years old F87-1 (F); 20 years old F97-3 (F); fiftieth issue S03-2 (F); new look W02-2 (F); pilot edition F77-1; New York Times: editorial on establishment of ASCSA F82-2

Nicgorski, Ann M.: Knot of Heracles, iconography S94-8 (F)

Nichols, Andrew: on Ctesias of Cnidos 2007-9

Nichols, Robert: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F)

Nichoria: final publication of W.A. McDonald, F79-6

Nick, Virginia Lucas: obituary S98-19

Nicol, Donald G.: Inaugural Lecture S90-2 (F); new Gennadeion director F89-2;

Niemeier, Wolf D.: lectures on Hittites, January 2002 S02-13 (F); photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F)

Nimis, S.: on NEH seminar on polis F90-13

Nitinou, Maria: Wiener Geoarchaeology Fellow on charcoal analysis S01-14

Nitze, Ann: chairs Gennadeion benefit in Washington, D.C. S01-insert, 2 (F)

Nolen, Jeanette: work on Roman glass and pottery (D. Spitzer) W99-19

Norman, Naomi: on Corinth training sessions F78-4 (F); Editor -in-Chief of AJA W04-20; on B. Hodge and Temple of Athena Alea (Tegea) S81-10 (F); leads Tunisia tour F97-8

North, Helen F.: obituary S12-19; Whitehead Professor S88-2

Novikova, Tatyana: Wiener Lab report on Minoan tsunami W-S05-24

Nugent, Carol Howland: obituary F86-17 (F)

Oakley, John H.: appointed Andrew W. Mellon Professor S04-4; attends conference on Athenian pottery 2007-16 (F); brings children to live in Greece F06-24; curates exhibit on Greek children in antiquity S03-20; editor of conference proceedings, “Athenian Potters and Painters II” 2009-32; lecture “Death and the Panathenaia” S98-11 (F); lecture on white-ground lekythoi (Whitehead Professor) S98-13 (F); Mellon Professor W-S06-8 (F); on vase-painting seminar S81-13; The Weddings in Ancient Athens (R. Sinos reviews) S92-9 (F)

Oakley, Nicholas and Jacob: on accompanying father John H. (Mellon Professor) to live in Greece F06-24

Ober, Josiah: on Attic defense systems 85-5 (F); awarded Guggenheim Fellowship F96-12; co-director, Democracy 2500 conference S93-1; featured in PBS production The Greeks S00-20; member of ASCSA Visiting Committee W01-12

O’Brien, Maureen: Kress Fellow W-S05-10; photo W-S05-15

O’Connor, Megan: summer intern at Agora excavations F10-13 (F)

O’Connor, Sandra Day: attends Gennadeion benefit in Washington, D.C. S01-insert, 2 (F)

Odyssey: exhibition, Bard College F91-7 (F); television series: filming in the Athenian Agora F80-3 (F)

Olsen, Barbara A. (Vanderpool Fellow 1996-97) on women of Knossos and Pylos S97-10

Olson, Douglas: research grant from NEH S00-20

Olympia: trireme reconstruction (P. Lipke lecture) S88-15 (F), F89-12 (F)
Olympic games: in Athens 2004 S04-2 (F); at Isthmia 2004 S03-5 (F); modern and ancient (S.C. Miller editorial) S80-1 (F); symposium in Athens F88-13
Olynthus: AIA panel on findings (N. Cahill) S90-6
Onassis, Aristotle S., Center (New York City): reception and exhibition for ASCSA 2009-4
Online resources: lecture series and Open Meeting S10-27 B(F). See also information technology
On-Site Tour Program: “Athens: Democracy and Empire” (J. Traill) F90-11, F91-8 (F); Crete ‘90 (led by V. Watrous) F89-4, F90-14 (F); “Homerice heroes ‘94” (led by C.W. Shelmerdine) S94-7; “Ionia ‘91” (led by G. Schaus) S92-12; “Lyric Visions ‘96” (led by W.F. Wyatt) F95-12; (E. Goodwin reports) F96-11 (F); “Northern Greece ‘89” (led by Stella Miller) F88-4 (F); F89-7 (F); Sicily and Malta (led by R.S. Mason) F96-12, F97-12 (F); Tunisia (led by R. S. Mason and n. Norman) F97-9, (co-sponsored by CEMAT) S98-16 (F)
Ormand, Kirk (Whitehead Visiting Professor): children’s experience in Greece (F) Opai, Andrei: Kress Foundation fellow S04-9, W-S05-9 (F)
Ostwald, Martin: obituary S10-27
Ott, Jeremy: new to Blegen staff F11-16 (F)
Ottaway, James H.: directs changes for Publications Office S92-1; donations for excavation reports S11-4; elected Chairman, Board of Trustees F96-2, S97-2; endows ASCSA fellowship S01-7; honored along with School publications program 2009-22 (F); photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F); presented with antique print S00-10; Trustee S89-1 (F);
Ousterhout, Robert: gives annual Walton lecture S10-G2 (F)
Ozil, Ayse: Cotsen traveling fellow at Gennadeion S10-G2; gives presentation of research at Gennadeion S10-G2
Packard, David W., Jr.: assistance with Thesauros Linguae Graecae S91-10; Ibycus system installed at ASCSA Publications office F82-9 (F); receives Philhellene award F11-17 (F)
Packard Foundation: Agora (Athens) excavations supported S79-1, S88-12
Packard Humanities Institute: funds Agora excavations, S00-. W01-7 (F), W04-3 (F), W-S05-5 (F), W-S06-5 (F)
Paga, Jessica (Stevens Fellow): on Athenian democracy F11-12; on fieldwork at Sounion S12-10 (F)
paganism: survival in Peloponnese (F. Trombley) S83-14 (F)
Page, William: watercolor of Theseion in Gennadeion (S. Papageorgiou) S80-14 (F)
Painted Stoa (Athenian Agora, Stoa Poikile; T.L. Shear, Jr.) F81-1 (F)
painting: Aegean painting (S.A. Immerwahr) S82-4 (F); Cypriot wall-painting F85-7 (F); Eucharides Painter, Athens (E. Langridge) F92-5 (F); Hermonax in context (L.V. Benson) S-95-7 (F); Theophanes, Walton Lecture on S83-7 (F); Theran fresco discovered (M.B. Hollingshead) S88-4 (F); vase-painting seminar (J. Oakley) S81-13; wall-painting/19th-century watercolors S85-8 (F); Washing Painter, Post-Parthenoneian vase-painting (V. Sabetai-Arditti) F92-7 (F)
Palagia, Olga: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); attends conference on Athenian pottery 2007-16 (F); conference organizer S92-10 (F); lecturer,
visiting scholar S91-10 (F); editor of conference proceedings, “Athenian Potters and Painters II” 2009-32; memorial of W. D. Coulsen W02-18 (F); Parthenon pediments, new book on F91-5 (F); speaks at Langford seminar W-S06-24; two sculptors named Scopas (lecture summary) S95-4 (F)
Palaima, Thomas G.: lecture on Mycenae F88-7; studies Linear B tablets F79-5; “translation” of tablet given to Joseph Alsop F85-5; University of Uppsala appointment May 1998 S98-18; receives Chad Oliver Award W-S06-24; wins award for excellence in teaching W-S05-28
Paleopathology Association: sixteenth annual meeting at Santorini F06-23
Palinkas, Jennifer L. (Stevens Fellow): attends lecture on lost Parthenon sculptures W04-13 (F); gives Tea Talk S03-13 (F); receives Poster Grand Prize Award W-S05-14 (F), 28
Pallini, Cristina: gives presentation of research at Gennadeion S10-G2
Palmer, Ruth: director’s report on summer session I W03-7 (F)
Palyvou, Clairy (University of Thessaloniki): attends Wiener tenth anniversary open house W03-16 (F)
Panagopoulos, E.P.: F86-10 (F); lecture on classical roots of U.S. Constitution S83-7 (F)
Panagopoulos, Beata: elected director, Gennadeion S83-7; farewell letter F86-9 (F) husband lectures on U.S. Constitution S83-7 (F); Kress Professor F82-15 (F); lecture on wall paintings S85-8 (F); translates Walton Lecture on Theophanes S83-7 (F)
Panagopoulos, Eleni: attends lecture on Eurasia 2009-19 (F)
Panakton: and Attic-Boiotian frontier S91-3 (F); zooarchaeology and fauna from S94-8 (F)
Panathenaia: exhibit at Dartmouth (J. Neils) S92-8 (F); (S. Tracy on) F90-4 (F); Ship of Herodes Atticus (J. Tobin) S91-5 (F); study by J. L. Shear F97-7 (F)
Panayia Field: focus of Corinthian excavations (Sanders) W01-1 (F)
Pandermalis, Dimitris: report on Temple of Zeus Maximus excavations at conference S04-5 (F)
Pangalos, Spyros: attends Triumph over Time 2007-18 (F)
Pangalos, Theodoros (vice president of Greece): presents award to Jack Davis S12-8 (F)
Panos, Pantelis (ASCSA General Manager): gives truck keys to Guy Sanders 2007-6 (F); gives tour of director’s residence after earthquake W03-13 (F); honors retiring employee S00-11(F)
Pantou, P. A. (Vermeule and Shear Fellow): report on Mycenaean society 2009-10
Papadaki, Vayia: retires after 30 years at ASCSA S01-11 (F)
Papadopoulos, John K.: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); exhibition curator 2007-10 (F); Kress Agora Publications Fellow W-S05-10 (F); on pottery excavation at Agora 2009-14 (F)
Papadopoulos, Maria: new attorney for ASCSA operations S98-16
Papageorgiou, Lizabeth Ward: on (Homer) Thompson papers S02-16 (F); on Thompson as war correspondent S04-17 (F)
Papageorgiou, Sophie: archive work in Gennadeion F80-13,15; attends forum on bookbinding W03-12 (F); on fiftieth death anniversary of Johannes Gennadius S82-10; feted after retirement W-S06-15 (F); honored by Academy of Athens S82-11 (F); on A. Korais letters S78-7 (F); librarian F80-13; on Makriyannis ms. donation F78-9 (F); on original Gennadius collection S86-6 (F); on newly acquired plan of early-nineteenth-century Athens W04-G2; on Pyrrhos, *Astronomia* S04-insert, 1 (F); reports on gifts to Gennadeion F82-15, S83-9 (F); on Theseion prints by W. Page S80-14 (F)

Papayianni, Katerina (former Faunal and then Spitzer fellow): attends international conference F10-25 (F)

Papamarinopoulos, Stavros (University of Patra): attends Wiener tenth anniversary open house W03-16 (F)

Papandreiou, Margaret (wife of Prime Minister): on Nemea exhibit at Benaki Museum S83-3 (F)

Papaodysseus, Constantine: groundbreaking work on Athenian letter-cutters F06-19

Papastratou, Dory: memorial gift to Gennadeion S97-3, 9

Papathanasiou, Anastasia: analysis of Franchthi cave population W02-9 (F); attends international conference F10-25 (F)

Papatheophani, Katerina: on Gennadeion photographic archive W02-G3 (F)

Papayiannis, Katerina (Spitzer fellow): on Bronze Age Mochlos houses: S10-10 (F)

Papazoi, Elisabeth: inaugurates “Cyprus and the Serenissima” exhibition at Gennadeion S01-insert, 3

Pappi, Anna: on Greek student work at Nemea W84-15 (F)

Park, Gloria: on foundation rituals S04-6 (F); photo at book launch S04-12 (F)

Parks, Danielle: obituary 2007-31

Parrhasian Heritage Park: trail opened S12-13

Parsons, Arthur W.: memorial gift to Blegen Library S82-7

Parsons Fellowship. *See under* funding

Parthenon: conservation efforts (lecture) F84-1; inventory lists on stelai F88-7 (F); metopes, reconstruction of (K.A. Schwab) S93-5 (F); pediments (book on, Palagia) F91-5 (F). *See also* Acropolis (Athens)

Paspalas, Stavros (Deputy Dir. Of the Australian Archaeological Institute at Athens): photo S03-12 (F)

Passover: celebrated at Loring Hall (M. Margolies) F79-3

Paterakis, Alice: lecture on ancient Agora conservation S00-10; research on Athenian Agora conservation F90-10 (F), F97-6 (F)

Patrick, Thomas: on Perachoran Heraion 2007-25 (F)

patronage: public building and civic identity: aspects of euergetism (G.C.R. Schmalz) S93-10

Pausanias: F. Winter’s research on S84-7 (F)

Palinkas, Jennifer: Student Associate photo W-S05-16 (F)


Payne, Martha J.: Presents CAMWS 2003 paper on “The Milk of Birds” S03-20

Pearson, Lionel Ignacius Cusak: obituary (E.G. Huzar) S89-14
Peers, Glenn: on Archangel Michael at Chonae S93-7 (F)
Peirce, Sarah, and Ann Steiner: report on ASCSA Summer Session I W99-16 (F)
Pemberton, Elizabeth G.: Büyüktepe Hoyuk (Turkey) (with I. McPhee) S93-1 (F); Special Research Fellow S80-3 (F)
Perachora: Temple of Hera Akraia (B. Menadier) F93-8 (F)
Perlman, Paula J. (Senior NEH Fellow 1996-97) S97-1; Whitehead Professor 2000-2001 W02-10 (F)
Perseus database: (P. Russell describes) S91-18 (F)
Person, Catherine (Antiquity fellow): on domestic shrines in ancient houses F10-15; photo'ed in Olympia 2007-19 (F)
Peschke, Marianna and Nafsika: in garden at ASCSA S08-17 (F)
Petev, Todor: receives trustees and Gennadeion overseers and friends F11-17 (F)
Petropoulos, Elias: documentary on W-S05-G2, W-S06-G3; (Vogeikoff-Brogan) obituary W04-G4
Pfaff, Christopher: Argive Heraion, recent work F92-2 (F); colleague of H. A. Shapiro W-S06-24
Philippides, Dia: receives award for book (The Sacrifice of Abraham...) S89-5 (F)
Philippides, John: 90th birthday S86-1 (F); obituary S87-15
Philippides, Mary Zelia: 80th birthday S86-1 (F); (Blegen emerita) 10/02 lecture honors W02-12 (F); obituary 2009-30 (F); photo at anniversary celebration F06-16 (F)
Philoi tes Gennadiou. See under Friends of Gennadius Library
Philon, Alexander: attends Gennadeion benefit S00-10 (F), S02-G4 (F); -- Gennadeion 75th anniversary celebration W02-G2 (F); hosts Gennadeion benefit in Washington, D.C. S01-insert, 2 (F), W01-insert, 3; new Greece ambassador to U.S. W99-2 (F)
Philon, Helen: new Gennadeion Trustee S00-1, 2, 10 (F); photo with C. Vanderpool S03-G4 (F); photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F); spearheads charter school heritage trip to Greece W01-18 (F)
Phiorakis, Vangelis (excavator): photo at Azoria andreion W03-14 (F)
Phoca, Ioanna (president, Philoi): photo S00-11 (F); (attends Gennadeion bookfair bookfair) F10-G4 (F); on recent group event, activities W99-7 (F)
Phoca-Cosmetatou, Nellie (Wiener research associate): on late neolithic Mykonos W03-14 (F)
Photiadis, Demetra: acting director of Blegen S01-6, W04-14; retires W-S06-11 (F); writes Blegen news W-S05-25
photography. See under archives; Agora (Athens)
Picture Books (Agora, Athens; published by ASCSA ) : at Amasis Painter exhibits S86-7; Ancient Athenian Building Methods (W.B. Dinsmoor, Jr. and J.McK. Camp II) W84-14; Birds in the Athenian Agora (R. Lamberton) F85-4 (F); Bronzeworkers in the Athenian Agora S83-6; Gods and Heros (J. McC. Camp II) S81-11; Megarian Bowls from Athenian Agora (S. Rotroff) F80-8,9 (F); Socrates in the Agora (M. Lang) S78-5
pigs: in Eleusis ritual (K. Clinton) F89-5 (F)
Pike, Scott: edits Wiener Laboratory Monograph III S01-10; on Mount Pentelikon Marble Quarries S96-7
Pinney, Gloria: annual Trustee Lecturer W04-12 (F)
plague, ancient Greek concept of: D. Blickman on F89-3
Plato: new light on Alcibiades (D.M. Johnson) F95-5
Plopper, Amy: participates in Mt. Lykaion excavation S11-11 (F)
Political territories: concepts in classical Greece (A.K. Schiller) S95-7
Politi, Maria L.: on Byzantine and Post-Byzantine manuscripts, Gennadeion exhibit W04-G1
Politis, Linos: tribute from Friends of Gennadeion (S.G. Miller) S83-6 (F)
Politis, Thea (Kress Fellow): research on early Mediterranean gold W01-9
Pollitt, Jerome J.: S92-10 (F)
Pomerance, L.: obituary S89-15
Poochigian, Aaron: attends school welcome party W04-12 (F)
Pope, Spencer (E. Vanderpool Fellow): report on classical Sicily W03-8
Porter, Wendy: Agora excavations photo W-S05-16 (F)
Poseidon, Temple of (Isthmia): E. Gebhard on building methods S80-4 (F)
postcards: Aesop’s Fables F87-15 (F); Agora and Gennadeion F86-7 (F); Amasis Painter (C. Mauzy) F85-14 (F)
poster: Centennial S81-17, F81-2, S82-3
pottery: coarse (S. Epirus) S97-10; Corinthian (D. Kazazis) F79-6 (F);
Eucharides Painter, Athens (E. Langridge) F92-5 (F); Hellenistic (N. Vogeikoff) F92-6 (F); household pottery (S.I. Rotroff) S95-1 (F); Lebetes gamikoi (M. Sgourou) F93-5 (F); transport stirrup jars (H.W. Haskell) S95-5(F); Washing Painter, Post-Parthenoneian vasepainting (V. Sabetai-Arditti) F92-7
Pounder, Robert L.: Chairman, Alumni Association S80-2 (F)
Pozzi, Stefano: gives presentation of research at Gennadeion S10-G2
Prevedorou, Eleanna: photo S12-3 (F); on Wiener collections S12-16 (F)
Pritchett, W. Kendrick: obituary 2007-31
Prison, State, of Athens (Agora) F77-3 (F)
Ptaszek, Ireneusz: Mellon East-Central European visiting scholar W03-11
Publications (ASCSA): celebrates 50 years S89-9; Corinth: The Centenary published S03-6 (F); expands editing capacity S90-11, S04-8 (F); font, special new, acquired F86-6; lists of available publications F77-2; S78-5; F78-15; S79-15; F79-5, 6; F80-3; S81-5, 11; F81-9,15; F82-19, S84-2, 5; F85-14, F86-6,7 (See also Picture Books); Mattusch presents book to Shaw W-S06-8; new publications S94-9, S98-13 (F), W99-13, W04-9; S04-9 (F), WS06-8, 2007-11, 2009 (F), 2009-22 (F), F10-9 (F), S11-6 (F), F11-7 (F) S12-6 (F); new system S92-1; →, in production W-S06-8; office moves F88-2; news F06-8 (F), S09-0,9, S10-9 (F); new development officer for Gennadeion grants W02-G2; production on Ibycus system (N. Moore) F82-9 (F); report (K. Cox, P. Tanner) W99-13; → S03-6 (F); requests out-of-print materials S84-15; special sale S96-15; staff (Cox, Kathleen, new Managing Editor) F95-10, (new Editor-in-Chief) F97-11, W04-9 (F), (Cullen, Tracey) W-S06-8; (Davis, Jack L.) F06-3 (F); (Fitzgerald, M.) W-S06-8, (Figueira, Sarah G.) WS06-21 (F), S11-6 (F);
(Romano, I.) F06-3 (F); (See also Hesperia; McAllister, Marian; Moore, Nancy); Web site revamped 2007-2 (F)
Pullen, Daniel J.: on antiquities and archives of ASCSA W84-4 (F); chair, Publications Committee F06-8; colleague of H. A. Shapiro W-S06-24; history of colloquia at ASCSA W84-11; on Saronic Harbors project S10-14 (F)
Pusey, Nathan (former president Harvard): obituary S02-19
Pylos: AIA symposium on 84-11; T. Palaima to study Linear B tablets F79-5;
University of Minnesota explorations (D. Fortenberry) F91-11 (F)
Pyrgos (Crete): new Linear A inscription (P. Rehak and J.G. Younger) F93-2 (F)
questionnaire: on ASCSA F77-1,5
Quinlivan, Nora: on Summer Session 1982 F82-4 (F)
Rabelais, Francois: connection with Herodotus (H. Glidden) F85-9
Rallis, George (former prime minister of Greece): attends tribute to Sir Patrick Fermor S04-insert, 4 (F)
Rallis, Lena: attends Walton lecture S11-G3 (F)
Rankin, Pauline: in memoriam F77-5
Rapp, George, Jr.: elected Trustee F96-2
Ratliff, Brandie (CAORC Fellow): to study at ASCSA 2003–4 S03-19
Raubitschek, A.E.: on B.D. Merritt F89-14 (F); fellowship honors S01-7; on F.W. Mitchel S86-12 (F); tribute to (D. Spitzer) S00-19
Raubitschek, I.K.: obituary S89-13 (F)
Rawlings, Hunter R. III: joins ASCSA board W04-11 (F); named American Association of Universities president S11-20
Reed, Nellie M.: on experiences in Greece F11-18 (F)
Rehak, Paul: benches donated to honor W-S05-17 (F); book published posthumously 2007-32; fellowship honors W-S05-8; on new Linear A inscription F93-2 (F); obituary S04-19 (F)
Reilly, James: speaks on archive preservation S97-4
Reilly, Linda Collins: named college dean, book released F78-15
Reinhard, Andrew: receives PROSE award S12-6 (F)
religion: on Augustus and the Athenian Religion (K. Edwards) S96-10; Hellenistic religion (J.D. Mikalson) S96-13; paganism in the Peloponnese (F. Trombley) S83-14 (F); votive reliefs (C. Lawton) S96-12 (F). See also cults
Reinhard, Andrew: new publications director F10-8 (F); on publications news S11-6 (F)
Replogle Foundation: establishes Broneer Fellowship S86-15
Rexine, John E.: on Odysseus Elytis S80-11 (F)
Rhodes, Dennis: annual F.R. Walton lecturer S95-6
Rhodes, Robin F. (NEH Fellow): on temple in Ancient Corinth W01-14 (F)
Ricciardi, Lee Ann: attends Athens-Sparta exhibition 2007-18 (F)
Ricciardi, Ryan: attends publications display W-S06-14 (F); visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Richardson, Mary B.: on lawgivers in 4th-century Athens S96-10 (F)
Richardson, Rufus B.: on early ASCSA trip S81-1 (F), F93-10 (F), F06-23 (F)
Richey, Elizabeth: James Rignall Wheeler Fellow S00-10 (F)
Ridgway, Brunilde S.: awarded AIA Gold Medal, S89-4; Whitehead Professor S89-9 (F)

Ries, Charles (US ambassador to Greece): attends museum exhibition 2007-10 (F); photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F)

Rife, Joseph: excavation co-director at Kenchreai S08-16 (F); new book published S12-6 (F)


Risser, Martha (ASCSA Managing Committee): publishes Corinthian Conventionalizing Pottery W02-20; receives NEH summer stipend W01-20

Robinson, Betsey A. (2001–2 Broneer Fellow, Kress Fellow): on fountains of Corinth W02-6 (F); Histories of Peirene published S11-6 (F); joins Harvard University faculty W03-20; NEH/ASCSA fellow on history of Peirene F06-14 (F); organizes excavations seminar 2007-32; research on Greco-Roman culture W03-11

Robinson, Henry S. on Corinth excavations F77-5, S79-14 (F); fellowship endowed S10-4

Robinson, Rebecca C. obituary S10-27

Roccos, L.J.: on NEH Summer Institute (Rome) S95-11

Roebuck, Carl A.: tribute by D. Spitzer S00-19

Roessell, David (Frantz Fellow, 1995–96): publishes book on Byron S02-20; wins MLA award for book In Byron’s Shadow W03-20

Roller, Lynn E.: receives AIA book award S02-20

Romano, David G.: on ancient city planning S95-1 (F); attends 9/01 welcome party W02-13 (F); co-directs Mt. Lykaion excavations F06-11 (F), S10-11; directs Corinth computer project S91-4; excavation written up in New York Times S08-24; at Mount Lykaion 2007-19 (F); honored for contributions to cultural heritage F10-27; on origin and history of stadia F81-19; receives Paideia award from Hellenistic University Club S12-20; Whitehead Professor S95-1 (F)

Romano, Irene Bald: administrative director at Princeton office F06-3 (F); attends Clean Monday fest in New York City S11-G4 (F); attends Triumph over Time 2007-18 (F); receives Paideia award from Hellenistic University Club S12-20; steps down as Administrative Director S12-8 (F)

Rose, Brian: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); finds statue at Troy S94-7 (F); gives Trustees’ Lecture W-S06-14 (F)

Roselli, David Kawalko: NEH fellow research report F10-14 (F)

Rosenzweig, Rachel: develops CD-ROM for Neils publication W02-20

Rothschild, Lord Jacob: attends art exhibition honoring Gennadius F10-G1 (F); honored for support via Butrint Foundation F10-G1 (F)

Rotroff, Susan I.: Agora XXIX: Hellenistic Pottery S97-13; given AIA Gold Medal award F10-4 (F), F11-16 (F); given MacArthur Award F88-1 (F); (Solow Fellow) on Hellenistic coarse ware at the AgoraW99-4; on household pottery S95-1 (F); as Kress Agora Publications Fellow) W01-17; on Megarian bowls from Athenian Agora F80-8,9 (F); memorial on Dorothy Burr Thompson W02-17 (F); NEH fellow research report F10-14 (F); publishes new book W-S06-8;
Vice-Chairman, Managing Committee F90-12; Whitehead Professor S95-1 (F); work on coarse ware from Athenian Agora (K. Lynch) F97-9 (F)
Rubenstein Judy Grand (ASCSA SS 1951): takes Harvard cruise W02-12 (F)
Rubright, James Clare: memorial gifts S85-5
Runciman, Sir Steven: honored for achievements as historian F97-8 (F); memorial evening honors W01-insert, 2
Runnels, Curtis N.: AIA teaching award W99-3; on Argolid Exploration Project S83-10 (F); publishes Greece Before History: An Archaeological Companion and Guide W02-20
Rupp, David W.: attends School open meeting 2009-19 (F); international survey colloquium S81-6, F82-3
Ruscillo, Deborah (INSTAP and former Faunal Fellow Fellow): examines juvenile elephant bone 2009-18 (F); report on Murex in Crete W02-11 (F); gives Wiener Lecture W02-12 (F)
Russell, Pamela J.: on After-Tea-Talks F81-16; on Perseus database S91-18 (F)
Russian Academy of Sciences: visited by W.D.E. Coulson F94-2 (F)
Rusten, Jeffrey S.: lectures on comedy S98-11 (F); Whitehead Professor F97-8 (F), (research on Thucydides) W99-15
Ryan, William B.F.: speaker on geology of Santorini S97-8
Sabatacakis, Petros K.: new Gennadeion trustee W-S06-G1
Sabetai-Arditti, Victoria: on ASCSA trip to Central Anatolia F90-7 (F); on Washing Painter, Post-Parthenoneian vase-painting F92-7 (F)
Sabloff, Jeremy: attends Crete 2000 celebration W01-3 (F)
Sagstetter, Kelly (Capps Fellow): on epigraphic analysis with laser F11-6
Sahlstrom, Ingegerd (Swedish Vice Minister of Women’s Rights): attends Gennadeion presentation S98-7 (F)
Sakellaraki, Effie: at Open Meeting on the Work of the School S11-13 (F)
Sakellarakis, Yannis (archaeologist/excavator): obituary F10-26 (F)
Salay, Paul: Regular Member, Wheeler Fellow photo with wife W-S05-16
Salowe, Christina: on summer session I W04-6 (F)
Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore (Acrocorinth): architecture and topography S88-5 (F); Stroud and Bookidis book on S96-6
Sanders, Guy D.R.: attends conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32; lectures students at Corinth W03-13 (F), W04-13 (F); -- on Corinth in Washington, DC S12-20; new director of Corinth excavations S97-12; photo S03-13 (F); presents paper at Nottingham conference 2007-32; receives new truck keys
from P. Panos 2007-6 (F); report on Corinth excavation W99-3 (F), W01-1 (F), S02-11, S10-5 (F), S11-3 (F); reviews Corinth data system W-S06-24 (F);
Saperstein, Philip: builds new kiln in Corinth F06-7 (F); on Early Archaic roof tiles W-S06-10 (F)
Sarbanes, Christine D.: elected Trustee of Gennadeion F95-2; obituary 2009-G4
Sawayanagi, Nanaki: researches in Gennadeion archives 2007-G4
Scafuro, Adele (Whitehead Professor): studies legal matters W-S05-22
Sahill, David: attends Trustee Lecture W04-12 (F); on south stoa at Corinth W-S06-12 (F)
Schau, Gerald P.: on ancient rites on modern Mytilene S88-6 (F); leads “Ionia ‘91” On-Site S92-12; Whitehead Professor S88-6 (F)
Schiller, Alex K.: on political territories in classical Greece S95-7
Schliemann, Heinrich: archives in Gennadeion F80-15, S84-8 (F), S97-4, 2007-24 (F); book chronicles rivalry with Stamatakis S12-15 (F); in Gennadeion exhibition F90-6
Schliemann, Sophia: papers of W-S06-G3
Schlunk, Robin B.: obituary W-S06-23
Schmalz, Geoffrey C.R.: on aspects of euergetism S93-10
Schoder, Raymond V. (Father): obituary F87-14 (F)
School (ASCSA): research 2008-9 S08-19; trips (J. McK. Camp lauds ASCSA/AAR joint trips) S91-17, S94-9; (Central Anatolia [V. Sabetai]) F90-7 (F); (Cyprus [led by W.D.E. Coulson]) S92-14 (F); (early account from letters) S81-1 (F); (fall trips [S. Emmons]) S87-11 (F), [M. Munn] S78-2 (F), (highlights of) F10-7 (F), (Israel [J. McK. Camp]) S94-9, (Peloponnese with Fred Cooper), F85-12, (Sicily [with AAR; W.T. Loomis]) S90-11 (F); (spring trip to Egypt) S12-9 (F); (-- Souun) S12-10 (F)
Schultz, Frederick A.: on economy and society in Frankish Corinthia S95-7
Schultz, Peter: attends Trustee Lecture W04-12 (F); joins Concordia College as assistant professor S04-20
Schwab, Katherine A.: announces management committee election result F97-8 (F); DVD to be screened in Athens S12-20; lectures on Acropolis research S11-13 (F); receives “Hellene of the Year”award F10-24
Parthenon drawings displayed at Fairfield University S10-28; on Parthenon metopes S93-5 (F); selects exhibition venue (Fairfield) S04-4 (F)
Schwarzenberg, Ludmila: hired as Manager, Mayer House S82-11 (F)
Sciotti, Dennis: gift honors memory of W-S05-8
Scocimara, Manita: attends Clean Monday fund raiser W-S06-G3 (F)
Scranton, Robert: on conservation of Kenchreai mosaics S80-5 (F); obituary (J.W. Shaw) S93-14 (F); on opening of Isthmia Museum S79-2 (F)
sculpture: Arcadia-Laconia conference (O. Palagia) F92-12; family burial plots in 4th century B.C. Attica (W.E. Closterman) F96-8; lead statuette, Nemea (S.G. Miller) S78-9 (F); relief statue bases (A. Kosmopoulou) F95-5 (F); Roman caryatids and atlantes (R.E. Thurlow) S92-4 (F); sculptors’ tools (W.T. Loomis) S91-10 (F); two sculptors named Scopas (O. Palagia) S95-4 (F); votive reliefs (C. Lawton) S96-12 (F)
Seager, Richard B.: tomb in Heraklion rescued (S.A. Immerwahr) F79-4 (F) (correction F81-2)
Secretary of ASCSA: Bridges, Robert F86-4 (F), S87-4 (F); Haskell, Halford W. F78-15 (F), (job description) S79-12; Romano, David G. F77-2; Wright, James F78-15
Seaman, Kristen: photo in Athens S04-12 (F); reports on Arsiocion W03-2 (F); report on Porto Raphthi Colossus W-S05-15 (F)
Sears, Jenny and Matt: photographed at Thasos S08-17 (F)
Sears, J. Montgomery: ASCSA alumnus of late 1890s S10-21 (F), (job description) S79-12; Romano, David G. F78-15 (F)
Sedgwick, Theodore: donated Levinge book to Gennadeion W03-G2; -- memorial tree W-S05-8; elected member of Gennadeion board W03-G1 (F)
Seferis, George: commemorated by Gennadeion F 97-5; W01-insert, 2 (F); W01-insert, 2; papers in Gennadeion archives W99-5 (F)
SEG (Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum): receives Goldsmith Foundation grant S98-12
Segal, Phoebe: Student Associate on soaring votives W-S05-18
SELGEM (information retrieval system) S78-4
seminars: on city planning (Romano) S95-1 (F); “Greece in the Middle Ages” (Gennadeion) F80-14; on polis (Nimis) F90-13; “Roman Art of Emulation” S95-11; on vase-painting S81-13. See also After-Tea-Talks; colloquia of ASCSA; conferences/symposia; lectures
Serpieri, Mr. and Mrs. John: host Trustees at Tour La Reine W84-2 (F)
Seymour, Thomas Day: report on ASCSA W84-2 (F)
Sgourou, M.: on lebetes gamikoi F93-5 (F)
Shapiro, Alan H.: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); on iconography of early Athenian myths S93-3 (F); visiting scholar at Florida State University W-S06-24; Whitehead Professor S93-3 (F)
Shariat-Panahi, Seyyed Mohammed Tagi: first Robinson fellow at Corinth F11-15
Sharon, Avi: on George Katsimbalis (poet) S98-8 (F)
Sharpe, Heather E.: on Greek bronze (domestic) statuettes S02-3 (F), on visit to Athens museum S08-6 (F)
Sharpe, John Lawrence III: speaks at art of bookbinding conference W03-as (F)
Shaw, Joseph W.: on Kommos (See excavations: Kommos); Kommos: An Excavation... (with M.C. Shaw) S96-16; receives award with M. C. Shaw W-S06-14 (F); receives book from C. Mattusch W-S06-8; R. Scranton obituary S93-14 (F)
Shaw, Stuart Maclaren: obituary F86-17
Shear, Ione Mylonas: fellowship honors W-S05-8; obituary W-S06-22 (F)
Shear, J. L.: studies Panathenaia F97-7 (F)
Shear, T. Leslie, Jr.: Athenian Agora excavations (See excavations: Agora [Athens]); director, Agora (Athens) excavations F87-3; obituary of Ione Mylnas Shear (written with Julia L. Shear) W-S06-22 (F)
Shelmerdine, Cynthia W.: leads “Homeric Heroes ‘94” On-Site S94-7
Shelton, China: on comparative seed collection S12-16 (F)
Shelton, Colin: attends summer session wrap-up party F10-13 (F)
Shelton, Kim: on Nemea excavations S10-18, S11-8 (F), S12-12 (F)
Shephard, Katherine: bequest F86-6
Sickinger, James P.: Mellon Professor 2002– S02-7; attends reception for M.
Georgopoulou W-S05-16 (F); in charge of academic program W03-2, 9 (F);
colleagues of H. A. Shapiro W-S06-24; leads fall 2004 trip W-S05-17 (F); photo
S03-12 (F); photo with family and others S04-13 (F); profiled in university
journal W03-20; receives research grant from NEH S01-16; on record keeping in
classical Athens S91-6; Summer Session II F96-11
Sias, Dick: fetes Gerry Gesell in E. Crete 2007-19 (F)
Sias, Jeanette: fetes Gerry Gesell in E. Crete 2007-19 (F)
Siddall, Ruth (University College, London): gives Wiener Laboratory Seminar on
Corinthiad S03-13 (F)
Sideris, Andreas: retirement of S11-2, -G2 (F)
Siebengartner, Andrew (Lockhart Fellow): photo W-S05-16
Sikla, Evangelia: photo at Tea Talk S04-12, (F)
Simitis, Costas: (Greek Prime Minister and EU Council President): at EU
Accession Treaty signing S03-13 (F)
Simitis, Daphne (wife of Prime Minister of Greece): photo S00-7 (F)
Simon, Katie: participates in school trip to Sourion S12-10 (F)
Simonidis, Constantinos (Cotsen Traveling fellow): research using Gennadeion
collection F10-G2
Simpson, Alicia: report on NEW Fellows’ research 2007-8 2009-20 (F)
Simpson, William Kelly: Chairman, Board of Trustees S82-5 (F) ; honored by
ARCE S98 -18
Sinkler-Todd, Pamela: memorial of Dorothy Burr Thompson W02-17 (F)
Sinopoulos, Takis: papers donated to Gennadeion [N. Vogeikoff-Brogan] S02-G2
Sinos, Rebecca H.: on Weddings in Ancient Athens (book with J.H. Oakley) S92-9 (F)
Skouloudis, Staphanos: funding aid for archives revised W-S05-G1
Skourtopoulou, Katerina: (Wiener Fellow) on knapped stone from Late Neolithic
Northern Greece S03-14 (F)
Slane, Kathleen W.: lectures on “Corinthian Middlemen” S98-10 (F) ; obituary of
S. Weinberg S93-15 (F)
Slater, Niall W.: named vice-president of Phi Beta Kappa at Emory S01-16; --
president of Phi Beta Kappa Society W04-20
Slaughter, Wm. A.: elected Trustee F94-3 (F)
Smali, Maria: joine Gennadeion staff F06-G2
Smith, Christine: attends school welcome party W04-12 (F); photo W-S05-16
(F) W-S05-17; on worker protection in antiquity W-S05-18 (F)
Smith, Daniel (U.S. ambassador to Greece): views 130th anniversary exhibit, with
wife F11-17 (F)
Smith, Gertrude E.: legacy to benefit Summer Session F86-11; obituary F85-9
(F)
Smith, Joanna S. organizes Phlamoudhi, Cyprus, exhibition at Columbia
University S04-11
Smith, Sir Michael Llewellyn: annual Gennadeion lecturer S00-11 (F); lectures at annual Gennadius memorial W01-insert, 4
Smith, Susan K.: Angel Fellow at Wiener Lab S93-1 (F)
Smithson, Evelyn Lord: Blegen Library legacy S94-4; in memoriam S92-12
Sneed, Debbie: attends Agora excavations 2009 S10-1 (front cover F)
Snyder, Lynn: Fulbright Fellow at Wiener Lab F92-13; research associate at Wiener Lab 1999-2000, on Corinth and Athenian Agora S00-16 (F)
Soethaert, Bart: gives rare book seminar at Gennadeion 2009-G3
Soles, Jeffrey S.: at Open Meeting on the Work of the School S11-13 (F); director of Soles excavation W01-3 (F); fetes Gerry Gesell in E. Crete 2007-19 (F); on Gournia expedition (Crete) S81-14 (F); (NEH fellow) on Greek-American excavations at Mochlos S08-12; on Mochlos W04-8 (F), S11-9 (F); receives NEH grant W-S05-27; report on Solow-financed research into Kenchreai inscriptions F06-21 (F)
Solomonidi, Irini: attends seminar on printed book F11-G2, joins Gennadeion staff F06-G1 (F); presents award to winner of Mitropoulos Competition S10-G3 (F); on rare book acquisitions 2009-G1; visits Princeton publications office F06-17 (F)
Sourligka, Eleni: attends workshop at Patras S12-10; joins Blegen Library staff S11-5
Sowder, Amy: on Greek bronze hydriai 2007-12 (F)
Spaeth, Barbette Stanley: new faculty, William and Mary W02-20
Speckard, Daniel and Shari: at Papadiokampos S-08-16 (F)
Sphakinakis, Dimitris: maps Skoteino Cave W-S06-13 (F)
Spiropoulos, Spiro: name day celebrates W-S05-26 (F)
Spitzer, Doreen Canaday: F91-8 (F); on Centennial trip to Macedonia and Thrace F81-8 (F); challenge gift to Annual Appeal F06-6; on CWB His Letters Home S96-16; dedication of Canaday House S83-1 (F); editorials (directorship) S87-2, (organization of ASCSA) S84-2, (preservation and reconstruction) S88-2, (promotion of ASCSA) W84-2; elected Trustee S79-3; elected President of Board of Trustees W84-5; fellowship S86-11, (recipient) S96-10; on Mayer House flora F93-6 (F); on L.S. Merritt’s History of ASCSA S81-11, S84-2; named Trustee emerita F96-2; on Jeanette Nolen’s work in Portugal W99-19; photo (1983) S03-2; obituary and issue dedicated to F10-1 (F); receives Outstanding Philhellene Award S80-2; reviews H. Lewis book S91-16; speaks at Toledo Museum of Art W84-17 (F); swan-song F88-2; tributes (Constance H.C. Burnham) W99-19 (F), (Virginia Grace) F94-2 (F); (Evelyn Harrison) S93-2, (J.I. Merrill) S95-13, (Marian McAllister) F97-3 (F), (Anthony E. Raubitschek) S00-19, (Carl A. Roebuck) S00-19, (Gladys Davidson Weinberg) W03-18 (F)
Spongberg, Kiersten: presentation at Corinth excavation, 2009-19 (F)
Spyropoulos, Spyro: obituary/tribute to work in Athenian Agora (R. Liebhart) W84-6 (F)
stadia (ancient): Nemea, vaulted entrance tunnel (S.G. Miller) S78-10 (F); origin and history (D.G. Romano) F81-19
Staff of ASCSA: **anniversaries of employment** W-S06-2; **Athens** (Agora Staff positions) S79-7, (accountant Demetra Bakodima) W-S05-16 (F), (assistant accountant Dina Zissopoulou) W-S05-16 (F), (Blegen secretary Maria Touna W-S05-16 (F), (Gennadeion staff) S84-9 (F), F86-10 (F), (Gennadeion secretary Artemis Nikolaidou) F93-6 (F), (head gardner Andreas Vasilaras) S88-7 (F), (Information systems manager Tarek Elemam) W-S05-16 (F), (Information Technology Assistant N. Manias) W02-16 (F); (Loring Hall, D. Barbou) S01-15 (F), (Maintenance Manager Nicholas Van Doros) S83-5 (F), (maids D. Mezili and M. Katsanou) F85-10 (F), (receptionist Amalia Zaharaki) W-S05-16 (F), (secretary Elena Kourakou) W-S05-16 (F); **Corinth** (conservator Stella Bouzaki) S78-1 (F), (numismatist Joan Fisher) S78-1; **Mayer House** F79-3, S82-11 (F), S84-15, F86-4 (F), S91-11 (F), S96-9 (F), photo S00-11 (F); **Princeton area** S93-2, F93-7 (F), S96-9, F96-7 (F), F97-3 (F),11, S00-11, F06-7 (F); (Richard Rosolino) (F), F06-3 (F); subsidized by OAED S01-12. **See also** Gennadeion; Vanderpool, Catherine.

Staikos, Kostas: attends conference on art of bookbinding W03-12 (F)
Stamati, Voula (ASCSA staff): photo with Sickinger family and others S04-13 (F)
Stamos, Antonia: maps Skoteino Cave W-S06-13 (F)
Staples, Thornton: reviews Corinth data system W-S06-24 (F)
“Stargazer”: loaned by ASCSA to Cycladic Museum of Art F06-6 (F)
Starkovich, Britt (Ph.D. candidate): researches in Athens S08-19 (F)
Stassinopoulos, Elias M.: elected to Gennadeion board S98-2 (F)
Stassinopoulos, Maria: first Cotsen traveling fellow W-S06-G3
Statthatos, Hélène: donations to Gennadeion F82-16 (F); obituary (F.R. Walton) F82-17 (F)
Stathi, Aikaterina (Ph.D. candidate): researches in Athens S08-19
Stathi, Eleni: wins lucky coin at Vassilopita S01-10 (F)
Strasser, Thomas F.: on the Damnoni excavation S12-11 (F)
Stravopodi, Eleni (Angel Fellow): speaks on early Greek medicine S03-13, 16 (F)
Stavropoulos, William S.: new trustee S01-4 (F)
Stein, Carol: promoted to managing editor, Publications W-S05-12 (F); tribute to Charles Watkinson S10-9
Steiner, Ann: accepts position as Associate Dean at Franklin and Marshall W02-20
Stephanopoulos, Constantine: attends opening of Cotsen Hall W-S05-17 (F); celebrates Phase I Gennadeion renovations S00-7 (F); places East Wing cornerstone S02-G1 (F); visits Gennadeion W99-18 (F)
Stern, Marianne: lectures at international symposium 2007-32
Stewart, Andrew (professor, UCLA): attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); -- Gennadeion exhibition on Morea W03-12 (F)
Stewart, Diana: visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Stewart, Shannan: photo’ed knitting 2007-19 (F)
Stillwell, Richard: obituary (L.S. Meritt) F82-18 (F); profile (D.B.Thompson) F80-10 (F)
Stirling, Lea M. (senior Solow Fellow): on statuary assemblage from Panayia Villa S03-10
Stoa of Attalos: 50th anniversary of W-S06-2; setting for signing of EU Accession Treaty S03-13 (F); 75th anniversary of excavations address F06-5 (F); reopening soon S12-7 (F); skeletons studied (Liston, Maria) S10-7
Stocker, Sharon: at Open Meeting on the Work of the School S11-13 (F); attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F); attends School open meeting 2009-19 (F); honors retiring employees S11-2 (F); participates in “Creating Bridges, Pylos; photo S12-2 (F); visits Pylos on trustee’s trip F10-13 (F)
Stone, Shelly: inventory of ASCSA archives S79-12 (F)
Stoneking, Mark: Ninth Annual Wiener Laboratory Lecturer S01-10 (F)
Stournaras, Yiannis: new Gennadeion trustee W-S06-G1
Strack, Sara: excavates at Agora with J. K. Papadopoulos 2009-14 (F)
Strasser, Thomas: on Plakias Survey S10-18 (F)
Stratos, Andreas: gives books to Gennadeion (S. Papageorgiou) S83-9 (F)
Stroud, Ronald S.: lecture on Acrocorinth S88-5; Mellon Professor S96-6; photo with N. Bookidis S03-6 (F); publishes The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore S98-10 (F)
Sturgeon, Mary C.: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); ends tenure as chair of Managing Committee S12-4 (F); in charge of Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies, 2004-5, new Managing Committee chair 2007-3, 18 (F); photo in Athens S04-12 (F); presents award to I. B. Romano S12-8 (F); Rome S03-20; tribute to Nancy Winter W01-10 (F)
Sulla’s trophy: (J. McK. Camp) S91-13 (F)
Summer Sessions: ASCSA reports: F77-2 (dirs. Mitchel and Conant), F78-4 (dirs. Cooper and Wyatt) (F), S79-3 (I, dir. Cooper), F79-7 (dirs. ‘80 Donovan and Boegehold), F82-1 (I, dir. Diamant) (F), F82-4 (F), S85-4 (dirs. Overbeck and Dengate), F85-8 (I, dir. Dengate), F86-12 (dirs. Oakley and Murray) (F), S87-10 (dirs. Laing and Levine), F88-10 (dirs. Hedrick and Shelmerdine), F90-1 (dirs. Kitchell and Traill) (F), F90-15 (II, dir. Kroll) (F), F91-12 (II, dir. Evans), F92-15 (II, dir. Lehmann) (F), S94-9 (dirs. Harrison and Kroll) (F); F94-9 (dirs. Harrison and Kroll) (F), F95-6 (II, dir. Levine) (F), F95-11 (I, dir. Venit) (F), F96-6 (I, dir. Hoff) (F), 11 (II, dir. Sickinger) (F), F97-1 (I, dir. Hartigan) (F), (II, dir. Harris-Cline) F97-15 (F), (I, co-dirs. S. Peirce and A. Steiner) W99-16 (F), (II, co-dirs. R. F. and S. B. Sutton) W99-16 (F); S00-10 (F), (1999, dir. G. Bakewell) S00-17; (2000, dirs. G. Bugh and T. Winter) W01-13, 14 (F); W02-7 (dirs. M. Fullerton and C. Lehmann) (F), W03-7, 12 (I, dir. Ruth Palmer) (F), W03-10 (II, dir. Lisa R. Brody) (F), S03-5 (dir. Charles Gates); W04-6 (dirs. C. Salowey and P. Krentz) (F), W-05-7 (dir. C. Gates); (I-II, dirs. D.B. Levine and B. and M. Hutton) F06-9, 17 (F); S08-16 (dir. G. Lalonde) (F), S08-9, (dirs. Cooper and Lalonde) S08-9 (F) (Dirs. Papaionnou and Alexakis, Byzantine) S10-G3 (F), (Dir. Hasaki and Winters) 19 (F); (dirs.. Ormand, Lehmann) S11-17 (F); (Gennadeion initiates for Medieval Greek) WS05-G2; (Leventis grant to fund) S11-G3; (reunion): (D. B. Parshall) S98-17 (F); photo in Assos, Turkey S04-12 (F); photo of Session I participants 2009-18 (F); See also individual report writers and session directors
surveys: Argolid (P. Murray, C.N. Runnels) S83-10 (F); Gournia (J. S. Soles) S81-14 (F), (L.V. Watrous) F93-1 (F); International Survey Colloquium (D.R. Keller, D.W. Rupp) S81-6, (Keller, Rupp) F82-3; Leukas (J. Carter, S. Morris) F92-1 (F); Nemea (J.L. Davis) F88-5 (F); Pylos (D. Fortenberry) F91-11 (F); Southern Euboea (D. Keller) S80-10 (F); summer 1989, ASCSA (W.D.E. Coulson) S90-1 (F)

Sullivan, Banjamin M. (Mylonas Shear fellow): on archaic Greek warfare F10-16

Superesse, Laura (Solow fellow): on Kastro Kallithea F10-21 (F)

Sutton, Robert Jr.: speaks at Langford Seminar W-S06-24

Sutton, Robert F., and Susan Buck Sutton: report on ASCSA Summer Session II W99-16 (F)

Sweet, Andrew (Ostwald Fellow): new baby S10-13 (F); on Thucydides’ Greece 2009-11

Swift, Emerson H.: memoirs to benefit ASCSA S78-12, F78-6, S80-15, S82-9

Swinford, Katherine: photo’ed knitting 2007-19 (F); Solow Fellow S10-10 (F)

Szilagyi, Krisztina (Franz fellow): on the body of Muhammad in Christian-Muslim polemic F11-10; using Gennadeion holdings F10-G2

taxes, ancient: Stele, Athens Agora (T.L. Shear, Jr.) S87-8 (F)

Tapini, Laura: participates in school trip to Sounion S12-10 (F)

Tegea: Temple of Athena Alea (B.H. Hill) S81-10 (F)

Tegtmeyer, Susan: on ancient Greek technical illustrations S94-5 (F)

Teraoka, Kiyotaka: wins Mitropoulos Competition S01-insert, 3 (F)

terracottas: 1st International Conference on F88-11 (F), S89-12, (publications) F89-11, (sequel) F91-15; production in northern Greece (M. Dufkova) F96-3

Terzakis, Angelos: papers donated to Gennadeion W-S06-G2 (F)

textiles: production in Bronze and Iron Ages (B. Burke) F96-5 (F)

Thallon, Ida: participates in school trip to Sounion S12-10 (F)

Theocritus: rare volume comes to Gennadeion S89-5 (F)

Theodoropoulou, Tatiana (Wiener fellow in Faunal Studies): attends international conference F10-25 (F);

on freshwater fish-bone collection F10-24 (F); photo at Fitch Lab F10-24 (F)

Theophanes: Cretan painter (M. Chatzidas, Walton Lecturer) S83-7 (F)

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae: 20th anniversary S91-10

Thompson, Dorothy Burr: awarded AIA Gold Medal S88-1 (F); birthday (and honorary Princeton doctorate) F90-5 (F); fellowship S86-11; Hesperia issue dedicated to F80-4 (F), S82-15; memorial set for W02 issue of newsletter S01-13; memorials by S. Rotroff, J. Uhlenbrock, P. Sinkler-Todd W02-17 (F); poem as tribute to husband W01-2; profile F80-10; photograph F80-4 (F); Swans and Amber reprinted by ASCSA F88-13 (F); tribute to R. Stillwell F80-10 (F)

Thompson, Homer A.: admitted to Athens Academy F80-1 (F); Agora volumes in progress S97-9 (F); ASCSA author F77-1 (F); awarded Drexel Medal S79-11; birthday (80th) F86-14 (F), (90th) F96-1 (F); chairs archaeology conference S88-5; fellowship S86-11; given Onassis Center Medal F92-16; Hesperia supplement dedicated to (M. Lang) F81-6 (F); honorary doctorate, University
of Paris S84-13; --, Princeton University F97-8 (F); obituary (J. McK. Camp) W01-2 (F); profile of J. McClory F80-10 (F); on R. Griswold landscaping Athenian Agora F82-7 (F); receives Jefferson Medal (APA) S96-9; tribute to W. Graham F91-15; as war correspondent (Papageorgiou) S04-17 (F) Thompson, Sir John: photographed with Andre Newburgh S04-13 (F) Thompson, Margaret M.; awarded AIA Gold Medal S85-3 (F); honored (with doctorate) by Columbia University F86-11; obituary (F.F. Jones) S92-18 Thompson, Nick: leads Wiener Lab workshop S10-13 (F) Thomson, Lady Judith Ogden: elected to Board of Trustees S00-1, 11 (F) Thurlow, Robert E.: on Roman caryatids and atlantes S92-4 (F) Tighe, Paul: in Athens for celebration W-S06-14 (F) Tijong, Amy (intern): teaches conservation principles 2009-13 (F) Tipton, Jason (Fulbright Fellow, Wiener associate): report on Aristotle’s research on Lesvos W02-14 Tiverios, Michael: honorary guest at conference 2007-16 (F) Tobin, Jennifer: on Ship of Herodes Atticus S91-5 (F) Toher, Mark: NEH Research Fellow S01-16; --, on Nicolaus of Damascus, life of Augustus S03-7 Topper, Kathryn: Kress Foundation Fellow W-S05-10 Tourna, Maria: Blegen Library secretary photo W-S05-16; subject of article F11-14 Tourte, Roger: paintings of Cyclades donated to Gennadeion S01-ins, 1 (F) Townsend, Rhys F.: appoints Oakley as Mellon Professor S04-4; Managing Committee Chair S02-3 (F), S03-2; new chair of managing committee W02-3; receives Getty Fellowship F85-10 (F); steps down as ManCom chair 2007-3, 18 (F); tours director’s resident after earthquake W03-13 (F) Tracy, Stephen V.: accepts Medal of Athens for school W-S05-17 (F); in Athens for celebrations W-S06-14 (F); attends benefit honoring L. Cotsen W-S05-G3 (F); chair, Managing Committee F97-1 (F), S98-4 (F); editor of fascicle of Attic corpus of Greek inscriptions S12-20; groundbreaking work on Athenian letter-cutters S02-13 (F), F06-19; helps oversee edition of fourth-c. B.C. Attica inscriptions W01-20; honors outgoing employee in Athens S01-11 (F); latest conferences and publications W02-20; leads fall 2004 trip W-S05-17 (F); lectures at Sofia University (inaugural) F06-28; on loan of “Stargazer” to Cycladic Museum F06-6 (F); new Director of the School W02-3 (F); on Panathenaia S90-4 (F); photo S03-13 (F); photo before Grafton lecture S04-12, (F); photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F); on school summer activities W04-2 (F); steps down as School director 2007-15 (F); supervises epigraphy student W03-13 (F) Traill, John S.: Athenian Project S91-19; on “Athens: Democracy and Empire” tour F90-11; obituary of Malcolm Wallace 2009-30 (F) Travlos, John: announcement of death F85-13 (F); obituary S86-15 (F); reconstruction of Athenian buildings S97-7 (F); visits Athens Agora with presidents S84-13 (F) Tricha, Lydia (vice president of Philoi) at Gennadeion bookfair F10-G4 (F)
Trissaroli, Paraskevi (Wiener fellow): on burial customs in Byzantine Greece W-S06-20; on posthumous protection of children in Byzantium 2007-30 (F)
Trombley, Frank R. (Gennadeion-Dumbarton Oaks Fellow): F80-14 (F); on paganism in Peloponnese S83-14 (F)
Troy: excavation find (M. Korffmann, B. Rose) S94-7 (F); revisited (S. Miller-Collett) F90-1 (F)
Trustees: activities (J. Alsop lectures) S79-11 (F), (Capital Campaign) S08-2, (E. Cohen lecture, Mayer House) S91-12, (Gennadeion dinner) F86-3, (H. Lewis, A Question of Values, reviewed [D. Spitzer]) S91-16, (lectures 2001-2 S02-13 [F]), (Mayer House preview of Paris-Rome-Athens exhibition) S84-2 (F), (M. McDonald, on her Greek Drama on the Modern Stage) S92-2 (F), (meeting in Athens) F86-1, 3; F90-8 (F), 9 (F), F92-8 (F), (meeting in Princeton) S97-8; W99-11 (F); (visit Blackmer collection) F86-5, (visit Monemvasia) S96-8, (visit Samothrace) F94-6 (F); elections (J. Alsop, emeritus) F85-5 (F), (R.O. Anderson) S79-3 (F), (John H. Biggs) S01-4 (F), (Joan Bingham), F11-17 (F); (Andrew F. Bridges) F06-4 (F), F11-17 (F), (Edward E. Cohen) S82-3 (F), F11-17 (F), (Lloyd Cotsen) S78-11 (F), [Chairman] S91-16 (F), [President] F96-2, S97-2, (Henry P. Davis) W03-7 (F) [treasurer] W04-11, (J. Richardson Dilworth) F80-5 (F), (Elizabeth Gebhard) S79-3, F06-16 (F); (A.B. Giamatti) S88-4 (F), (Arthur A. Houghton) S83-19 (F), (Mary R. Lefkowitz) W-S06-3; (Hunter Lewis) S81-19 (F), [President] S89-1 (F), [retires as President] S97-2, [treasurer] S00-1, (Herbert L. Lucas) S86-3, (Robert R. McCabe F10-3 (F), (James R. McCredie) S01-1 (F), F10-3 (F); (Marianne McDonald) S86-3 (F), (J. Robert Maguire) W-S06-3; Mary Patterson McPherson) F96-2, (Lana Mandilas W-S05-G2 (F), (James Ottaway) S89-1 (F), [chairman] F96-2 (F), S97-2, S00-10, F06-16 (F), (George Rapp, Jr.) F96-2, (Hunter R. Rawlings III) W04-11 (F), (William A. Slaughter) F94-3; (Doreen Canaday Spitzer) S79-3, [President] W84-5, [emerita] F96-2, (Lady Judith Ogden Thomson) S00-1, (P. Roy Vagelos) F95-2, [president] S00-1 (F), (Ladislaus Von Hoffmann) S89-11 (F), (Malcolm H. Wiener) S85-3 (F), (Edwin C. Whitehead) W84-11 (F), (C. K. Williams, II, chairman) S00-1, F11-2 (F); miscellany (R. Anderson, F. Crawford, R. Howland, D. Spitzer honored) S80-2; obituaries (Joseph Alsop) F89-15, (J. N. Brown) S80-15 (F), (L.D. Clay) F78-15, (A.B. Giamatti) F89-14, (T.A. Pappas) S88-5, (Elizabeth Whitehead) W84-1; travel to Crete W-S05-20 (F).
See also individual names
Trusty, Debra (Philip Lockhart Fellow): on school experience F11-13 (F)
Tsakirgis, Barbara: attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); on ancient Athenian housing S97-1; on Nashville, TN, Athena statue: S90-7 (F); Whitehead Professor F96-7 (F), S97-1
Tsartsidou, Georgia (Wiener Fellow): on agro-pastoral economies S04-15
Tsatsos, C.: visits Athenian Agora S84-13 (F)
Tsigakou, Fani-Marie: directs Lear traveling exhibition S98-3 (F)
Tsilas, Ambassador L. 2009-4
Tsippopoulou, Metaxia: attends School open meeting 2009-19 (F)
Tsoungiza excavations (Nemea Valley): W84-18 (F); (Valley Project) F87-5 (F)
Tsouvala, Georgia: Doreen C. Spitzer Fellow on Plutarch’s Erotikos W-S05-19
Turkey: Büyüktepe Hoyuk (E. Pemberton and I. McPhee) S93-1 (F)

Turner, Lee Ann: on Lebadeia, Sanctuary of Zeus Basileus S92-7 (F); on recent discoveries in Lebadeia F94-5 (F)

Twele, Ross: attends summer session wrap-up party F10-13 (F)

Tyree, Loeta: on Kamares Cave S01-7 (F); on Skoteino Cave W-S06-13 (F)

Tzanetakis, Tzannis (former prime minister of Greece) attends tribute to Sir Patrick Fermor S04-13 (F)

Tzanetatou, Vangelio (Gennadeion curator): organizes exhibit on rare book bindings W03-G4 (F)

Tzortzinis, Konstantinos: joins ASCSA staff S11-12 (F)

Uhlenbrock, Jaimee: memorial of Dorothy Burr Thompson W02-17 (F)

United States Department of Education (DOE): Archives Project funding F94-4 (F)

Unruh, Julie: X-rays Greek Agora artifacts S02-10 (F)

Vagelos, Roy: elected President of the Board for 3 years S00-1 (F); Trustee F95-2

Van de Moortel, Aleydis: co-directs pilot excavation at Mitrou W-S05-3 (F)

Vanderpool, Catherine: attends benefit honoring L. Cotsen W-S05-G3 (F); attends Gennadeion 75th anniversary celebration W02-G2 (F); attends Gennadeion annual trustees’ dinner 2007-G2 (F); attends tribute to Sir Patrick Fermor S04-insert, 4 (F); breaks ground for Gennadeion East Wing S02-G2 (F); Director, U.S. operations S93-2; Executive Vice President, ASCSA, and President of Gennadeion F96-2; hosts reception with Athenian Trustees for new U.S. ambassador to Greece S02-G4; obituary on Doreen Canaday Spitzer F10-1 (F); -- Joan Vanderpool S03-18 (F); photo S00-11 (F), S01-insert, 2(F), W01-13 (F), S03-G4 (F), photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F); on postcard exhibition, Gennadeion W04-G1 (F); Public Relations Consultant, ASCSA F86-6 (F); steps down as EVP W-S06-3 (F)

Vanderpool, E., Fellow: (Jamieson C. Donati) 2009-11 (F) ;(Laura Gawlinski) W-S05-13 (F); (Thomas Henderson) 2009-18 (F); (Spencer Pope) W03-8

Vanderpool, Eugene: archive resurrected at Blegen Library S04-18; J. McK. Camp honors (at Congress) S90-10, (with lecture) S88-7 (F); Hesperia supplement honors F81-6 (F); obituary (J. McK. Camp) F89-13 (F); photo F11-11 (F); profile F86-14 (F); street in Coronis Attikis named for S88-9 (F)

Vanderpool, Joan Jeffery: obituary (C. Vanderpool) S03-18 (F)

Van Minnen, Peter: discovers new type of Roman tax certificate 2009-24 (F)

Van Rijl, Kees: attends 139th open meeting F10-12 (F)

Van Steen, G.: work on Aristophanes F93-5, S08-G4

Vardas, Christine: Gennadeion archivist F80-15 (F), S82-11, F86-8 (F)

Vari Cave excavations: selected letters from archives (M.C. McClellan) S82-6 (F)
Varnalis, Costas: *New Griffon* reports in-depth on literary works F10-G2 (F)
Vasdeki, Gavriela: Gennadius Library secretary reads poetry at Rare Book Room dedication W-S05-G2 (F)
Vase-painting. See pottery; painting
Vaughan, Sarah J.: on Angel Fellows, Wiener Lab F94-5 (F); ceramic research at Wiener F93-1; on geoarchaeology at Wiener Laboratory S95-3 (F); resigns as Wiener Director F95-4 (F)
Vavayiannis, Theodore: papers donated to Gennadeion (C. Zavos) S02-G2 (F)
Vavayannis, Ypatia: donates Mitropoulos archives to Gennadeion S01-insert, 3
Vellucci, Karen: conducts AIA workshop F94-10
Venizelos, Eleftherios: attends Gennadeion 75th anniversary celebration W02-G2 (F); profile, holdings in Gennadeion (L. Mackrakis) S81-12 (F)
Venizelos, Evangelos: meeting with ASCSA officers S97-8
Vermeule, Cornelius Clarkson: obituary 2009-31
Vermeule, Emily Townsend: bequest of $75,000 to school S02-9, S10-2; campaign to endow fellowship honoring 2009-31; memorial fellowship within reach F06-6; named Jefferson Lecturer S82-7; obituary W01-19
Vika, Frossini (former research associate, Wiener Labs): attends international conference F10-25 (F)
Vitelli, Karen D.: appointed book review editor, A/Á S81-7
Vogeikoff (-Brogan), Natalia: on archives news (workshop) F10-23 (F); archivist, Gennadeion, Blegen F95-3; at ASCSA garden S)-08-17 (F); attends award ceremony F11-16 (F); -- XIV International Congress on Archives W01-12; -- Thessaloniki conference S01-5 (F); -- Macedonia and Thrace conference on archaeology S03-9 (F); -- *Triumph over Time* 2007-18 (F); U.S. programs, F96-4; curator of 130th anniversary exhibition F11-17 (F); on Kevin Andrews’s years at School 2007-17 (F); on Carl Blegen F97-12; on completion of microfilming Schliemann papers S98-14 (F); on Hellenistic pottery F92-6 (F); on R. H. Howland’s 1934 memories of Corinth S04-17 (F); on Huxley papers S08-7 (F); on loan of “Stargazer” to Cycladic Museum F06-6 (F); on G. C. Miles excavation S08-8 (F); obituary on Elias Petropoulos W04-4; -- Yannis Sakellarakis F10-26 (F); recounts Macedonia discoveries at conference S04-5 (F); on rediscovery of early ASCSA building plans S00-3 (F); reviews book on Schliemann rivalry S12-15 (F); on Schliemann papers W-S06-G3; on Seferis papers W99-5; as senior Solow Fellow, on beam-press complex at Mochlos S03-10 (F); on Sinopoulos archives S02-G2; speaks at Cotsen hall F06-16 (F); on Thessaloniki archaeological conference, February 2002 S02-15 (F); tribute to Virginia Grace W-S05-19 (F); Working Fellow, Blegen F93-4; works with students on antiquities W04-13 (F)
Voigt, Mary: lectures ASCSA on “Gordion and the Phrygians” S02-12 (F)
Volterza, Maria: (Gennadeion archivist): on George Kastriotis papers W03-G3 (F); on N. C. Mavris papers (Gennadeion): W99-5 (F); on Mitropoulos competition W04-G3; photo S03-12 (F); on Seferis-Durrell exhibition W01-insert, 2
Von Blanckenhagen, Peter: obituary S90-14
Von Hoffmann, Ladislaus: F92-9 (F); elected Trustee S89-11 (F) 
Vovchenko, Denis: Frantz Fellow for 2005-6 W-S05-G2; studies Balkan nationalism W-S06-G2 
Vovolini, Alexandra: attends art exhibition honoring Gennadius F10-G1 (F); elected to board of overseers, Gennadeion S12-G2 
Voyatzis, Mary E.: co-directs Mt. Lykaion excavations F06-11 (F), S10-11; excavation written up in New York Times S08-24; honored for contributions to cultural heritage F10-27 
Vryonis, Speros, Jr.: lectures at Gennadeion 2007-G3 
Waage, Frederick O.: obituary S85-11 (F) 
Wace, Alan J.B.: Greece Untrodden sale to benefit BSA Centennial S86-15 
Waagen, N.M.: obituary F89-14 
Walbank, Michael: attends conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32 
Waldram, Jane C: presents AIA achievement award W-S06-14 (F) 
Walker, Alan: donates dissertation royalties F86-6 
Wallace, Malcolm Barton: obituary 2009-29 (F) 
Wallace, Robert: on personal freedoms in classical Athens S97-5; Whitehead Professor F96-7 (F) 
Walsh, John: organizes archeology conference F95-10 
Walton, Francis. R.: authors new guide F81-9; on conservation of Erechtheion F84-1 (F); Director Emeritus of Gennadeion S78-6 (F); on Gennadeion S79-13 (F); honorary lectures established S82-1 (F), S83-7 (F), F84-1 (F), S95-6, S96-6, S97-9 (F); honored by Greek government S78-1; on international congress S78-6 (F); on liturgical books donated F80-1 (F); memorial evening and obituary S90-8, 14; other holdings and gifts F81-6,7,9 (F); retirement S84-9 (F); on Statathatos gifts F82-16 (F), S89-13 (F) 
War: Hellenistic commemoration of (T. Brogan) F96-8 (F); Gulf War, effect on ASCSA S91-2 
Wardell, Timothy: book editor for publications office, Princeton S04-8 (F); receives PROSE award S12-6 (F) 
Watkinson, Charles: on grants for ASCSA “digital initiatives” F06-2; new director of publications, Princeton office W04-9 (F); on Princeton publications office staff S04-8 (F); publications news W-S05-12 (F), 2007-11 (F), S08-9, 2009-9 (F); resigns from post S10-9 
Watrous, L. Vance: on Galatas project 2007-20 (F); on Gournia excavations S11-7; Gournia (East Crete) survey F93-1 (F); honored with SUNY Award for Excellence W04-20; leads “Crete ‘90” On-Site F89-4, F90-14 (F); NEH Fellow (Crete in the Bronze Age) S02-9 
Webb, Thanos: (as Faunal Fellow) on animal bones from Limenaria S04-16; photo giving Tea Talk lecture S04-12 (F) 
Weinberg, Gladys (archaeologist): death notice S02-19 
Weinberg, Saul and Gladys: awarded AIA Gold Medals S86-11 (F); fund to honor W03-18; obituary (G. D. Weinberg) W03-18 (F), (S. Weinberg) F92-15, (K.W. Slane) S93-15 (F) 
Welser, Chris (Student Associate Member) photo W-S05-15 
West, Edith Woodfin: obituary F87-14 (F)
West, Emily Blanchard: on Summer Session 1999 S00-17
Westcoat, Bonna: Solow Fellow W04-11; visiting Whitehead Professor 2007-29 (F)
Westervelt, Hilda (Capps Fellow: photo S03-12
White, Andrew W.: on theater and ritual in Byzantium S04-6 (F)
White, Mary E.: in memoriam F77-5
Whitehead, Elizabeth A.: first editorial F77-1; and tenth anniversary of
Newsletter F87-1; honorary fund established S84-3 (F); portrait donated F86-3 (F); obituary (special issue) W84-1 (F)
Whitehead Fellow: S84-3
Whitehead, Jack: elected Trustee W84-11 (F); obituary S92-17
Whitehead Professors: Bugh, Glenn W-S05-2; Clay, Jenny Strauss S00-15 (F);
Coleman, John S02-7 (F); Day, Leslie P. F06-15 (F); Evans, J.A.S. S98-18,
W02-20; Flory, Stewart F91-13; Harrison, Evelyn B. F91-13, S92-11 (F);
Kallet, Lisa S03 -8; Krentz, Peter S01-11 (F); Kroll, Jack W03-9 (F); Lawton,
Carol W01-1; Mikalson, Jon D. S96-13; Mitten, David F89-9, S91-1 (F); Murray,
William M. S96 -12; Neils, Jenifer S92-8 (F); North, Helen F. S88-2; Oakley,
John H.; Ormand, Kirk S08-19 (F); Perlman, Paula S01-10 (F), W02-10 (F);
Pollini, John 2007-24 (F); Ridgway, Brunilde S89-9 (F); Romano, David G. S95 -1 (F); Rotroff, Susan I. S95-2 (F); Rusten, Jeffrey S. F97 -8 (F), S98-11 (F), W99-15; Scafuro, Adele W-S05-22; Schaus, Gerald P. S88-6 (F);
Shapiro, Alan H. S93 -3 (F); Tsakiris, Barbara F96-7 (F); van Minnen, Peter
2009-24 (F); Wallace, Robert F96 -7 (F); Wescoat, Bonna 2007 -19, 29 (F);
Wyatt, William F89-8. See also individual names; Visiting Professors
Wickiser, Bronwen L.: attends conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32; --
Open Meeting S02-13 (F); on the spread of the Asklepios-Cult S02-6 (F); NEH
fellow research report F10-14 (F)
Wiencke, M.H.: Festschrift planned for W99-20 (F); on NEH support of Lerna
publications S83-15 (F)
Wiener Laboratory: activities W-S06-21, S12-16 (F); (E. Hitsuoi) 2007-26
(F), (S. Vaughan) F93-1 (F), F94-5 (F), F96-3 (F), S97-6 (F), (L. Snyder, H.
Brecoulaki, J. Newhard) S00-16 (F), (H. Soomer, R. Dissall) W01-15; (H.
Soomer, R. Dissall) W01-15, (B. Damiati) S04-14 (F), (Tsartsidou, Georgia)
S04-14, (Christidou, Rozalia) S10-26 (F); Angel Fellows S92-12 (F), F94-5,
S97-6 (F), W01-12 (F); archaeological reference collection S08-15;
conference on scientific methods in archaeology S97-9 (F); --
archaeological sciences of the Eastern Mediterranean and Near East
F10-25 (F); dedicated S92-12; fellowships WS05-25, F10-24 (F); fifteenth
anniversary S08-10 (F); geoarchaeology interest grows (S. Vaughan) S95-3 (F);
hosts Max Planck Institute Workshop S10-28 (F); inaugurated
F92-1 (F); Knossos and Greek agora artifacts S02-10 (F); lecture, 14th
annual W-S06-14 (F); Margaritis on Agora’s Byzantine contexts F06-26 (F);
new director (V. Vitali) F97-6 (F); publishes Monograph III S01-10; publishes
Palaeodiet in the Aegean (monograph) W01-12; publishes Palaeodiet in the
Aegean (monograph) W01-12; new fellowship in environmental studies S04-15;
news 2007-22, 2009-24 (F); reports S01-14, W02-9 (F), S03-14 (F), S04-
Wiener, Malcolm H.: awarded honorary doctorate S08-24; attends tenth anniversary open house of Wiener Laboratories W03-16 (F); elected Trustee S85-3 (F); elected trustees chair F11-2 (F); first occasional series volume 2009-24 (F); honored at NYU School of Fine Arts W01-20; -- Mainz academy S02-20; inducted into Royal Swedish Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities S01-16; laboratory named for F92-13 (F); on Minoan conical cups S86-4 (F); named fellow of American Academy of Arts and Sciences S00-20; at Papadiokampos S-08-16 (F); receives Philhellene award F11-17 (F)

Wilkie, Nancy: reappointed to Cultural Property Advisory Committee by Obama administration F11-24

Will, Elizabeth Lyding: on Roman amphorae in India S92-13

Williams, Charles K. II: artwork exhibited at Philadelphia Museum of Art 2009-32; attends ancient Corinth symposium S87-7 (F); -- Clean Monday fest in New York City S11-G4 (F); -- awards dinner 2009-22 (F); -- School open meeting 2009-19 (F); -- retirement party W04-13 (F); Corinth excavations (See Corinth; excavations); elected Chairman of the Board S00-1; -- Trustee F97-3; honored at Trustees meeting S96-8; -- for work recovering artifacts stolen from Corinth S02-12; elected Trustee F97-3; lecture on archaeology as conquest at Corinth S97-9 (F); photograph S92-10; profile S94-2 (F); receives Philhellene award F11-17 (F); retires from Corinth excavations S97-12; steps down as board of trustees chair F11-2

Willis, Wm. H: obituary of Harry L. Levy S81-19 (F)

Wills. See gift planning

Wilson, Nancy B.: on J. Montgomery Sears S10-21 (F)

Winter, Frederick A: heads Idalion (Cyprus) excavations F92-11 (F)

Winter, Frederick E.: research on Pausanius S84-7 (F); Visiting Professor F77-2, F78-5; obituary S12-19

Winter, Nancy A.: attends lecture honoring M. Phillipides W01-1 (F); on Blegen Library activities F78-6; book on emergency procedures (with V. Argyropoulos) S98-6; chairs Terracotta Conference (Athens) F91-15 (F); on leave (profiled) F95-3; NEH grant for book F96-4; obituary of Mary Zelia Pease Phillipides 2009-30 (F)

organizes terracotta conference F88-11 (F), S89 -12, (sequel) F91-15; retires from Blegen S82-13 (F), S01 -6 (F), W01-10 (F); returns after sabbatical F97-4; visits U.S. libraries F94-4, S95-6

Winters, Timothy: director, Summer Session II, 2000 W01-13, 14 (F); attends conference “Corinth in Context” 2007-32; photo at Summer Session I 2009-18 (F); receives teaching award 2007-32
Wiseman, James: Corinth series publication S79-5 (F)
Wright, Diana Gilliland (NEH fellow), S10-8; Cotsen lecturer 2009-G2
Wright, James C.: appointment to Bryn Mawr F78-15; on Athens Acropolis S79-14; on Nemea excavations S85-7 (F), F91-4 (F); new director of school F11-3 (F); represents School at U.S. State Department committee F10-27
Wright, Kathleen Slane: appointment to Bryn Mawr F78-15; photo S78-4
Wyatt, William F., Jr.: attends Summer Session reunion S98-17 (F); on C. Edmonson S89-14 (F); leads “Lyric Visions ’96” On-Site F95-12; obituary S11-18 (F); Summer Session Director F77-1, F78-4 (F); Whitehead Professor F89-8
Wycherley, Richard E.: obituary F86-17
Xarhakos, Stavros: conducts National Orchestra of Hellenic Music at Carnegie Hall and in New Jersey for Gennadeion benefit S98-8 (F)
Yalouris, Nicholas: on centennial convocation F81-2 (F); at Isthmia museum opening S79-2 (F)
Yawn, Lila (Broneer Fellow 1999-2000): on roots of Roman painting W01-11
Yosmao lu, pek (Capps, Frantz Fellow 2001-2002): on Macedonia’s social history W02-4 (F)
Young, Arthur M.: obituary S98-19
Young, Rodney Stuart: in memoriam F77-5; photo F11-11 (F)
Younger, John G.: edits Rehak book 2007-32; donates benches to honor P. Rehak W-S05-17 (F); on new Linear A inscription F93-2 (F); obituary on Paul Rehak S04-19 (F)
El Zaatari, Sireen (Angel fellow): attends international conference F10-25 (F)
Zagoreos, Alexander: attends Clean Monday fest in New York City S11-G4 (F); photo at 75th anniversary celebration F06-16 (F)
Zagoreos, Marine: photo with Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones S04-13 (F)
Zaharaki, Amalia (receptionist): photo W-S05-16
Zaharakis, Christos (ambassador): photo at Mozart celebration F06-G3 (F)
Zahpulas, Kostas: team member, Thrace excavation W-S06-19 (F)
Zakou, Eleni: co-directs pilot excavation at Mitrou W-S05-3 (F)
Zanker, Paul: lecturer on Domitian’s palace at ASCSA S01-11 (F)
Zavos, Constantine: on Vavayiannis papers S02-G2 (F)
Zavvos, Sophia: attends Clean Monday fund raiser W-S06-G3 (F)
Zerner, Carol: on Blegen Archives exhibit S87-1 (F); Kythera colloquium paper F87-16, S88-8 (F); Mellon Archivist F89-8; on new Linear A inscription F93-2 (F); organizes “New World and Old” exhibit F92-9, S93-4; resigns for work on Lerna, profile F94-3; ASCSA Archivist F86-8 (F)
Zeus, Temple of: Exhibit at Benaki Museum (Nemea) S83-1 (F)
Zakou, Kaiti (teacher of Modern Greek): obituary S03-18 (F)
Ziskowski, Angela: attends publications display W-S06-14 (F); visits Valley of the Muses W-S06-15 (F)
Zissopoulou, Dina (assistant accountant): photo W-S05-16
Zographos, Panayotis, paintings of War of Independence F78-9 (F)
zooarchaeology: fauna from Panakton (Y. Hamilakis) S94-8 (F)
Zouganelis, George D. (Wiener Fellow): research on skeletal remains W02-14

Every effort has been made to include accurate information. If you have any corrections or additions, please forward them to the Princeton, NJ office.
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